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This thesis undertakes a study of „diaspora‟ in its evolved form(s) and 
contemporary usage. As a case study, it focuses on the Sindhi merchant 
diaspora in Japan. The Sindhis are an „Indian‟ ethnic group whose earliest 
traces of migration to Japan were for commercial purposes in the 
revolutionary Meiji period of local empire rule, this being sometime in the 
early 1870s. At the time, most were young male merchants known as 
Sindhworkies – members of an expanding international trade network 
headquartered in their native town of Hyderabad, once the capital of Sindh 
province, and presently a part of Pakistan. The Hindu Sindhi merchants who 
form the target group of this study were forced to flee Sindh en masse in the 
1947 Partition that divided British India along religious lines, into Islamic 
Pakistan and the largely Hindu India.  
 
The merchants‟ pre-Partition international trade links greatly facilitated 
their diasporic resettlements worldwide and today, along with their families, 
the merchants have an established presence in Japan. They embody particular 
status in local society – one that is partly the outcome of their historical ties 
with Japan from the colonial heyday. Their ascribed identities and represented 
positionality make this study a „classed‟ analysis. In turn, this social position 
lends insight into both their (lack of) interactions with as well as treatment by 
the Japanese. Their diasporic experiences then are necessarily differentiated 
from those of any other diasporic community‟s.  
vii 
 
The Sindhi merchant diaspora is itself a composite of multi-generational 
points of view and gendered social realities. This thesis attempts to capture the 
diversities in experience via both these intersectionalities with an aim to 
provide a more comprehensive outlook of the merchant community‟s 
diasporic condition.  For example, inter-generational differences in perception 
towards „Sindh‟ as the „homeland‟ to „return‟ to, leads to a re-evaluation of the 
present-day relevance of a singular notion of „homeland‟. Instead, this thesis 
postulates a reconstituted notion of multi-sited „homelands‟ that are transient 
and mobile.  
 
„Diasporas‟ are not sedentary settlements within bounded territories. 
They are free- forming paradigms just like the term „diaspora‟ is 
etymologically derived from the act of collective displacement. And just as 
over time, its conceptual significance has evolved to encompass variegated 
phenomena that extend beyond the forced dispersion of the Jews. So the 
Sindhis hold the world as their „stage‟. Their global networks bear testimony 
to the likelihood of their potential relocation at any point in time, be it a 
„return‟ to where they perceive to be „home‟, or to pursue novel lines of trade 
for their unending desire to capitalize on profitable opportunities. With this in 
mind, this study concludes by positioning the Sindhi merchants in Japan 
within a global frame of reference. In tandem, it also discusses a re-positioning 
of the merchants within the diverse „South Asian diaspora‟ currently residing 
in Japan. The „diaspora‟ is presented as a multiplex that provides numerous 
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This study is a composition of great personal investment to discover my 
ancestors‟ historical trade routes. It began with simple intrigue as to why and 
how my father „ended up‟ working and spending a good half of his life in 
Japan. Having once been a part of the Sindhi community in Japan, this project 
has also given me the opportunity to return to my birthplace and childhood in 
order to deliberate on my present diasporic condition. It is therefore a narrative 
inextricably entwined with my personal history. It is, as I have later written, a 
case of a diasporic narrative being viewed and written by a doubly 
„diasporicized‟ individual. Through such an orientation, my thesis aims to 
offer a refreshing and exploratory approach to the panoply of works on 
„diaspora‟ and to open up more analytical investigation of the Sindhi diaspora 
in particular. 
 
 To present day, Japan is still largely perceived to be a „homogeneous‟ 
society despite the presence of historically significant settlements of multiple 
ethnic minority groups. These include Sindhis, Gujaratis, Punjabis, Koreans, 
Chinese, Germans and many other European communities. This misconceived 
homogeneity is also a glaring indifference to the recent prominence of many 
other groups of South Asian descent such as Pakistanis, Bangladeshis and Sri 
Lankans, as well as Vietnamese migrants, most of who generally take on 
„unskilled‟ forms of labour. Their lower-ranked jobs are matched in a way by 
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the „second class citizenship‟ treatment accorded to the numerous nikkeijiniii 
especially from Brazil and the Philippines, who have resettled in Japan. Lastly, 
the sizeable group of Indian professionals who are currently in great demand 
to develop and internationalize local software technology certainly cannot be 
ignored as contributing to the multi-cultural environment of contemporary 
Japan. The relative lack of awareness of these groups means that my father‟s 
trade history as well as the narratives of many just like him, remains largely 
masked in the oblivion of negligible scholarly documentation. On the other 
hand, Sindhis feature as an indistinguishable part of the growing corpus of 
literature on „Indian merchants‟ or „Overseas Indians‟. Such studies tend to 
situate their theoretical foci along lines of business networking practices of the 
„Indian‟ or „South Asian‟ diaspora at large. But my father‟s ties to Japan go 
much deeper beyond commercial activity; to date, he holds an emotional 
connection to the country and experiences a yearning to return after having left 
some two decades ago. It is as if Japan and not Sindh or India, is his long-lost 
„homeland‟. 
 
This study stems from the everyday expression of such sentiment. It 
attends to the peculiarities of the extant Sindhi merchant community in Japan 
                                                                 
iii
 Nikkeijin refers to Japanese who have emigrated and their descendents. The term is 
used for permanent settlers rather than transient migrants abroad, who the Japanese 
government identifies by their (foreign) citizenship and ability to provide proof of 
Japanese lineage up to three preceding generations. Many hold dual citizenships but 
have significantly immersed in the cultural surroundings of their place of settlement. 
For example, a Peruvian Japanese woman who I met during my fieldwork claimed 
she could speak Spanish fluently but hardly any Japanese, and her name is Rosa. Her 
experience suggests that the term „nikkei‟ has a negative connotation and engenders 
differential treatment in Japan. See for example, Sellek (1997)‟s essay on “Nikkeijin: 
The Phenomenon of Return Migration”. 
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but also contextualizes it vis-à-vis a translocal frame of reference that would 
open up discourse on their experiences as a diaspora. It treats the questions of 
what is meant by „home‟ and how identities are constructed within „diaspora‟, 
as subjects of continuous inquiry and without intending to provide resolute 
„answers‟ that would serve only to cap their heuristic potential. Moreover, this 
thesis neither aims to nor could it possibly represent in entirety, the multiple 
voices in and of the Sindhi merchant diaspora in Japan.  It has however, 
attempted to acknowledge the diversities in experience by examining both 
inter-generational and gender dimensions of the group.  Yet even then, it must 
be mentioned that this narrative describes only one predominating strand that 
captures the lived realities of the informants. There are differences in opinion 
to be heard and contemplated on and these are brought up where possible 
within the main text.  
 
Hence, where „diaspora‟ is being spelt so, it should not be mistaken to 
singularly encompass an internally homogeneous group. While the term is so 
spelt to refer specifically to the community in Japan, it is also to underscore its 
conceptual importance (when accentuated with quotation marks). Where 
thought suitable, „diaspora‟ is inter-changed with „community‟ and where 
multiple diasporic groups are distinguished by a defining variable, the term is 
pluralized as „diasporas‟. In line with my personal knowledge of „Sindhi‟, the 
term in all its forms (i.e. „Sindh‟, „Sindhwork‟ etc.), purposefully ends with an 
„h‟ unlike the prevalent spelling in existing literature. This is to keep closely in 
line with the phonetic articulation in the vernacular. On occasions where the 
discussion involves other dominant groups in the society namely, Gujaratis 
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and Punjabis, „Sindhis‟ are subsumed under a more accurately representative 
category of „Indians‟. In turn, where meaningful to the analysis, the term 











































Figure 1A: Map of Sindh, with Hyderabad located in the lower half of the province 








This chapter introduces the Sindhi merchant diaspora in Japan as a case 
study for this thesis. It sets out in brief who „Sindhis‟ are, how they have come 
to be known as „Sindhi merchants‟ and the extent of their global diasporic 
spread after they were forced to leave their ancestral land of Sindh. The 
Sindhis‟ global presence situates their establishment in Japan as one 
community that is necessarily linked to numerous other diasporic communities 
worldwide. Hence, even though Japan is highlighted as the chosen site of 
study, this thesis will show that the local community is externally orientated 
just as importantly as it internally adapts to its host environment.  
 
Thereafter, this chapter provides a review of the literature on the Sindhi 
diaspora and also highlights the mainstream debates circulating within 
diaspora studies. Even though they share a long history with the Far East 
region and particularly with Japan, there is a serious lack of scholarship 
documenting the Sindhi diaspora and their various activities. This thesis aims 
to narrow this gap. Further, by situating the theoretical focus of this thesis 
within the field of diaspora studies, more comprehensive discourse is 
facilitated via a contextualization of the Sindhi merchants‟ business practices 
within the larger sphere of everyday living. This chapter also discusses the 
particular approach and methodology adopted in the course of fieldwork and 
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final compilation. It concludes with a structural overview of this thesis by 
outlining the chapters that follow.  
 
Sindhis, Sindhi Merchants and the Global Sindhi Diaspora 
 
„Sindhis‟, as referred to in this study, are a religio-ethnic group native to 
Hyderabad – once a bustling inland city and former capital of Sindh province, 
presently in Pakistan (refer to Figure 1A on p. 2). 1 „Sindhi merchants‟ today 
represents a more generic category of ethnic traders and their families, but it 
also refers in history to the young male traders then known specifically as 
Sindhworkies. From as far back as British occupation of Sindh in 1843, these 
merchants were known to be employed on a contractual basis by an 
internationally spread trade network called Sindhwork, from where they derive 
their title. Sindhwork had its headquarters in the merchants‟ hometown of 
Hyderabad though it is not known precisely when it originated (Markovits 
2000a: 110). A few of my informants revealed that their fathers were posted to 
Sindhwork offices in different locations worldwide for a few years on average 
before they returned to Hyderabad to await their next deployment. The 
introduction, recruitment and circulation of Sindhworkies were often 
maintained along lines of kinship and other informal networks. Hence, while 
these men were exposed to worldly travels and international trade, their 
intermittent returns to Sindh and regular contact through their kin networks 
kept them rooted to the state of affairs back home (Markovits 2009).    
                                                                 
1
 When the British annexed Sindh in 1843, they replaced the capital with the port city 






The Sindhi merchants were then part of a minority Hindu population 
within a largely Muslim Sindh.2 They were exiled from their ancestral land 
when British India was partitioned in 1947 along the religious divide into 
Islamic Pakistan and a largely Hindu India. As Sindh undividedly became 
Pakistani territory, the Hindu Sindhis became stateless in the aftermath of the  
Partition. Unlike the states of Punjab and Bengal 3 , which were internally 
divided between India and Pakistan, there was neither any collective land 
designated for the Sindhis to call „home‟ within India 4  nor can they – to 
present day – enter Sindh to reclaim their ancestral land, without endangering 
themselves. To date, even within the modern Indian subcontinent – the closest 
place to „home‟, the Sindhis remain somewhat a displaced people. 5 This is 
despite India being „home‟ to the largest Sindhi settlement (Bharadwaj 1990; 
                                                                 
2
 Although a minority in Sindh, the Hindu Sindhi merchants were a fairly large group 
within their hometown. For instance, Falzon (2004: 31) highlights from the 1901 
Census of India that within Hyderabad the total number of Hindus made up 41% of 
the population.  
 
3
 The People‟s Republic of Bangladesh had once been East Bengal and a part of 




 Boivin (2004: 149) notes that “over 100, 000 Sindhis were relocated in military 
camps. It was converted to a township in 1949 and named Ulhasnagar. This town, 
which lies outside Mumbai… is nowadays the largest enclave of the Sindhi Indians, 
with 350, 000 inhabitants.” This town is the closest conception of Sindhi „land‟ but 
hardly equivalent to the notion of ancestral territory. Rather, it is a make-shift 
arrangement officialized to accommodate the refugees on more „permanent‟ grounds.  
 
5
 According to Boivin (Ibid.: 146), it was only in 1966 after community efforts to 
preserve their heritage, that the “Sindhi language was recognized as a constitutional 
language of India”. In another illustration, as recently as in 2005, Sindh came in the 
limelight when it was suggested that it be replaced by Kashmir in the lyrics of the 
Indian national anthem. The reason given was that Sindh is not a physical part of 
India. However, the anthem was left unchanged for it was ruled that „Sindh‟ 
symbolizes more than just physical terrain; it alludes to the historic(al) inheritance of 
the entire Indus civilization, and to Sindhi culture and its people, all of which are 




Falzon 2003; Markovits 2000a) and in spite of a majority of the Hindu Sindhis 
worldwide being in some manner identifiable as „Indian‟. 6   
 
Post-Partition, a majority of Sindhis sought refuge in neighbouring 
Indian states such as Rajasthan and Gujarat. A significant number also moved 
to Bombay (now Mumbai) as it had become an important trade centre since 
1847, when Sindh officially became a part of the Bombay Presidency7 (Falzon 
2003, 2004; Markovits 2000a). Markovits for instance, highlights from the 
Census of India in 1951, that half of the 800, 000 registered Sindhi speakers 
were concentrated in Bombay of which “40 per cent were described as 
engaged in trading occupations” (2000a: 278). It may be reasoned that the 
merchants‟ commercial links with Bombay would have driven them to the city. 
It should also be mentioned that the merchants‟ long history of international 
trade that had developed considerably during the colonial period meant that 
many of them already had overseas establishments  before the advent of the 
Partition. By the 1950s and 1960s, Markovits (Ibid.: 279) notes that this 
capital abroad facilitated the Sindhi merchants‟ gradual outward movement 
from India to a resettling of entire families in locations worldwide. Hence, the 
decisive event of the Partition not only led to the sudden destitution and 
exodus of Sindh‟s Hindus across the newly formed India-Pakistan border (and 
                                                                 
6
 For example, Ramchandani (2003) states that identities like „Person of Indian 
Origin‟ (PIO) and „Non-Resident Indian‟ (NRI) are applicable to four-fifths of the 
estimated “two crore South Asians settled in more than 130 countries, outside India” 
(p. 87). More recently, the Indian government has come up with a more flexible 
category entitled, „Overseas Citizenship of India‟ (OCI), which allows a limited form 
of dual citizenship. 
  
7
 The Bombay Presidency was an impressive expanse of territory in British India, first 
established in the early 1600s by the British East India Company. It covered the 
present-day state of Gujarat, much of Maharashtra as well as numerous surrounding 
districts in western and central India. It also included Sindh and Aden in Yemen. 
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beyond), it has also had irrevocable consequences. The key outcome has been 
the global Sindhi diaspora, whose idea of „return‟ is not conceived to end at its 
point of ancestral „origination‟ for it cannot feasibly be actualized in any such 
sense. 
 
Today, the pioneering generation of Sindhworki traders is succeeded by 
multiple generations of Sindhi merchant communities who occupy a 
ubiquitous diasporic presence in hundreds of destinations that stretch across 
the globe. They are most notably located in port cities or dense centres of trade 
that offer them profitable opportunities to expand their businesses. Sindhi 
population sizes vary considerably between places and average a few 
thousands in many communities, Japan included. Collectively, Sindhis 
constitute a significant part of the estimated 20 million strong „Indian‟ 
diaspora at large (Lal 2006: 10).  
 
So renowned are they for their trademark opportunism and shrewd 
business sense that Sindhis are chiefly identified by and large as an 
occupationally homogeneous group via the associational tag of „Sindhi 
merchants‟. Their heritage as „merchants‟ stems from an occupational 
hierarchy embedded within the Sindhi caste system. This will be elaborated on 
in Chapter Two, in line with the merchants‟ socio-historical background in 
pre-Partition Sindh. For now, it should be noted that while the term itself is 
literally embodied by the breadwinning men, it may arguably signify not just 
families but entire communities that occupy a certain socio-economic status 
and are of „merchant class‟ within the diaspora at large as well as in Japan in 
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particular. From speech to mannerisms, mentality and business acumen, to the 
general make-up of their everyday lifestyles and (inter)activities, Sindhi 
merchants distinguish themselves beyond the literal translation of a „high 
income group‟. Rather, consciously or otherwise, they embody the more 
socially positioned stature of general affluence. It is a position that is both 
ascribed and reproduced. Hence, any analysis of the Sindhi merchant diaspora 
is de facto analysis of a „classed‟ diaspora, and whose diasporic experiences 
are meaningfully and inextricably entwined with their social position.  
 
As extensively dispersed as they are, the merchants‟ largely prosperous 
establishments worldwide are undeniably a result of their strong and 
intricately interconnected global diasporic networks. These networks comprise 
overlapping flows of various forms of capital such as physical (i.e. human, 
such as through kin recruitment and circulation in firms), monetary, social 
(joint business ventures) and cultural (via practices like endogamy). These 
flows are not fixed and evolve overtime within a transformative global 
paradigm. Figure 1B (see p. 9) reflects the sheer spread of this diaspora in the 
1990s. It is a reasonable assumption to figure an even greater number in their 
establishments two decades hence, most recently including their settlements in 
industrial cities in China. It is within this mutating scheme that the conceptual 
potency of „diaspora‟ takes on renewed significance in the contemporary and 


















Figure 1B: Global dispersion of the Sindhi diaspora, map originally adapted from Bharadwaj (1990), retrieved and modified from David (2001) 
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The Sindhi Merchant Diaspora in Japan 
 
The Far East as a region and Japan specifically, was a key player in the 
merchants‟ international trade dealerships in the post-annexation period of 
colonial Sindh. At the time, silk from the Far East became the prime item of 
export in exchange for Indian cotton (Markovits 2000a; Shimizu 2005). For 
their worldly knowledge and experience, the Sindhi merchants were a highly 
desirable mediating group of agents who were instrumental in circulating 
Japanese silk along with many other “Oriental” crafts to the international 
markets. Japanese products particularly were in great demand due to a 
Western fascination for all things „other‟ – a craze that transited centuries, 
beginning in the 1860s and lasting well into the first quarter of the twentieth 
century (Markovits 2000a: 118). 
 
The merchants‟ commercial history in Japan therefore dates back to the 
early 1870s which is when the pioneering merchants established their 
businesses in the silk production centre of Yokohama city. The timing of their 
first set-up in Japan coincided with radical transitions in the heretofore closed-
door policies of a secluded Japanese economy, instigated by Western 
pressures to open up local ports to international trade. These revolutionary 
changes chiefly characterized the Meiji era (1868-1912) of local empire rule. 
The merchants‟ endeavours were also facilitated greatly by advancements in 
world transport and communication infrastructure. Further, the privileges 
accorded to them by the reigning British in their hometown meant that as 
„British subjects‟ overseas, the merchants could navigate deals to their 
11 
 
advantage (Falzon 2004; Chandru 1993; Chugani 2003; Markovits 2000a; 
Vaid 1972).   
 
While Yokohama was the main centre of silk manufacture, Shimizu 
(2005) highlights that around the same time, Kobe‟s prominence in the field of 
cotton imports rose significantly. Like Yokohama, Kobe too had a port 
location and this led the city to gradually emerge as a major centre for 
commercial exchange. With the development of the first direct trade shipping 
route between Kobe and Bombay in 1893, Shimizu notes that “several Indian 
trading companies set up branches in Kobe to import raw cotton, indigo, skins, 
tin, and ivory from India, and export silk goods and sundries to the same 
country” (p. 29). By 1901, he states that there were “twenty-six Indian 
residents in Kobe, most of whom seem to have been in commerce”. Within 
four years, this number more than doubled to 59 merchants (Ibid.). Hence, 
both Yokohama and Kobe house historic settlements of Sindhi merchants (see 
Figure 1C on p. 12 to locate these cities). In fact, the Sindhi merchants were 
not the only „Indians‟ in Japan at the time. From as early on as the 1860s, 
records reveal that few Indian scholars, mainly from Maharashtra, had arrived 
in Japan to pursue higher education. Unlike the merchants however, they were 
mainly based in Tokyo (Dhar 2004; Prakash 2006; see also, “Public Record 
Office” document in Appendix 2). 
 
Dhar (2004) and Prakash (2006) also note how from the early 1900s 
onwards, the resident Indians in Japan had already formed their own social 



























Figure 1C: Map of Japan, featuring Yokohama city in Kanagawa prefecture (in the 
Kanto region) and Kobe city in Hyogo prefecture, alongside Osaka metropolis  
(both in the Kansai region)  
(Source: adapted from Komai 2001) 
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“Hindustan Association” in Tokyo in 1902 and the “Oriental Young Men‟s 
Club” in Kobe, later renamed the “India Club”, founded in 1904. The 
following decades saw a gradual rise in the number of Indian residents of 
various ethnic backgrounds such as Marwaris, Parsees, Gujaratis and Punjabis, 
and most were traders just like the Sindhis. The foundation of such social 
spaces for communal gathering reflects the evolving nature of Indian presence 
in Japan into a more permanent base. The importance of these sites for cultural 
exchange within the diaspora will be discussed at length in Chapter Four. 
 
Major turning points in the Sindhi merchants‟ history in Japan come  at 
two instances. Firstly, the Great Kanto Earthquake that devastated Yokohama 
in 1923 led many merchants to shift their base to Kobe. And secondly, in the 
aftermath of the 1947 Partition, the largely commercial establishments of the 
Sindhi merchants transformed into familial diasporic settlements. The Sindhi 
merchant population within Yokohama and Kobe, as well as in Japan as a 
whole, has fluctuated over time in accordance with such major events.  
However, it has also been affected by the independent mobility of the 
merchants that has, in turn, been facilitated by their global trade networks, 
which affords them the capital to leave Japan and relocate elsewhere should 
there be a need to do so. It is therefore difficult to pin down the merchants‟ 
exact population in Japan at any given point in time though a rough estimate 
based on my fieldwork suggests a figure of  2000-3000 at present. Half this 
number resides in the Kansai region (mainly in the cities of Kobe and Osaka) 
and a much smaller community lives in Yokohama. Even smaller clusters of 
Sindhis are found across Japan such as in Tokyo and Iwakuni, the latter being 
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home to Sindhi tailors who once served the American military base stationed 
there. For a gauge of the population figures, membership lists in the Indian 
Chamber of Commerce Japan (ICCJ) annual directories provide a good source. 












Figure 1D: Graph reflecting the fluctuations in ICCJ membership over 40 years 
(Source: adapted from Tsubakitani & Tanaka 2008) 
 
It should be noted that a majority of the Sindhi merchants in Japan have 
their companies registered under the purview of the ICCJ. Therefore, the 
graph‟s revelation of a steep decline in membership from the mid 1990s 
onwards suggests a parallel fall in the population of Sindhi merchant families 
in Japan. As they trace the number of “Indian Residents” in Hyogo (Kobe) and 
Osaka between 1961 and 2005, Sawa and Minamino (2008)‟s consolidated 
statistics also reveal smaller increments in the overall population within these 
areas. My fieldwork between 2008 and 2010 corroborates these findings. 
However, there are accounting errors to be identified. For example, the 2008-
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2009 ICCJ directory shows a listing of about 300 names that include the 
names of multiple members of the same family. Indeed, subsequent pages in 
the directory show the contact details of only 93 firms located in Osaka and 
Kobe (Kansai region), and Tokyo and Yokohama (Kanto region). It is not 
known how Tsubakitani and Tanaka (2008) have defined “Persons” to 
construct their graph, for, double-counting of the same family‟s various 
members is not necessarily an accurate representation of how many merchant 
firms remain in Japan. Further, the listings pertain to all persons of „Indian‟  
origin who have registered as a company and so „Sindhis‟ only constitute a 
part of this list. Regardless, in light of the recent decline, this study emerges in 
timely fashion to document the narratives of the old, the young and the many 
who have already left as well as others who continue to shift out of Japan.   
 
1.2  Methodology 
 
Preliminary Motivations for this Study 
 
From the initial set-up to present day, the pioneering merchants and their 
families – their children, who today form the main group of senior merchants 
with their own wives and children, present us with a multi-generational, 
gendered, classed and „trans-ethnic‟ case study for analysis. Being a second 
generation „Kobe kid‟ myself, my preliminary motivations for this study grew 
from personal interest to trace how my father „ended up‟ in Japan. My intrigue 
mirrors the kind of bafflement that many express when they learn about the 
mere existence of „Indians‟ residing in Japan, let alone the historical nature of 
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their establishments. This very indifference and my (ill- )conceived curiosity 
about how the merchants have „successfully‟ sustained themselves across 
generations, led me to embark on this project.  
 
My problematic hypothesis stood as such: how have Sindhi merchants in 
Japan been so successful for so long (approximating 140 years of enterprise)?  
The presumptions that cloud this question are numerous. Am I referring to the 
merchants‟ enterprises as a uniform entity of „successful‟ businesses or select 
prominent firms? Or the vague notion or „air‟ of a „successful‟ majority? More 
importantly, what do I even mean by „so successful‟? If my conceptualization 
of „success‟ is economic prosperity, is it too limited? Even then, how can I 
concretely measure this definition of „success‟? By extending this view of 
„success‟ to an elongated constant over time – 140 years, I am giving no 
allowance for possible changes that must have accompanied the life histories 
of these firms. By chiefly labelling the merchants as „Sindhi‟ (over other 
possible commonalities such as textile merchants or Indian merchants), I am 
presupposing a link between their ethnicity and their „success‟. I am also 
making the notion of economic success of „outsiders‟ or „foreigners‟ in Japan 
a case for intrigue. By involving the element of time (longevity of the 
„success‟), am I really asking about their strategies for success in business or 
for staying afloat in a foreign country? If the Sindhi merchants‟ sustained 
residency in Japan – despite the historical context of their establishments – is 
bewildering, it possibly suggests that they remain „outsiders‟ in Japan. But 




I cannot say that my thesis provides a resolute „answer‟ to all of the 
questions listed above. Rather, my preliminary hypothesis has evolved 
throughout my fieldwork experience and has proffered me a different vantage 
point. As a start, I discovered that today‟s Sindhi merchants who remain in 
office in Yokohama and Kansai (Kobe-Osaka) are mostly struggling to bide 
the depressed economy. Most of the existing firms represent „old money‟ 
made in the booming trade of the past that has been cushioning their meek 
trade since the collapse of Japan‟s bubble economy in the late 1980s-early 
1990s. 8  Hereafter, my presumptuous and primordial configuration of 
„success‟ became about this equally antiquated conception – that the 
merchants are embroiled in an unending battle of „survival‟. In order to 
accurately present the merchants‟ condition, it was critical that I move away 
from these primitive implications. Contextualizing the Sindhi merchant 
community as a „diaspora‟ allowed me to recast my concerns about the state 
of the merchants today within a wider net of contemplative exercise.  
The initial concerns of „success‟ and „survival‟ that underscored a primal 
importance to „ethnicity‟ are now reconceived as a(n) (in)constant identity-
forming process that the merchants are entangled in. A central illumination 
here is that of both the links and disconnect of the merchants‟ identities 
                                                                 
8
 A Sindhi merchant who arrived in Japan in 1965 to work for his uncle‟s company, 
informed me that their business peaked in the 1980s just before the bubble burst. At 
the time, economic inflation primarily with respect to real estate and stock prices rose 
greatly. Banks too gave out risky loans and made credit easily obtainable. The 
merchant‟s firm, along with many others, capitalized on their investments during this 
period, especially by buying property. As a result, the collapse of the bubble has had 
a lasting impact on many Sindhi firms. This depressed economic climate was 
compounded by the increased outsourcing of textile manufacturing to countries with 
cheaper labour. A number of merchants highlighted this shift to me, first citing 





between generations, and the related notion of „ethnic‟ identity as a fluid 
concept. In addition, the due acknowledgement of a prominent „South Asian 
diaspora‟ in contemporary Japan leads to a necessary reframing of what 
constitutes a „Sindhi merchant in Japan‟ with, what does it mean to be a 
„Sindhi merchant diaspora in Japan today‟. This shift in perspective allows a 
problematizing of the merchants‟ “ethnically endowed success” theory 
(Markovits 2009)9. It also suggests a re-evaluation of the very notion of what 
„success‟ means in the ethnic minority enterprise as it may be conceived in the 
larger sphere of diasporic living.  
 
In her preface to the biography of prominent Sindhi merchant, the late 
Kishinchand Chellaram, author Kavita Daswani captures the preliminary 
motivation for and timeliness of my study. She writes: 
 
At this juncture in time [the new millennium], Western society 
is taking a much closer look at the East. The relatively recent 
economic boom in the Asia-Pacific Rim has stimulated 
worldwide interest in Asian history and culture, and the 
successes of Asian business diaspora have captured the attention 
of social scientists and economists… little has been written 
about the Sindhi Hindus, an important trading community driven 
out of its home country half a century ago at the time of the 
Indian Partition. Although Sindhi Hindu refugees have gone on 
                                                                 
9
 Markovits‟ article presents an aggressive stance against what he calls the  “„ethnicist‟ 
paradigm” or “„primordialist‟ thesis” that is criticized for ahistorically suspending 




to become one of the most formidable of the ethnic Asian 
business communities, their background has remained 
something of a mystery even in contemporary India. It is one of 
the purposes of this book to fill that literary void. (1998: 1-2) 
 
While her book has certainly impressed with a thorough historical account of 
the acclaimed merchant and forms a valuable addition to the limited repertoire 
of literature on Sindhis, broader theoretical questions underlying „ethnic‟ 
business „success‟ remain unanswered. Markovits‟ work (2009) on the other 
hand, takes up the challenge to do away with the essentialized link made 
between ethnic specificity and economic prosperity. What is „Sindhi‟ about 
the Sindhi merchants‟ businesses comes to naught when ethnicity is conceived 
on a primordial tightrope as rigid taxonomy, where its function is merely 
illustrative and not instrumental. 
 
While this study seeks to contribute to the literature of an „ethnic‟ group 
– Sindhis, it aims to contribute a project that considerably „unpacks‟ 
ambiguous and unhelpful „racialized‟ discourse of ethnicity. As a case in point,  
the Sindhi merchant diaspora in Japan is embedded within a socio-historical 
framework that emphasizes the processual nature of the merchants‟ 
establishments over time. Outlining the merchants‟ history also points to the 
wide variety of factors that have combined in some way to facilitate and 






Armed with a questionnaire based on my preliminary hypothesis (see 
Appendix 1) and the quest to unearth my ancestors‟ trade routes that could 
have links to my father‟s history and by extension, to my own, I entered my 
primary field site – Kobe. More than just my site of study, Kobe is also my 
birthplace and childhood hometown, which I had emigrated from two decades 
ago. As such, there is no proper way to pinpoint my very first „entry‟ into the 
field. However, for the particular execution of research for this study, I 
revisited Kobe after a seven-year hiatus, in June 2008, and remained in the 
field for a stretch of two months. This trip included multiple train rides for my 
interviews in neighbouring Osaka and a three-day stay in Yokohama.  
After this first visit, contact was maintained via phone interviews and e-
mail correspondence. I returned to the field briefly in December 2009 and 
again for a month in April 2010. It must be mentioned that the warm 
reception I first received in 2008 likened my position in the community to a 
„guest‟ who they were meeting after a long period of time. This „special 
treatment‟, as I would realize in retrospect, gradually evolved into polite 
formality for both my informants and me, as I became a repeated visitor 
through my subsequent returns. The regularity of my appearances was further 
affirmed when my father returned in 2009 to re-establish his office. The 
consequent renting of a house and my entire family‟s visit to Kobe later that 
year, in effect isolated my first trip as a unique experience.  
Admittedly, foreknowledge through my personal association did filter 
my thought-process even though my approach was purposefully to survey the 
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field „ground up‟. However, having no personal residence initially, this same 
connection afforded me accommodation with close family friends who are 
also prominent old-timers of Japan‟s Sindhi community. Living with a Sindhi 
family in their household – one that was suitably located within the densely 
clustered „Indian‟ residential district, meant that I had the privilege of 
recording day-to-day observations of their activities and could tag along 
behind them as a way to „snowball‟ introductions to more contacts. In this 
way, this family functioned as my primary gatekeeper.    
My field sites extend to the main areas of Sindhi merchant settlements 
in Japan. These settlements include both their residences and offices. The 
main locations as aforementioned, are: Kobe (particularly the residential areas 
in the Chuo and Nada wards and specifically along the adjacent Kumochi and 
Nozaki Dori streets, but also the Kitano-cho neighbourhood, as well as 
residences and offices in the downtown Sannomiya district); Osaka‟s 
Honmachi business district where most Sindhi (and other „Indian‟) firms are 
located; and lastly, Yokohama‟s Yamashita-cho neighbourhood – home to the 
small Sindhi merchant community from the pioneering days of establishment. 
Although this thesis studies the Sindhi merchants‟ history in particular, my 
research interviews and observations did not exclude other „Indian‟ ethnic 
groups, keeping in mind how intimately entwined and tight-knight this 
merchant community is. As I had greater personal access and accommodation 
in Kobe, and because it currently holds the greater number of Sindhi 
merchant families, Kobe has been my primary field site.  
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In all, I conducted 24 formally recorded in-person interviews (either 
audio-taped or with handwritten notes) and numerous informal exchanges 
with the same informants as well as many others. Most of my formal 
interviews with the merchants – mainly Sindhi but also Punjabi and Gujarati 
merchants – were conducted in their offices or homes. Visits to the 
merchants‟ offices allowed me to observe the dynamics of both employer-
employee relations and inter-generational work relationships between the 
senior merchants and their sons. Further, the latter‟s interactions at work drew 
a parallel for my observations of their relationship as „father and son‟ in the 
house. These observations inform the analysis of Chapter Three.  On the other 
hand, visiting the merchants‟ homes gave me the opportunity to converse 
with their wives too. These „chats‟ as well as my frequent accompaniment of 
the Sindhi „aunties‟ on their whereabouts, has informed the discussion of the 
role of women in the diaspora in Chapter Four.  
Most of the merchants who inform the content of this study belong 
largely to the second generation whose ages range from the early 50s to early 
70s. The sons of these merchants, now in their 20s and 30s, form the third 
generation within the life cycle of the firm. Then there is the intermediate 
group of nephews and other kin who have joined their uncles‟ companies. It 
is hard to define this group generationally as they straddle the second and 
third generations, and so are classified under either as is appropriate. There 
was just one instance of an interview with a pioneering Sindhworki merchant 
– an old-timer of Yokohama who today is in his mid 80s. Otherwise, most of 
the pioneering generation have either passed on, retired and relocated 
elsewhere or were of too fragile health to accommodate my interview request.  
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Besides the merchants‟ offices, I also visited the various city and ward 
offices, Indian Consulate (Osaka), the ICCJ office (also in Osaka), Kōbe-shi 
Bunshokan (Kobe City Archives), the Yokohama Archives of History and 
Yokohama Silk Museum, as well as various social spaces such as the Indian 
Merchants Association Yokohama (IMAY) building, the Indian Social 
Society (ISS), the India Club, and the Guru Nanak Darbar (Sikh temple in 
Kobe), for my research. It should be noted that on many occasions, these 
„visits‟ were not premeditated trips for my research, but part of the daily 
social activities that I partook in more consciously as a temporary „member‟ 
of the community. Just as pertinently, the „formal‟ delineated sites were 
complemented by a wide variety of „informal‟ meetings such as at cafés and 
restaurants for exchanges over a meal. Ironically, my interview appointments 
with professionals – both members of the Indian expatriate (henceforth 
„expat‟) community, as well as Japanese managers and academics – were 
mostly engagements over lunch or coffee.  
My research in the field was extremely discursive, heavily dependent 
on symbiotic relationships maintained with both family friends and newly 
introduced informants, and a struggling process to overcome the language 
barrier on account of my incompetence in Japanese. In this respect, my 
father‟s role as facilitator between local staff at government offices was 
critical to obtaining the required information. Being able to converse with the 
locals in their tongue was a trait that visibly put the Japanese at ease, once 
they overcame their initial bafflement that is. This observation comes out on 
various occasions as detailed throughout this thesis. These interviews and 
observations aimed at producing „ethnographies‟ of the diaspora‟s everyday, 
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make up the „raw‟ material for the content of this study. They are 
supplemented by a wide variety of documents obtained in the field, and a 
selected list of secondary sources from the vast array of scholarship on 
diasporic communities, „diaspora‟ theory, migration studies, social memory, 
business networks and postcolonial literature.  
In order to maintain anonymity, the real names of most of my 
informants are kept confidential and their identities replaced with initialized 
pseudonyms such as „CA‟ and „MM‟. Further, I purposefully address the 
Sindhi merchant as „Uncle‟ for, most of the merchant informants are close 
family friends and this term allows me to retain the personalized relations 
involved in my research. Similarly, the merchant‟s wife is addressed as 
„Aunty‟. My positionality in the field was key in determining the approach 
taken in my study and the following segment deliberates on it in greater detail.  
 
The Predicament of Position 
We no longer ask whether it is the Insider or the Outsider 
who has monopolistic or privileged access to social truth; 
instead, we begin to consider their distinctive and interactive 
roles in the process of truth seeking. (Merton 1972: 36)  
Was my position a privileged one or disadvantaged? Each time I 
addressed a Sindhi merchant as „Uncle‟, my consciousness of the entire 
project was made stark. I was reminded of the precariousness of my balance as 
returning former „Kobe kid‟, as daughter of a legitimate member of the Kobe 
Sindhi community, and as student researcher – in town for a specific purpose. 
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But this purpose kept slipping from my consciousness as well as kept 
presenting itself to the community as no more serious a task than a 
cumbersome school assignment. Even if they could be ranked, my multiple 
identities were certainly constantly shifting, and not just up and down the 
order of priority – dictated at times by myself, at other times by others and 
most often contradictorily or complementarily by both. Rather, they felt to be 
more rotational, as if a circulating disk of alternating presences, each given 
their time in the limelight while the other shadowed identities took stock. And 
so as the merchants improvised their reconstructions of the „homeland‟ while 
making sense of their present lives, I too reconstructed my social reality of 
Kobe in order to accommodate my current presence. Each role that I assumed 
came to bear on the vividness of a forgone past that I had to remember of my 
childhood, and what came before me was my torn imaginary.  
In his elaboration of multi-sited ethnography, George Marcus raises 
awareness of a renewed interest on the part of anthropologists towards 
employing multi-sited research techniques in the field of social memory. 
Expounding on alternative visions of collective reality, he writes: 
Processes of remembering and forgetting produce precisely 
those kinds of narratives, plots, and allegories that threaten to 
reconfigure in often disturbing ways versions (myths, in fact) 
that serve state and institutional orders. In this way, such 
narratives and plots are a rich source of connections, 
associations, and suggested relationships for shaping multi-sited 
objects of research. (1995: 109) 
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As the memory-making of the merchants occurred, so did the various planes 
of temporalities in their constructions begin to take shape: my past, the 
merchants‟ past, their present, my remembrance of my past in the present. As 
this process unfolded in real time, the multiple roles that I had to perform 
came to bear on the forefront of my consciousness, for Marcus notes, “as the 
landscape changes across sites [- in this case, sites initiated through time-travel 
in memory -], the identity of the ethnographer requires renegotiation” (Ibid.: 
112).   
I realized that my position was neither wholly privileged nor sorely 
disadvantaged but more accurately occupied multiple spots in between. I was 
never fully the „insider‟ or ever completely an „outsider‟, which perhaps in 
most other such ethnographic immersions is also the case. The roles were, as 
roles are so defined, relative to the various entities I interacted with. What 
remained throughout was my distance of having left for several years that now 
inescapably accompanied my visible adult profile, and which accorded me the 
only means of pursuing an „objective‟ path. But this project does not 
endeavour to be „objective‟ in any troubling and frustrating hard science sense. 
It is interpretative in its orientation, bare and deeply personalized in its essence. 
It must necessarily be so, on account of my position, and on account of my 
motivation.  
The diaspora is being evaluated by a doubly „diasporicized‟ individual – 
removed involuntarily first through her ancestry from Sindh and then for 
practical reasons via emigration from the only place she seems to identify as 
her „homeland‟ – Kobe. What does this say about the diasporic experience? 
What does it say about the ever elusive „homeland‟? The link between these 
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two thoughts is what salvages the supposed infallibility of the „homeland‟. It is 
one that can neither be confined geographically nor grounded concretely for, 
„Sindh‟ as it could have been, is no longer, but „Sindh‟ as it is remains, and 
continues to thrive and morph in the resurrected imaginaries of its displaced 
descendants. The „homeland‟ has to be mobile both literally and figuratively. 
Its literal mobility allows the „homeland‟ to be a shift-able node of residence. 
Falzon for instance, discusses the salience of “cultural hearts” such as 
cosmopolitan Bombay, in the diasporic imaginary of his Hindu Sindhi 
informants. These centres, he claims, “are often of much greater importance 
than a notion of homeland which survives the process or is created and 
projected back in time to seem primordial. What is needed is a decentring of 
the notion, both in geographical and analytical terms” (2003: 665). 
Figuratively, the mobile „homeland‟ is able to accommodate in seemingly 
„wholesome‟ manner, the mythical fragments that resonate from the utterances 
of the Sindhi merchants as they hold, within their deep conscience, refracted 
memories of a distant but sublime „Sindh‟.  
It is the diasporic experience that can capture the elusive „homeland‟, 
albeit within fast- fading memories or as mythical substance boundlessly 
conjured, both of which are active reconstructions of the past – a process to 
aspire to the „Sindh‟ that ought to be. What matters is not whether this visage 
is an „accurate‟ reflection of the state and composition of Sindh in a time that 
has come to pass, but what purpose this agency serves within the context of 
the merchants‟ position in Japan from where they draw this link to Sindh. In 
this instance, the applied method of research is one significantly extended to 
the finger tips of the merchants. It is like an electric soar of energy through 
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their veins to empower them with the “magical realism” of the social 
imaginary (Appadurai 1999: 469), so that they may reflect in their discussion 
with me the negotiation of their positionality, as I reflect their discussion here, 
their representation of their positionality (afixedly). Reflexivity, doubly 
significant in the undertaking of the diasporic imaginary, most certainly 
featured as a powerful dimension of method, for both my informants, and me 
(see Marcus 1995: 112). 
I am not the first of „my kind‟ to attempt a formal narrative of the life 
experiences of this diaspora (see for instance, Chugani 2003). So my visits to 
the merchants‟ residences or offices were me t on occasion with slight wariness 
of foreknowledge that could have led to „corrupt‟ data insofar as the 
foreknowledge translated into premeditated thought and selection of telling. 
Then again, this was in fact triggered by the mere presence of my recording 
device. The methodology then encompasses observation of such nature just as 
it significantly comprises reflexivity. There were purposeful trips sought for 
the gathering of official documentation; they yielded statistical results and 
trying exchanges hindered by my incompetent Japanese. And then there were  
the fruits borne out of candid conversations and informal chats that were so 
devilishly spontaneous that they always escaped audio capture. The act of 
observing here takes on unintended form, unlike presupposed participation and 
the even more prescribed order of non-participant observation. The 
spontaneity of rich exchange is paralleled by the perceptive skill of 
observation impromptu in the sense of heightened cognizance and the 




1.3  Literature of the Sindhi Diaspora 
Current information about Sindhis is available through a variety of 
means. There are mass mediated materials online, such as “Beyond Sindh” 
and “The Sindhu World”, as well as through paper subscriptions like the Hong 
Kong based “Bharat Ratna International” and the locally circulated “Chakra”10 
and “Yoke” newsletters in Yokohama. Political sites such as the “World 
Sindhi Congress” and “Sindhi Association of North America (SANA)” are 
also available but appear to only cover the issues concerning residents of 
Sindh, who are the Muslim majority and whose conditions and life 
experiences are entirely divorced from the Hindu Sindhi merchants in the 
global diaspora. Interestingly, there are no politically inclined materials to be 
found on the Sindhi merchants. This lack-there-of affirms the „apolitical‟ 
characteristic of the group as a whole. Rather, greater emphasis is given to the 
Sindhis as a „diaspora‟, now more commonly subsumed within growing 
popularized accounts of the „Indian‟ diaspora. Examples of online media 
include the American “Little India” publication as well as Singapore‟s recently 
launched “Tabla!” magazine.  
Although there has been noticeable growth in contemporary scholarly 
literature of the Sindhi diaspora over the last two decades, there is still a great 
need for more academic research to build on the few meticulously detailed and 
historical analyses done (Levi 2002; Falzon 2004; Markovits 2000a), as well 
as to expand investigation through new angles in contrast to the extant works. 
Some notable publications include accounts of Sindhis in Hong Kong (Vaid 
1972; White 1994) and a comprehensive study of their sociolinguistic 
                                                                 
10
 See Appendix 3 for a cover illustration. 
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practices in Malaysia (David 2001). There are also comparative works within 
regions, such as in Manila, Hong Kong and Jakarta (Thapan 2002) and 
between groups, like the Sindhis and Jews in Gibraltar (Haller 2003). Theses 
by Sindhi students complement the variety of case studies with ethnographic 
approaches to Sindhis in Japan (Chugani 2003), a detailed case study of a 
Japan-based Sindhi firm by Samtani (1994), and Sindhi merchant history 
(Aswani 1995) and their socio-cultural rituals (Chandiramani 1993; Dadlani 
2002) in Singapore. Personalized biographies such as that of Sindhi tycoon, 
Kishinchand Chellaram, by Daswani (1998) and reflections by Buxani (2007), 
further enrich the Sindhi data bank but with descriptive narratives rather than 
academic discourse.  
 
Within the larger scheme of discourse on the „Indian‟ diaspora, Sindhis 
feature as a sub-group and are most often referred to generically as „Indian 
traders‟. Examples include the “Japan” essay by Prakash (2006) that is 
featured within The Encyclopedia of the Indian Diaspora, Mehta and Singh 
(2008)‟s illumination of the “Indian Diasporic Elderly”, a brief on “The 
History of Indians in Japan” by Chandru (1993) and a similar historical map 
by Dhar (2004). Sindhis have also been identified through works about their 
colonial history and cultural domains such as those of religion and language 
(see Boivin 2004, 2008; Jotwani 2006; Lekhwani 1994; Ramey 2006; 
Schimmel 1974; Yegorova 1971).  
 
More recently, literature on the Sindhi diaspora is seen to be emerging in 
line with the growing interest of Japanese scholarship on the South Asian 
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communities living in Japan. This is especially because of the prominent base 
of Indian professionals who have begun migrating to Japan from the late 
1990s onwards and reside in dense clusters within Tokyo as well as in 
surrounding prefectures like Gunma, Saitama, Kanagawa and Yamanashi. 
Works on these new migrant groups (see for instance, Azuma 2008; Komai 
2001; Sawa & Minamino 2008, also, Ahmed 2000) has engendered some 
exposure on the history of „Indian‟ merchant establishments (see Shimizu 
2005; Tsubakitani & Tanaka 2008). These works are also complemented by a 
wide array of paraphernalia written in the Japanese medium. Compilations 
include the Nichi-in Bunka that is published by the Kansai Japan-India 
Cultural Society (see articles by Fujita and Tominaga (1994) featured in the 
35th anniversary edition). Thus, more often than not, Sindhi-specific data is 
subsumed under the umbrella term of the „Indian‟ diaspora.   
 
On the whole, readily available English-based material on Sindhis in 
Japan is restricted to a mere handful and constrained within the severely 
limited scope of the scholarship in general. Despite their extensive spread and 
well-defined global networks, accessible documentation on Sindhis is 
relatively a hard find, with the likelihood that much archival data remains 
legally bound within official bodies in Pakistan and India, as well as Britain11. 
Other records may well be lost in literal translation, in either the Sindhi 
medium or vernacular forms of the place of diasporic residence. The latter is 
true for numerous materials retrieved on Sindhis in Japan, where loose records 
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 Fieldhouse (2001) in his review of Markovits‟ (2000a) monograph cites the 
“rigorous examination of apparently improbable sources, such as consular reports…” 




that date back over a century are written in ancient Japanese Kanji script 
deciphered with much difficulty even by locals.  
 
1.4  Diaspora Theory 
 
Key Debates: Past and Present 
 
A great many works have been written about „Diaspora‟12 and through 
them, one may chart its evolution in meaning and expansion in scope. The 
extensive range covers definitional articles by Cohen (2001) and Safran (1999), 
hybrid culture and identity-oriented literature such as in seminal works by 
Gilroy (1993b) and Hall (1990), the transformative role of memory within 
postcolonial, personalized accounts by Agnew (2005), Mishra (2007) and 
Rushdie (2006), and much more recently seeks to merge with overlapping 
studies on transnationalism and globalization (see Koshy 2008; Mishra 2006; 
Shukla 2001; Vertovec 1999, 2001).  Even so, the potential of „diaspora‟ as a 
concept, a perspective and a mutable entity, remains largely untapped. Koshy 
(2008) highlights that the diverse trajectories of the „South Asian diaspora‟ in 
particular, remain under-theorized. Of diaspora‟s “unanticipated usefulness”, 
Paul Gilroy writes: 
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 I capitalize the initial here to refer specifically to the literal, tragic origins of 
„Diaspora‟ – Greek for „scattering‟ and „sow‟ (Ashcroft, Griffiths & Tiffin 2006). 
While its classical definition had to do with the forced removal and dispersion of 
Jewish communities from their land(s) in Babylonian times, today the term also 
captures the diversity of enriching diasporic experiences of numerous other 
communities. These experiences include both the „negative‟ and „positive‟, the 




 If it can be stripped of its authoritarian associations it may 
offer a seed capable of bearing fruit in struggles to 
comprehend the novel sociality of a new millennium. It is 
after all a concept which contributes something valuable to 
the analysis of inter-cultural and trans-cultural processes and 
forms. (1999: 293) 
 Its Jewish roots preserved, the diaspora of today is rightfully diasporas, 
„rhizomatic‟13 and with networks of branches that criss-cross at multiple loci 
of intense activity, themselves nomadic nodes as veins continuously build and 
brigade elsewhere and all over. The messy maze of branches is reflective of 
the vivid – though sadly under-studied – global flows of inter-connectedness 
between diasporas (Haller 2003); the nomadic nodes, a recognition of the 
shift-ability and possible co-existence of multiple „homelands‟ rather than the 
presiding and sedentary mother „homeland‟ (Falzon 2003). The flapping 
canopy of leaves must tell a tale of polysemy even as it gives the impression 
of a singularly looming cape from both atop and underneath.  
 
The buoyancy of diasporic narratives in the contemporary is lost in 
stubborn commitment towards a eulogy of survivalist rhetoric and proclivities 
of „success‟ talk. But diasporas must not be conceived within nebulous 
                                                                 
13
 Derived from Deleuze & Guattari (2004)‟s model of the “rhizome”, „rhizomatic‟ 
here serves to describe the constantly evolving and unpredictable form and 
composition of diasporas. Their interconnections point to a multiplicity of centres, a 
circuitry of exchanges and no one predominating point of focus. Though the authors‟ 
conception of “rhizome” is described as antithetical to the genealogical – and so, 
dualistic – implications of the „tree‟ metaphor, I allude to both images in the spirit of 
“the changing same” (a compelling motif by Leroi Jones, quoted in Gilroy 1999: 297-
298). That is to say, diaspora-speak cannot but be entwined in the semantics of literal 
genealogy while it must simultaneously be recognized that the paths taken across 
generations may certainly be linked but are not rigged in absolute accordance. 
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schemes of „success‟, or „failure‟ for that matter, somehow reified in a 
restrictive sense of being just about economic livelihood, or, otherwise 
eulogized for the intangible losses incurred in the processes of diaspora 
formation and living (see critical responses to this in Miller 2008 and Jain 
2004). Gilroy‟s evocative composition of the eclectic volatility of diasporas as 
“capable of conferring insight as well as precipitating anxiety” (1999: 297), 
suggests that they must be understood as living, breathing entities, capable of 
giving form just as they are forming over time and guided by the environment. 
Diasporas are to be understood as necessarily elusive and impossible to be 
explained or reified in whole as uniform and a global class of second rate 
„citizens‟. In fact, this ambivalence “demands that we attempt to weigh the 
significance of the scattering process against the uniformity of that which has 
been scattered” (Ibid.: 294, italics emphasis mine).  
 
As diasporas morph and transform historically, they cannot be 
legitimately characterized by grounding their apparently bitter members on 
„hostile‟ foreign terrain but instead by serendipitous illuminations of their  
members‟ constant liminality. Herein, in the nuances of their everyday 
liminalities that is, it may be exposed that the members of a diaspora are 
constantly negotiating their positions as they (sub)consciously recreate for 
themselves a renewed dialogue of the social imaginary – one whose 
sensibilities are foremost beneficial to them. Further, it is positioning not just 
relative to their hosts or kin but positioning that is in flux multi-dimensionally, 
involving a plurality of spaces and temporalities that may only be „captured‟  
by the indiscriminate boundlessness of the mind.  
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This notion of multiple spaces and time-travelling reveals itself most 
acutely in the emergent discourses on the role of memory in the d iasporic 
imaginary. In her semi-autobiographical account of South Asian migrants in 
Toronto, Vijay Agnew centrally posits the role of memory in the women‟s 
processes of identity-forming and their search for home. She states: “the 
individual living in the diaspora experiences a dynamic tension every day 
between living „here‟ and remembering „there‟, between memories of places 
of origin and entanglements with places of residence, and between the 
metaphorical and the physical home” (2005: 4). More importantly, she notes 
how memories - their selectiveness itself a political act – “are constantly made 
and remade as people try to make sense of the past” (p. 9). “[It] is an act of 
remembering that can create new understandings of both the past and the 
present. Memories are an active process by which meaning is created; they are 
not mere depositories of fact” (Giles 2002: 22, as cited in Agnew 2005: 8). 
The potency of the process of recollection, via memory, exemplifies the 
everyday glimpses of diasporic dealing, i.e. the glimpses of liminality wherein 
time manages to get momentously suspended in the furore of explosive mental 
capacity. 
 
Today, the Sindhis‟ link to their ancestral homeland remains perhaps the 
most vivid in the fractured memories of surviving elderly, and least so in the 
embodied identities of current Sindhi youth, some of whom nonetheless 
express earnest desires to „re-connect‟. Contemporary Sindhi diasporas are 
popularly identified as an „Indian‟ ethnic group, possibly because they once 
hailed from an undivided „India‟ but probably more so because their current 
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rootedness to a sense of „home‟, is tangibly located in modern Indian cities 
such as Mumbai, New Delhi, Bangalore, amongst many others (Falzon 2003). 
The problematic triad of religion, race and nationality further enforces the 
conflation of being „Hindu‟ with being „Indian‟, and so, may also readily 
account for the Sindhis‟ common categorization as „Indians‟, or in some 
instances, as „South Asians‟. It has, as a Sindhi informant remarked, become 
necessary to explain oneself as such: “Of course I am Indian, but I live in 
Singapore, but I am originally Sindhi”. One infers a multiple identity stake in 
the casual remark, one that is embedded in the various transitions that have 
occurred in the history of Sindhis. Glimpses of their eventful history surface in 
many such utterances, much more palpably so than what is reflected in the 
nascent documentation of their affairs.  
 
History is most certainly always „in the making‟, for, inherent in the 
process of memory-making, is the distinct notion of a continuous alteration of 
the past, and so of history too. It is then doubly ironic that the product of 
historical events – the diaspora, be crippled by its historicism than be endowed 
with it as an expository mechanism to inform the occurrences in the 
contemporary. The role of rooted (immutable) but retrospectively processed 
history seems to be invoked only insofar as the tragedy of exile need be re-
awakened, to make sure the lesson is learnt more through remembrance and 
lesser through contextual application (Jain 2004).  
 Today‟s inquiry must focus on what Marshall Sahlins calls 
“regimes of historicity”, with comparativists analyzing 
historical consciousness in all its variety, including diverse 
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semantic experiences of history and conceptual constructions 
of human time, without positing any necessary coherence 
among them or, consequently, hypothesizing a close 
correlation between a culture and a regime of historicity. 
(Detienne 1999: 11, emphasis mine) 
This thesis attempts to straddle these complexities in historical analyses 
firstly by purposefully contextualizing the case study within a socio-historical 
framework. Secondly, by structuring the content of the merchants‟ historical 
establishments with no consciously conceived linearity. Instead, the flow of 
argument that builds on the merchants‟ web of identities affecting their 
everyday experiences is prioritized.  Thirdly, this study departs from the notion 
of diasporic communities as torturously nostalgic and emotionally yearning 
for their „homeland‟. The novelty of the Sindhi merchants‟ case is that it 
provides a refreshing take on a diaspora that is economically prosperous and 
politically disenfranchised. The Sindhi merchants are a minority group whose 
registration in official records is submersed within the generic category of 
„Indojin‟ or „Indians‟ and whose local identification is with „alien‟ registration 
cards given to all „foreigners‟. Hence, through official verification, „Sindhis‟ 
are an unidentifiable group in Japan, and their great historical roles as well as 
current repute in business are ironically invisible, and reduced to a negligible 
statistical contribution to the Japanese economy. They are, in many ways, and 





Conceptualizing the Sindhi Merchants’ Case as a Study of ‘Diaspora’  
 
As a case study of the Sindhi merchant diaspora in Japan, this thesis is 
part of a larger project that aims to build on contemporary literature of the 
Sindhi diaspora and simultaneously contribute to diaspora discourse on the 
East Asian region. This thesis brings into particular combination of focus, the 
conceptual importance of a socio-historical approach to comprehensively 
account for the contemporary position of Sindhis in Japan, with a concurrent 
attempt at illuminating the conceptual vigor of the diaspora perspective.  
 
It is now within reason to postulate that there may be a paradox at work 
here. While the historical approach is being adopted as integral to the 
understanding of diasporic living, „history‟ as it were, has been laid bare as 
ever elusive and politically reconstructed in memory – never to be found as its 
one „true‟ self. So if history can no longer unfold as it were, what is to be said 
about the authenticity of a historically-centered approach? The question is a 
rhetorical one, for the investment here is not to do with determining „fact‟ but 
with the process of becoming. That memory “is an act of representation and 
performance” (Agnew 2005: 7) is already known, so the question worth asking 
is, what these acts mean for the Sindhi merchants and how and in what ways 
do they feature as central to the merchants‟ position as a diasporic community 
in Japan. Historical analyses of the contemporary Sindhi merchant diaspora in 
Japan draw frameworks for understanding the merchants‟ present-day lived 
realities. The transition of historical evolution is not only illustrated but also 
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shown to be currently relevant through the intricate ethnographies of their 
everyday.  
 
In similar vein, the notion of „diaspora‟ has been treated more often as a 
definitive outcome rather than a mutable process beyond initial conditions of 
settlement. There is a lack of conceptual emphasis and oversight of the 
formative potential of diaspora in its ability to recreate itself and its members 
as “re-diasporize[d]” (Koshy 2008: 8). However, while Koshy here considers 
“re-diasporize” to mean a choice of resettlement of the diaspora from one 
hostland to another, I would like to expand this definition to consider the 
evolution of a diasporic settlement in situ. The evolution could be premised on 
cross-generational distinctions that suitably re-characterize the diaspora as a 
whole, or it could be based on memory junctures of the presently elderly 
members of the diaspora that reflect a transformation. Alternatively, it could 
arise comparatively in the wake of newer diasporic formations in the same 
location that would consequently distinguish the merchant settlement as now 
the „old diaspora‟. These are but three possible triggers that materialize in my 
study of the Sindhi merchants in Japan.  
 
The differing vantage points adopted to study the Sindhi merchant  
community (such as through a gendered or generational focus) could also 
extend beyond the parameters of this diaspora to include voices within the 
hostland that are bolstered by and have implications for, both the changing 
nature of the diaspora and the politics of their representation(s). An example 
here would be the growing prominence of the Indian expat community in 
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Japan acknowledged by Japanese scholars in the emergent literature over the 
past decade. Their writings have had an unwitting impact on the older Indian 
merchant diaspora in Japan, of which Sindhis comprise a major ethnic group.  
The creation of a comparative basis for two distinct diasporic groups within 
the country could reconstitute the merchant settlements as the „old‟ diaspora 
and the professionals as possibly the „new‟. In the process, this comparison 
begs a critical re-evaluation of what constitutes „diaspora‟ in the evolving 
contemporary.  
 
While interest in the professionals has engendered some exposure of the 
merchants, it is more so as a secondary note than a compelling study. Such 
displacement risks a relegation of the merchants‟ historical role as well as 
stunts future research of their evolved roles. Indeed, the Indian merchants are  
being overshadowed by a group that is much larger in size and which is likely 
to experience sustained growth in the coming years, as a potent form of capital 
exchange in the bilateral economic relations between India and Japan (Reeves 
2009). In order to attend to this changing environment, this thesis therefore 
concludes its study on the Sindhis by positioning the diaspora within a global 
setting vis-à-vis other South Asian groups in contemporary Japan. It is, as 
Avtar Brah has noted, important to historically situate diasporic journeys in 
order to capitalize on the heuristic potential of the concept of „diaspora‟, 
where,  
[t]he question is not simply about who travels but when, how 
and under what circumstances? What socio-economic, political 
and cultural conditions mark the trajectories of these journeys? 
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What regimes of power inscribe the formation of a specific 
diaspora? In other words, it is necessary to analyse what makes 
one diasporic formation similar to or different from another… 
(2006: 443) 
 
1.5  Thesis Overview 
This thesis is divided into six chapters that derive their headings from the 
metaphor of travels as expounded by Clifford (1997). The chapters begin with 
„Roots‟ as laid out here in the introductory Chapter One, followed by Chapter 
Two on „Routes‟, where I trace the merchants‟ inheritance via their migration 
histories, and then to Chapter Three: „Trade of the Times‟, where I discuss in 
detail the workings of the Sindhi firms across generations. Chapter Four – 
„Transiting the Everyday‟, concerns the diaspora‟s daily activities. The quality 
of a fleeting condition that underlies „transition‟ alludes to the largely 
overlooked sites of „trade‟ both in terms of the lesser acknowledged role of 
Sindhi women as well as their concomitant social spheres of activity. Hence, it 
is here where I attend to the gendered social realities that differentiate the 
diasporic „worlds‟ of Sindhi men and women. Chapter Five presents „Returns‟ 
within the diaspora by analyzing the role of memory as a means to reconceive 
the „homeland‟. The thesis concludes with Chapter Six – „En Route to 
Translocality‟, where the merchant diaspora is aptly positioned within a global 













The Sindhi Inheritance:  


















This chapter delineates the Sindhi merchants‟ historical „origins‟ via two 
approaches. The first literally contextualizes the merchants‟ socio-cultural 
environment in Sindh and subsequently traces their migration history through 
worldly events such as colonial rule, the Second World War (WWII) 
(particularly Japan‟s involvement), the evolving global climate of trade as it 
was influenced by the British, the consequences of Partition and the receiving 
end of allowance and restrictions implemented by the government in Japan. 
The second approach relates to the flow of argument in this chapter, which 
prioritizes the transhistorical identities of the merchants as they experienced 
the aforementioned events and how these multiple identities have endured 
over time.  
 
A Socio-Historical Approach  
 
The contemporary Sindhi merchant diaspora in Japan and its 
labyrinthine international trade network is an established global phenomenon 
that has come to be understood just as it is, and without much consideration of 
the historical factors that have led to its birth. Such thinking is evidenced in 
introspective accounts of Sindhi accomplishments, in statements like, “Sindhi 
community‟s success in business has a secret. Business is in their blood.” 
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(Buxani 2007: 22) 14 . Though generally informative and motivational to its 
audience of co-ethnics, such reflections offer little or no contextualized 
explanation for a grounded understanding of the merchants‟ current prosperity.  
 
This chapter traces the migration history of the Sindhi merchants from 
Sindh‟s annexation by British colonialists in 1843 to the merchants‟ eventual 
diasporic formation in Japan post-Partition (i.e. 1947 onwards). Historicizing 
the merchants‟ contemporary establishment allows for a much needed 
contextualized understanding of how their current position has come to be.  
Further, such analysis problematizes culturalist orientations or as Markovits 
(2009) has called it – the “„primordialist‟ thesis”, which is criticized for 
ahistorically suspending merchant trading networks as a product of their 
ethnically endowed “predispositions” (pp.16-17).  It is in similar vein that 
Jones & Ram (2007) argue for ethnic minority business to be seen best as a 
variation on a generic entrepreneurial theme where it should be “grounded in 
the wider political-economic environment as well as in the social capital of its 
own communities” (p. 440). Even so, in the case of the “unusually dense and 
resilient networks” of diasporic communities, the authors consign the 
presupposed exclusivity of „personal‟ resources to eventual mutability, 
whereby “community members, especially those born in the adopted country, 
become socially equipped to break out of the security of the ethnic womb” (p. 
                                                                 
14
 Buxani does provide some detail on the contributing historical circumstances of 
pre-Partition Sindh but with an overwhelming aim to instil awareness of the Sindh is‟ 
“art of survival” (p. 22) and “inbuilt resilience” (p. 12). While maybe apt to inspire, 
these phrases portray a strong element of determinism that undermine the importance 
of extraneous factors. 
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445). This latter point is discussed in Chapter Three, within the context of 
inter-generational differences. 
 
For now, in the event of the Sindhi merchant diaspora, the prerogative 
lies with history as it does not merely inform the present but invigorates it. 
The socio-historical approach does not seek to belittle the power of the present 
in its inevitable reconstructions of the past. Rather, it attempts to embed the 
present by invoking a significantly larger frame of reference, via discussions 
on the merchants‟ transitions through the past. Indeed, while the past and 
present are necessary markers, they participate dialogically in the attempt to 
problematize the nature of an event that is both a historical consequence and a 
consequence of history15 . The emergent colonial context of the merchants‟ 
historic passage revives for instance, their chief identity marker of „British 
subject‟ as a point to critically examine within the scheme of their present 
establishment. Colonialism in this instance also allows insight on the historical 
relations between the Indians and Japanese. As such, this chapter discusses the 
passage of the Sindhi merchants on a macro-plane of the international politico-
economic scene of the time in combination with facilitating global 
developments, and also attends to micro- level analysis of their positionality 
via transhistorical identities.  
 
 
                                                                 
15
 Detienne explains the double meaning of “historical being” and of “being 
historical”. The first refers to “being in the time of nature”. The second relates to “the 
human awareness of history as presently conceived or claimed, that is, being 
conscious of the fact that we manufacture history and give ourselves as much of it as 
possible” (1999: 10). „Historical consequence‟ and „a consequence of history‟ is 
being similarly applied here. 
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Identifying Sindhi Merchants in Pre-Partition Sindh 
 
The Hyderabadi Hindu merchants are clearly to be religiously 
distinguished from the Muslim Sindhis who formed the majority of Sindh and 
mainly made up the local peasantry. The Hindu Sindhis were mainly divided 
along occupational lines.16 There were largely two social caste groupings in 
pre-Partition Sindh that are most pertinent to this study and are relationally 
defined in a somewhat diametric manner. They are the professional or civil 
servant category known as the Amil caste and the broad base of the trading 
Bhaiband 17  caste. Falzon pins this opposition down quite succinctly: 
“Basically [he states], the distinction in Sind was amil = educated = service as 
different from bhaiband = uneducated = business”. Where officially the Amils 
were considered the most “prestigious”, the Bhaibands were considered the 
“wealthiest” (2004: 33-34).   
 
It is understood that the Hyderabadi Hindu merchants who form the 
focus group of this study, come from the lower rung of the varied Bhaiband 
sect (Markovits 2000a: 111). However, this study does not necessarily 
preclude exclusivity of caste and does indeed involve merchants of Amil 
lineage as well, and possibly merchants of other groupings. It must also be 
noted that in general, caste within the context of the Sindhi diaspora does not 
                                                                 
16
 Falzon (2004) notes how their rigid divisions of occupation also intersected with 
intra-regional differences that in turn, revealed subtle variations in the vernacular 
speech. However, as the group under study are the Sindhi merchants from Hyderabad, 
these additional factors do not bear much relevance here. 
17
 Variant of bania that is better known in the contemporary; Bhaiband literally 
translates as „brotherhood‟ which also meaningfully connotes the persisting t ies of 
kinship that define the Sindhi merchants‟ transnational networks.  
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appear to weigh too heavily as a socially divisive mechanism as much as it 
does in other ethnic Hindu communities. Falzon (2004) makes an interesting 
note of how his informants tacitly describe themselves as simply „Sindhi‟, 
never „Hindu Sindhi‟, or for that matter by caste distinction (p. 6). Indeed, in 
the diasporic context, “Sindhiness suddenly became an identity as distinct 
from those of the peoples living around the displaced Sindhis” (Ibid.: 38). The 
resultant positionality of „diaspora‟ and the altered vantage point for its 
community has meant a new form of „othering‟. The emphasis has shifted 
from the differences within Sindh to the self as „other‟ with respect to the host 
society.  Just as well, the savvy of the „lowly‟ traders or banias, has greatly 
surged in global recognition to overwhelm their outdated categorical binds.  
 
The Hyderabadi merchants are also to be distinguished as maritime 
traders – distinct from the Shikarpuris who led the caravan trade along the 
trans-continental Silk Road18, and who hail from a smaller town in northern 
Sindh called Shikarpur (refer to Figure 1A on p. 2 for location). According to 
Markovits (2000a, 2009; see also Curtin 1984; Levi 2002; Sengupta 2004), the 
Shikarpuri traders are known to have established trade routes through Central 
Asia that, based on available records, predate those of the Hyderabadi 
merchants. The latter, in turn, were a group more directly influenced by the 
                                                                 
18
 The Silk Road refers to an ancient and extensively interconnected network of trade 
routes that stretches across Asia, northern Africa, the Mediterranean and parts of 
Europe. The term was coined by German geographer, Ferdinand von Richthofen, in 
1877, and is derived from the Chinese silk trade that formed the major trade linkage 
trans-continentally. However, in its general usage today, the term covers both 
continental and maritime trade routes. See Manchester (2007) for a visual art 
illustration of the historical Silk Road. 
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colonial presence as well as by significant developments in global 
communication and transport.  
 
The ancient travels illuminate the pre-colonial endeavours of Sindhis, 
albeit more so of the Shikarpuri than Hyderabadi merchants. Such evidence, 
though sparse and with presumably much yet to be unraveled, supports the 
definition of the Sindhi merchants as a well-networked community preceding 
the colonial occupation of Sindh. Their far-reaching ambitions may also be 
considered autonomously and not just in conjunction with colonialism; their 
global presence often misleadingly further contrived as a phenomenal 
consequence of the 1947 Partition.   
 
Colonialism, the Colonial Lens and the British Subject  
 
British presence in the undivided Indian subcontinent dates back to the 
advent of the British East India Company, itself established in 1600 and later 
dissolved in 1857, its activities subsumed by the British Raj (Hindi for „to 
reign‟) under Queen Victoria until the infamous Partition in 1947. However, 
Sindh itself was directly and significantly affected only upon its annexation in 
1843 led by Sir Charles Napier who defeated the local Talpur dynasty19. It 
may be said that the merchants‟ initial displacement came at this juncture, and 
it can be reasoned that the colonial presence in Sindh affected the Sindhi 
merchants both adversely and advantageously.  
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 Hyderabad was the urban heart of the Talpur Mirs, a dynasty that had reigned for 
sixty years before meeting its end under British conquest. It was a heavily fortified 
town that served as headquarters for the Talpurs‟ administrative establishment. See 




As Markovits (2000a) highlights, the takeover effected a transition of the 
province‟s capital from Hyderabad to Karachi, probably due to the latter‟s 
viable coastal location as a trading port. The change meant a disruption to the 
local administrative and political set-up in Hyderabad that drove certain 
businesses such as the local money- lending system to the ground, as the 
British replaced it with their own established treasury. Merchants dealing in 
the local craft production of weaponry, lacquerware and textiles were also 
affected as they faced stiff competition from a market now exposed to external 
goods entering through Karachi. Furthermore, for their fondness for luxurious 
craftsmanship, the overthrown Talpur Mirs had provided a large consumer 
base for the local artisanal wares. Their defeat wiped out an entire elite 
clientele for both the makers and the merchants who supplied these goods.  
 
The merchants were forced to re-route their local trade patterns to 
expand their options, an initiative that was further encouraged once Sindh 
became an official part of the Bombay Presidency in 1847. With the political 
change in tow, pre-colonial commercial links between Hyderabad and 
Bombay City (or present-day Mumbai), were now strengthened by a greater 
regularity of exchange. Trade in Bombay of the distinctly local Hyderabadi 
craft products20, popular especially with the prominent European base, came to 
be distinguished literally as “Sindwork”, and earned their dealers the now 
time-honoured trademark of “Sindworkies” (Markovits ibid.: 111-116).  
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 The peddled goods in Bombay included amongst other items, lacquer work on 
wooden articles, painting work on vessels, apparel such as ethnic bottoms called 




From Bombay, the merchants travelled either east or west. Eastwards, it 
was down through the southern end of the Subcontinent, via Colombo and 
overseas towards the Straits Settlements and the Far East. As the merchants 
expanded their trade, they diversified their product range beyond local 
handicrafts and so sought external nodes of production to support the 
burgeoning demand for goods. Besides India, Japan was reputed as one of the 
merchants‟ main sources for novel trade items supplied to the West. Silk in 
particular, was the prime item of supply that was manufactured in Japan. This 
point of pre-Partition commercial links with Japan is important when 
considering the merchants‟ eventual diasporic settlement in the country.  
 
For the merchants who travelled Westwards, Markovits (2000a) cites 
Egypt as their first international stop; the country‟s attractiveness as a tourist 
haven would have provided the merchants with an ideal market to sell their 
wares. Past Egypt, many travelled overland through Europe to the 
Mediterranean, and then either towards the Canary Islands or south, towards 
the African continent. The diametrically advanced east-west routes explain the 
merchants‟ rapid spread and truly global network establishment, notably 
decades before the advent of the historic 1947 Partition.  
 
While both the context and role of colonialism are undeniable in the 
merchants‟ history, the metaphoric „colonial lens‟ offers a duplex approach. 
The „lens‟ delineates a particularly colonial as well as colonized ambit through 
which overwhelming recognition is accredited to the role of colonial rule and 
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regulation in the movement and commercial successes of pre-Partition Sindhi 
merchantry. However, when magnified by the lens, the colonial framework 
concurrently offers revealing instances of the merchants‟ independent 
proclivities for trade which, though not necessarily pre-colonial, reflect a 
group comparably competent and in fact, in some instances “indispensable as 
partners of British firms” (Ibid.: 14, italics emphasis mine). For example: 
 
In the trade with Asia and Africa, the existence of long-standing 
connections gave Indian merchants some kind of competitive 
edge over European capitalists. The latter, who were generally 
not familiar with the area, often needed the services of Indian 
middlemen as intermediaries in transactions with local 
producers and these middlemen were often in their turn able to 
entrench themselves in such a way that they maintained areas of 
independent operations. (Ibid.: 16) 
 
Vaid (1972) too makes a point of how the merchants‟ trade expansion 
overseas was not limited to British colonies even though their international 
spread was given a boost post-occupation. He writes that they first “went to 
such places where the British could not or did not wish to trade” and only then 
“moved to other places where he [the merchant] could trade under British 
patronage” (p. 66).    
 
Even in the coloured vision of colonized discourse, there is much to be 
learnt of the mercantile minds of ancestral traders. An apt illustration can be 
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found in the late nineteenth century travelogues of Sir Richard Burton in his 
two-volume account, Sind Revisited (1877), written of his journey and 
experiences through colonial Sindh. Despite his high-end Eurocentric account 
and degrading terminology like “Barbarians” used in reference to Sindhis, 
Burton describes the ambitious and opportunistic trait of the Hindu 
“Banyan”21 as early on as the 1870s: 
 
The Sind trader has lived so long amidst, and in subjection to, 
the stranger, that he has unconsciously, but palpably, 
emancipated himself from much of the galling bondage of a 
faith, which fears progress as much as destruction. Tempted by 
hope of wealth, he has wandered far and wide from his native  
shores, to sojourn for years in lands… he is accustomed to long 
voyages… The Banyan receives but a scanty education… he 
then takes his place in the shop, where, if you please, we will 
leave him to cheat and haggle, to spoil and adulterate, and to 
become as speedily rich by the practice of as much conventional 
and commercial rascality, barely within the limits of actual 
felony, as he can pass off upon the world. (Pp. 282-283) 
 
It is with respect to this oft slighted mobility of the merchants that a case 
is here asserted for both the contingent environment and the merchants‟ 
opportunism to be acknowledged as having contributed to their successful 
global outreach and well-developed networks. It is in such a context that one is 
                                                                 
21
 Same as bania or „trader‟ caste. 
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able to note how the merchants timely capitalized on their „subjugation‟, 
negotiated conditions of their trade with the Japanese22 and maneuvered their 
way into the international and domestic markets. Therefore, while the 
merchants‟ historic passage centrally posits a colonial frame of reference, this 
in turn brings to surface a paradigm of both volatile and unificatory relations 
between three „countries‟23 during the war. Colonialism then signifies more 
than eventful historical conquest; it demarcates an era that witnesses the 
inadvertent establishment of staunch Indo-Japanese relations as an outcome to 
end its rule.  
 
As its mobile symbols of dominion, the Indians‟ (i.e. Sindhi merchants‟) 
identity marker as „British subjects‟ has lent their position as „middlemen‟ an 
added connotation – that of experiences both privileged and somewhat 
antagonized in the interim war period. To begin with, rather than hold them 
back, the merchants as „British subjects‟ had the protective coverage of the 
Empire. Markovits (2000a) attests to this “largely political” nature of the 
contrasting extent of access and mobility of Indians as compared to Chinese 
and Japanese merchants. He states: “the Sindwork merchants, being British 
Indian subjects, benefitted from the protection given to them by their status 
and could move freely more or less anywhere” (p. 120, italics emphasis mine).  
Ironically, rather than colonized, the title of „British subject‟ conferred 
                                                                 
22
 Shimizu (2005) for instance, notes how „Indian‟ traders were able to take over 
dealerships initially held by Chinese merchants that had fallen through because of 
Sino-Japanese conflict. 
23
 „Countries‟ here applies more symbolically as represented by „Indians‟, „Japanese‟ 
and „British‟. It does not refer to „sovereign‟ territories since India at this point was 
British India.   
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“status” with exclusive privileges that facilitated the merchants‟ commercial 
activities. In a letter dated November 7, 1975, an old-timer resident of Kobe 
since 1912 writes to the Bharat Ratna24 office in Hong Kong: “Few months 
after the military occupation [of Japan], Mac-Arthur25 ordered to start export 
business but no Japanese was allowed to export by themselves till peace-treaty 
with USA is signed as such only foreigners were able to carry such 
business…” (see Appendix 4 for a sample of the letter).  
 
Before Japan finally came under MacArthur‟s charge, multiple air raids 
were conducted in the mid 1940s by the allied forces, with bombs thrown over 
various parts of Japan, including Kobe and Yokohama. My elderly informant 
– a pioneering Sindhworki of Yokohama, told me he believes that there were 
“900 fighters” and “600 bombers” in an act of “accurate precision bombing by 
the Americans” that destroyed his city. In another illustration, Uncle MM, who 
owns a tailoring shop in downtown Sannomiya, recounted his grandfather‟s 
experiences in American-occupied Japan. He recollected how his 
grandfather‟s identities as both „Indian‟ and „foreigner‟ helped the latter  in the 
wake of a devastated Kobe. Uncle MM said: 
 
Since he [Uncle MM‟s grandfather] was Indian… those times 
India and Japan had little bit friendly relations because, England 
                                                                 
24
 Bharat Ratna International is a Hong Kong based magazine established by the 
prominent Hong Kong Sindhi business tycoon, Bob Harilela, in 1963. It is published 
as a monthly periodical for the overseas Indian community. The official website is as 
follows: http://bharatratna.com/br.html. 
25
 General Douglas MacArthur, nicknamed Gaijin Shōgun („foreign military dictator‟), 
oversaw the occupation of Japan by Americans from 1945 to 1951. 
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was enemy of India and England was even enemy of Japan. So, 
Indians were not so much bullied by Japanese those times. But 
many Americans, Germans… I mean other Europeans who were 
staying in Kobe, they really had a very hard time during the war 
time. They were enemy to Japan… So in his case, he said he 
didn‟t have a very hard time. And on the contrary, after the war, 
foreigners had the special privilege for the food ration and 
supplies… American army was controlling the food ration and 
foreigners were kept in different category so they had the 
different quota… a bigger quota…   
 
However, „Indians‟ also experienced animosity at the hands of the 
Japanese. Dhar (2004) and Prakash (2006) note how once Japan entered the 
war on 8 December 1941, resident Indians at the time were treated with some 
degree of local hostility because of their association as „British subjects‟. 
Some were even temporarily incarcerated in the Foreigner Detention Centre. 
However, the animosity came to an end with the gradual recognition of a 
mutually beneficial merge of forces26, initiated and led chiefly by two Indian 
revolutionaries. The following paragraph elaborates.  
 
                                                                 
26
 Joyce Chapman Lebra (2008) has published a comprehensive account of Japan‟s 
involvement in the Indian National Army. She suggests that the alliance of Indians 
and Japanese though in support against a common arch-rival, had differing end goals. 
While for India the aim was purely to attain independence, for Japan it was a political 
strategy to expand its sphere of influence with propaganda like the tagline, “Asia for 
the Asiatics”, through which it encouraged the spread of anti-British sentiment (p. 
xiv). However, for purpose of this study, the emphasis is on the alliance as 
historically pivotal to enduring ties of solidarity between Japan and India. 
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Ras Behari Bose, an „Indian‟ in exile at the time, is often overshadowed 
by his more charismatic and famed compatriot as well as namesake – Netaji 
Subhas Chandra Bose27. Although, in the context of Japan‟s involvement in 
the fight against the British, Behari Bose is to be credited with a comparatively 
prolonged period of immersion in Japanese society – mixing with local radical 
groups from the time of his arrival in 1915, eventually marrying a native, as 
well as changing his citizenship. His pull amongst local influential figures 
finally culminated favourably when he managed to convince the Japanese to 











Figure 2A: Ras Behari Bose seen here sitting at the head of the table at a meeting in 
1930s Kobe (Source: photo courtesy of Kio Okami, whose grandfather sits fourth 
from the left) 
 
It was only in 1943 that Subhas Chandra Bose arrived in Japan and 
accepted the invitation to assume leadership of the Indian National Army 
                                                                 
27
 Respectfully addressed as Netaji, meaning „respected leader‟, Subhas Chandra 
Bose was a staunch frontman of the Indian independence movement who, with the 
support of the Japanese, attempted to end British rule.  
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(INA) – the military arm of Behari Bose‟s established Indian Independence 
League. The INA was made up by forces from the Imperial Japanese Army as 
well as Indian Prisoners of War (POWs) held under Japanese-occupied Burma 
and Malaya (Lebra 2008). The Indian revolutionaries‟ call for help engendered 
a vote of political alliance in recognition of the common nemesis. It also 
meant a strengthened friendship with the Indians – now perceived lesser as 
unwanted outsiders and more in sympathetic consideration for the ir diminutive 
subjugation. This union ignited a fiery allegiance to depose the British.  
 
In the run for independence, the merchants were entangled in their 
multi- identity web of being „Indian‟, „foreigner‟ and „British subject‟ all at 
once. And it was a web they had to navigate through various forms of hardship. 
To elaborate, it would be naïve to assume an entirely smooth progression of 
affairs for resident Indians in Japan at the time of war for this negates the 
intervening role of the British – one that has to be realistically considered as 
being extremely invasive, indeed to the extent that they imprinted their 
conquest as a marker of identity on their „subjects‟. In other words, on account 
of their political tie-up as „British subjects‟, the merchants‟ trade with Japan 
was contained within restrictive measures set up by the colonialists. For 
instance, Dhar (2004) notes the specific creation of a new “Indo-Japanese 
Trade Treaty” in 1934 that controlled the import of textiles as well as raised 
import duties on general merchandise (p. 118). It was to unblock this 
hindrance in their trade and protect their extant economic inte rests that 
Markovits cites as probable reasons for the merchants‟ support to Subhas 
Chandra Bose and the INA (2000a: 144).  In another illustration of difficulty, 
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an old-timer Gujarati merchant „originally‟ from Baroda, revealed how his 
grandfather was stopped en route in Bangkok on his attempt to return to Japan 
after the war had ended in 1945. He was denied a visa by the Japanese because 
Indians then were considered British nationals. It was only two years later that 
he received a letter by the ruling American armed forces to return and re-start 
his business. 
 
In light of the discussed points of view, it is best said that it remains for 
the most part debatable amongst historians as to what extent the colonial effect 
had on the merchants‟ trade endeavours and expansion prior to the Partition. 
Indeed, it is likely that the relative lack of information on pre-colonial trade 
histories with respect to the Hyderabadi Sindhi merchants may very well have 
to do with the lack of documentation and (accessible) archival records.  
Markovits (2000a)‟ meticulous analysis of the merchants‟ trade history while 
attending to the colonial context of their prominence in global visibility, also 
attests to the “somewhat obscure” (p. 110) origins of their trade network. He 
affirms that the merchants, whom he tellingly labe ls “global middlemen”, 
“have been able to perform in the world economy for many decades in an 
often unnoticed way” (pp. 22-23). Further, he highlights the hundred years 
before Partition, i.e. the period between 1830 and 1930, as critical to a 
historical recognition of the merchants‟ global establishments. Fieldhouse 
(2001), in his review of Markovits‟ work concludes with similar 
contraindication towards an over-emphasis of colonial significance. He 
remarks of the book: “If it suggests one general conclusion, it is that, for all its 
apparent strength, the British Empire had very little effect either way [i.e. 
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positively or negatively] on the activities of its more enterprising south Asian 
subjects” (p. 589).  
 
2.2  The Silk Route: Contextualizing Sindhi Migration to Japan 
 
The ‘Origins’ of Sindhwork  
 
This segment focuses on the merchants‟ prime „enterprise‟, their time-
honoured extensive trade network – Sindhwork. It is a term that has come to 
symbolize much more than just the crafts or the peddlers who distributed them. 
In retrospect, and from the present vantage point of post-modern capitalism, 
„Sindhwork‟ represents a pastiche of borderless linkages, lineages, kin and 
non-kin ties, circulations (or as it now tends to be called, „flows‟), reified 
within worldly developments of trade. Sindhwork epitomizes Sindhi 
merchantry in its most elevated form, and even then is in constant 
metamorphosis, free- flowing and free-forming in accordance with the times. It 
exemplifies the kind of landscape that highlights global cultural flows as 
expounded by Appadurai (2003) with his proffered vocabulary of “scapes”, to 
interpret the postcolonial moment of “imagined worlds”.  
 
Literally, Sindhwork denotes the particular trade of the Hyderabadi 
Sindhi merchants. It is a structured and functioning enterprise historically 
peculiar and circumstantially specific to the conditions encountered by this 
group. It is not known exactly when Sindhwork began, if it is even feasible to 
pinpoint the origin of a maze- like dense network, whose rhizomatic 
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appearance implies multiple triggers that must have given way to concurrent 
establishments and subsequent expansions. The significance of new 
technologies at the time such as the steamship, which had been revolutionary 
for maritime trade, the colonially triggered directive to Bombay from 1847 
onwards, the involvement in Malwa opium trade (Wong 1997) 28 , and the 
merchants‟ decisive leap in the 1860s to extend trade internationally, are just 
some of the instigating elements in Sindhwork‟s geneses.  The more conducive 
port location as a point of contact and exchange, facilitated by the steamers 
that plied the international sea routes, also explains the merchants‟ choice of 
location to establish their firm branches; the pattern is clear with a glimpse of 
the overview of Sindhwork‟s interconnected branches worldwide (Markovits 
2000a, see Figure 2B on p. 61). 
 
Markovits (2000a, 2009) devotes detailed analysis to the circulatory 
movement of the merchants within Sindhwork. As the figurative enterprise,  
Sindhwork was the overarching and all-encompassing „motherboard‟ 
connecting the various sites, lines and activities of Sindhi trade. Its 
headquarters in the merchants‟ hometown of Hyderabad functioned as a 
network centre for the recruitment and deployment of its all-male 
Sindhworkies or salary men, to the peripheral but actual sites of business 
activity. 
 
                                                                 
28
 Wong discusses the role of the Malwa opium trade as allegedly being the prime 
motivation for Sindh‟s annexation in 1843. For the British, taking over Sindh in effect 
meant a monopoly of the export of Malwa opium that crossed via Karachi into China. 
This view puts forth the possibility of the merchants‟ hand in facilitating cross-border 

















Figure 2B: Global map of Sindhwork branches registered between 1890 and 1940 (Source: Markovits 2000a: 112-113)  
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There were pioneering firms such as the oft mentioned Pohoomull Bros., W. 
Assomull, J. T. Chanrai and K. A. J. Chotirmall (Chandru 1993; Chugani 
2003; Falzon 2004; Markovits 2000a), established in the mid to late nineteenth 
century, that possibly spear-headed the management and proliferation of the 
Sindhworkies at the receiving end. But the circulations went beyond human 
flows. They included over and above remittance flows29, the circulation of 
credit primarily in the form of paper or hundis („bills of exchange‟), as well as 
information flows regarding both professional and personal matters. While the 
former involved information about the changes in prices and commodity 
trends, the latter constituted what Markovits calls the “social” dimension of 
reverse flows from the network centre that kept the far- flung Sindhworkies in 
touch with the happenings back home (2009: 23).  
 
Although it is certain that the circulatory network significantly involved 
recruitment on the basis of both ethnicity and kinship, Markovits (2000a) 
refrains from solely attributing the sustenance of the network to these factors 
alone and suggests that attention should be paid to the merchants‟ 
opportunistic behaviour as well as the acquisition of linguistic skills. The latter 
was an arena in which the merchants performed particularly well, where from 
mono-lingual Sindhi-only speakers, they evolved into an impressive polyglot 
group. In fact, the merchants‟ exposure to English as a consequence of 
Hyderabad being a “„progressive‟ town” and the “intellectual capital of Sind” 
                                                                 
29
 The interesting divergence in the case of Sindhi overseas employment (in contrast 
to the contemporary expat Indian communities), was that excluding cash returns for 
their families, the merchants‟ did not do much for their home economy but rather 




(p. 137), as well as the merchants‟ travels prior to Sindh‟s occupation by the 
British, made them appear rather gainly in the eyes of the colonizers.   
 
Markovits (2009) also complicates the notion of „pure‟ ethnicity with 
intersecting divisions along lines of caste and regionality. Indeed, while it was 
mentioned earlier in this chapter that the issue of caste within Hindu Sindhis 
weighs less heavily than on other Hindu groups and even less so in the context 
of the Sindhi diaspora, caste-related discrimination in the analytical 
framework of „Sindhwork‟ did surface on occasion. For example, the elderly 
Sindhworki merchant of Yokohama that I had the privilege of meeting is a 
self-professed Amil. He provided me with a bitter account of the prejudice he 
encountered at the hands of his employers in his initial employment as a 
Sindhworki. Calling the Sindhwork system “tyrannical”, the retired merchant 
claimed that he was made to sleep on the floor, had the office clock 
deliberately turned back to make him work extra hours (and turned forward in 
the mornings so he could be accused of sleeping in), and taunted frequently for 
his Amil background. In another illustration of enduring identity differentiation, 
a Kobe resident of Bhaiband descent quipped about the alleged superiority and 
“polished” version of „Sindhi‟ that is spoken by Bhaibands. In this instance, 
linguistic variations based on region were made distinct, where Bhaibands 
from Hyderabad city spoke “refined” Sindhi unlike the “kampong people” 
(meaning „village‟ or „rural‟ folk in Malay and Singaporean slang) who hail 
from Sukkur in northern Sindh (refer to Figure 1A on p. 2; Sukkur is located 




While Markovits focuses on the internal dimensions of Sindhwork, 
Falzon (2004) situates it in tandem with the global occurrences of the time. He 
proposes a hypothesis for the origin of Sindhwork that considers two parallel 
events. The first, as discussed in an earlier segment, was the facilitating event 
of Sindh‟s annexation that propelled the merchants outwards to source for 
trade opportunities. The second event was the concurrently expanding world 
economy fostered by widespread colonial outposts that strongly encouraged 
free trade. The colonialists supported and were reciprocally supported by, 
significant improvements in global communication systems as well as 
infrastructural developments in transportation 30  that greatly eased long 
distance travel. Just as Markovits accredits the expansion and consequential 
sustenance of the trade networks to the merchants‟ “momentous initiative of 
extending their peddling operations outside India” (2000a: 117), so does 
Falzon hail the merchants‟ exploration of alternative means of trade as 
“innovative Schumpeterian entrepreneurship” (2004: 115). However, Falzon 
simultaneously stresses that attention must be paid to both the points of 
“departure and destination” in order to better comprehend the successful 
ability of Sindhwork‟s international growth. He writes: 
 
This point [of different technological developments that created 
new ways of producing, travelling, and communicating] is 
essential in order to understand the origins of Sindwork. 
                                                                 
30
 Falzon lists numerous such developments. Worth mentioning here are the Indus 
Valley Railways opened in 1889 that connected Karachi to Delhi, the 1864 telegraph 
link-up between Turkey and Sindh that greatly increased communication and the 
opening of the Suez Canal in the late 1860s, through which the load of merchandise 
transported was noted to have increased (2004: 118-119). 
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Although the move out of Sind by Hyderabadi traders was a 
reaction to local circumstances, it was feasible only because of 
the global realities of the latter half of the nineteenth century. It 
is not enough, therefore, to locate the diaspora at the point of 
departure: it only starts to make sense when both departure and 
destination are taken into consideration. (Pp. 119-120) 
 
Here, Falzon highlights the importance to acknowledge the inter-action 
of: the world-wide status of imperialist presence that bred a buzz for 
heightened economic activity, the timely industrial revolutions that enabled 
the journeys for these economic transactions, and the business acumen of 
groups such as the Sindhi merchants. Pushed by their local conditions that 
warranted an alternative means of trade, the merchants capitalized on the 
enticing international environment. Undoubtedly, Falzon‟s point effectively 
illustrates the coming together of multiple factors that made possible the 
global spread of the Sindhi merchant networks as we see them today. Colonial 
presence that first threatened the economic security of the merchants soon 
proved largely beneficial for the group both within India and in the 
international arena. Not only did the colonialists themselves form a potent 
consumer base, their protective measures internationally safeguarded the 








Partition, 1947: From Displacement to Diaspora 
 
If pre-Partition colonial intervention had goaded the merchants to look 
externally for livelihood, the Partition itself entirely uprooted their lives and 
forced them to flee en masse in hundreds of thousands across the newly 
created border in August of 1947, between today‟s India and Pakistan. The 
Hindu minority families abandoned their homes for fear of their lives that 
were now in peril due to religious conflict between Hindus and Muslims. With 
their home state of Sindh seized by the Muslim majority to become part of 
Islamic Pakistan, the Hindu Sindhis became homeless virtually overnight.  A 
significant number sought refuge in Bombay. Informants revealed that many 
also travelled by rail to the neighbouring state of Rajasthan in northern India, 
where they settled temporarily in refugee camps such as in the city of Ajmer.  
They then took up permanent residences in cities across the country, or soon 
after, settled abroad.31  
 
With their established networks, overseas settlements would have been a 
very feasible and secure option for the merchants. Markovits corroborates this, 
for his findings reveal that for refugees who had family connections in 
                                                                 
31
 It is understood from informants that Sindhi refugees were „compensated‟ for their 
loss of land by provisional arrangements made by the Indian government with 
allotted land in various cities. One informant mentioned the city of Gandhidham in 
the adjacent state of Gujarat as a particular place of relocation. However, this hardly 
made up for the magnitude of loss not just in terms of property but also lives, 
financial holding and the numerous immaterial and invaluable assets destroyed in the 
process of the bloody Partition. A similar note is made by Falzon (2004: 41) in his 
mention of the 1955 Displaced Persons Compensation Act – a law passed to alleviate 
the difficulties faced by Sindhi refugees in India. 
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Sindhwork branches set up in various countries abroad, a good many relocated 
with their families in the 1950s and 1960s (2000a: 279). Falzon (2004) sums 
up the situation quite concisely: 
 
The first people to leave Sind as a result of Partition, and those 
who did so least reluctantly (though not without the anguish of 
leaving one‟s homeland), were the Sindworkis of Hyderabad. 
This group was well-acquainted with travel and opportunities 
overseas and they also had considerable assets – mainly in the 
form of mobile merchant capital – in many countries in the 
world… They therefore moved together with their families to 
the various countries of operation and settled there. For the 
Sindworkis, therefore, the main difference between pre- and 
post- Partition days was the fact that from a community of 
mobile merchants with a social life located in Hyderabad, they 
became a cosmopolitan community in terms of both social and 
economic life. (P. 39) 
 
Hence, rather than trigger the establishment of the networks, the 
Partition appears to have played a greater role in transforming the extant 
merchant networks into full- fledged trade diasporas. For now, merchant re-
settlement in the aftermath of official statelessness meant a re-settling of entire 
families, either relocating together from the start or uniting eventually. The 
more permanent nature of these settlements also meant an evolution of 
formerly transient visits for purely commercial purposes, to a grounded outfit 
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of myriad adaptation strategies that would ensure an economically viable 
livelihood for the whole household. It was, in effect, not just a test of adroit 
trade any longer but now involved a constant negotiation of identities that 
would differentially consume each generation of the family.  
 
Indian Traders in Japan: Twin Settlements of Yokohama and Kobe-Osaka 
 
The Sindhi merchants‟ first arrival in Japan appears to be in the early 
1870s (Chandru 1993; Chugani 2003; Dhar 2004; Prakash 2006), though ties 
between India and Japan date back to about 800 years ago through the advent 
of Buddhism in Japan that came through China (Ibid.). The orientation of the 
merchants also appears to have come through China, specifically Shanghai, 
where they had already begun trading within a set-up secured by the British 
(Chandru 1993; personal interviews). When domestically contextualized, the 
merchants‟ arrival in Japan can be seen to coincide with the start of the Meiji 
Restoration in 1868, and soon after Japan‟s exposure to international trade 
took flight. The sudden opening of a heretofore largely closed-door Japanese 
economy came with the American imposition helmed by navy officer, 
Commodore Matthew Perry. It led to the Convention of Kanagawa in 1854 in 
which an unequally conditioned treatise called the “Treaty of Peace and Amity 
in Kanagawa” (Dhar 2004: 116) was signed. The treaty opened up trade in 
Japan to the United States, and effectively triggered the Meiji era (1868-1912) 
– a period of great change and restoration of Japan‟s politico-economic as well 

























Figure 2C: Tabunoki tree under which the Treaty of Kanagawa was signed in 1854, 
today it stands in the courtyard of the Yokohama Archives of History 
 
 
As a prime location for international exchange and as a leading centre of 
large-scale, high-grade quality silk production, the port city of Yokohama – 
situated within the same Kanagawa prefecture where the historic exchange of 
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the treatise took place, rose significantly in the wake of an altered economic 
climate. It is therefore no surprise that Yokohama was the first destination of 
pioneering Sindhi firms to establish their presence in Japan. Indeed, the main 
commercial tie between India and Japan had to do with the production and 
trade of Japanese silk in exchange for India‟s raw cotton. Shimizu (2005) 
highlights as a third major factor32 in the merchants‟ economic success, the 
“rapid development of modern textile industry particularly in Japan and India, 
and [how] yarns and piece goods of cotton and silk began to play an 
increasingly important role in the expansion of intra-Asian trade (p. 27).  
 
Further, Shimizu along with Markovits (2000a), make mention of a 
sudden “fad” in Europe and North America between the 1860s and 1920s that 
led to soaring demands for textiles with an “Oriental flavour, particularly silk 
cloths”, a “fashion for „curios‟33” and just in general – a craze for all things 
Japanese, or “„japonisme‟” (Markovits ibid : 118). The Sindhi merchants were 
able to procure these articles in the Far East as well as from India, as supply 
for trade demands that literally covered the globe and not just the West. And 
the mutually beneficial relationship engendered by the merchants‟ distribution 
of Japanese products that earned the merchants themselves sizeable profits and 
snowballing dealerships, was an economic tie so critically valuable to both 
sides that Brown (1994) claims, “the Sindhi network was the most important 
of the Indian networks for the Japanese” (p. 207). On the merchants‟ end, 
                                                                 
32
 The first and second factors refer respectively to the triggers of colonialism and 
worldwide innovations in transport and communication. 
33
 „Curios‟ refers to a certain type of goods, usually kept as collector‟s items that in 
this instance probably applies to the exclusive „Oriental‟ handicrafts and the ilk, akin 
to the peddled goods of Sindhwork. 
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Markovits illuminates via an archival record that the “class” of Sindhworkies 
was the main group extremely “perturbed” about Japan‟s entry into the war in 
1941 as they had at stake by then, “assets worth over a crore and a half of 
rupees locked up in Japan” and were “getting anxious about their employees” 
who were still there (2000a: 147).  
 
The first Sindhi firm notably established in Japan was that of 
Wassiamall Assomull in/around 1872 in Yokohama (Chandru 1993). They 
were closely followed by a host of other big names in the community such as 
the J. T. Chanrai group, D. Nanoomal, K. A. J. Chotirmall, Kishinchand 
Chellaram & Sons, Dalamal & Sons, and Watanmal Boolchand, amongst 
others. The merchants initially operated from shop-houses clustered in the 
historically paved district called Yamashita-cho, within the vicinity of the 
city‟s port harbour or Minato-Mirai area. Yamashita-cho is where the Silk 
Museum presently houses the history of a once flourishing trade. Buildings 
bearing the family names of prominent old-timer Sindhi merchants – 
„Mohnani‟ and „Hiranand‟ for instance, are still visibly erect and adjacent to 
each other within the neighbourhood. Figures 2D and 2E show some of the 
surviving structures of this historical period.  
 
The thriving bilateral agreement of silk in exchange for cotton 
encouraged more merchant movement and recruitment towards Japan. It is 
probably in these subsequent flows of in-migration that the few established 
firms began to employ and manage a sizeable staff of both locally recruited 














Figure 2D: A shop-house in Yamashita-cho, formerly belonging to pioneering Sindhi 














Figure 2E: Aka Renga Sōko or „Red Brick Warehouse‟, located in the Minato-Mirai 
area – the Sindhi merchants once stored their goods here, today it is a tourist 




Relatives taken under the wing of their established uncles would, in typical 
life-cycle pattern of the family-oriented business, eventually split and start 
their own companies with the acquired resources and experience in tow. 
Informants‟ life histories of their trade experiences do indeed reveal similarly 
patterned cycles with intersecting nodes embodied by common senior 
merchants under whom they had learnt the trade before branching out on their 
own. In other words, the Sindhi firms within the localized context of Japan-
based branches were themselves interconnected and internally exposed within 
the community by the movement of and perpetuation by, „insiders‟.  
 
While competitive with each other, as a collective the merchants were 
greatly desired by the Japanese.  The country‟s nascent stage of international 
trade called for the skills and experience of such middlemen trading agents 
who were well-networked and exposed to the dynamics of global systems. On 
a few occasions, in the course of the interviews conducted, informants have 
confidently proclaimed: “it is the Ind ians who have taught the Japanese how to 
export”. Informants have described how it is only very recently that the 
Japanese venture independently (and still go in “twos” or bigger groups) to 
source and meet exchanges, especially in „dangerous‟ and „undesirable‟ 
locations such as the Afghani and African markets. Both markets are 
extremely lucrative opportunities and both are thoroughly „milked‟ by the 
merchants from their outpost in Japan. Hence, if even in the present day,  
Sindhis are keen to venture and familiar with terrain relatively untapped or 
only recently explored by the Japanese in person, it stands to reason that in the 
heyday of commercial trade, the Sindhi merchants were seen as a highly 
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desirable mediating pool needed by the local government to facilitate the 
global circulation of Japanese goods (see for instance, Shimizu (2005)‟s article 
that details the overlooked role played by Indian traders, who he affirms 
played a central role in the development of Japan‟s pre-war textile trade boom).  
 
The merchants‟ „move‟ to Japan certainly did not tie them down. While 
the firm establishments were a somewhat permanent set-up, historical records 
show population fluctuations in the Indian community in Yokohama, which 
suggests to and fro migratory movements by the Indians (including the Sindhi 
merchants) back to Hyderabad and then again to Japan. This was especially 
the case during the war period in the 1930s and 1940s (Markovits 2000a; 
Shimizu 2005; personally obtained population statistics from the Japanese 
shiyakusho or „municipality offices‟). However, the singular most critical 
point of transition occurred in the aftermath of the 1923 Kanto earthquake that 
tore down Yokohama, devastating the businesses of the Sindhi merchants and 
shaking their confidence to maintain a livelihood in Japan. According to my 
informants, it is understood that twenty-three Indians perished in the quake but 
they remain unidentified in records. A memorial fountain was built in 1939 as 
a tribute to these individuals and it stands in the Yamashita Kōen („park‟) by 
the port harbour, commemorated annually on September 1st at 11.55 a.m., 
precisely at the time that the quake had hit. See Figure 2F on the following 

















Figure 2F: The memorial fountain – an inscription on a granite plaque reads: 
“Drinking Fountain Presented to the City of Yokohama in Memory of our 
Countrymen, Lost in Earthquake, September 1, 1923, The Indian Community”  
 
It is at this juncture that one notes the great desirability of the merchants 
by the Japanese government for their sustained settlement can be partially 
attributed to the incentives provided by the State to encourage them to s tay. 
The government urged the re-settlement of the merchants to Kobe – a 
cosmopolitan city with an upcoming trading port and one that was already 
well-entrenched in the import and export of cotton (Shimizu 2005). Shimizu 
also notes how the merchants were virtually at the centre of a tug-of-war 
scenario between various organizations associated with the Yokohama and 
Kansai silk industries, both of whom were vying for the merchants to settle 
and trade in their cities (Ibid.: pp. 31-32). According to the former (2008) 
Consul General of India to Osaka-Kobe, the merchants were provided with 
land that included a significant gesture of gifting the Indians with a sizeable 
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plot to build themselves a social unit for cultural functions. Established in 
1930, this building is today known as the Indian Social Society (ISS) and 
figures centrally in the day-to-day community projects engaged in by its 
members. Many other major social organizations were established by the 
„Indian‟ community in the first few decades of the twentieth century. 
Organizations like the India Club (est. 1904, in Kobe), the Indian Merchants 
Association of Yokohama (est. 1921) and the Indian Chamber of Commerce 
Japan (est. 1937, in Osaka), were important indicators at the time of a 
significant base of Indian traders. This is despite the fact that the merchants‟ 
settlements in Japan at the time were still largely all-male commercial 
settlements and had yet to become familial diasporic communities. Even if 
some merchants had arranged for their families to shift to Japan, there was a 
strong sense of rootedness and frequent movement to and fro m the 
Subcontinent. 
 




It is from the 1950s onwards, particularly in the aftermath of the 
American occupation of Japan, that the Kansai cities of Osaka and Kobe rose 
in prominence as the merchants‟ next area of settlement and this time, as full 
family settlements. It was a time in which Japan offered safety and security 
with a booming post-war economy at its end, and at the other, the destructive 
wake of the India-Pakistan Partition that left the Sindhi merchants without a 
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hometown to return to. For similar reasons, Yokohama settlements too began 
to evolve into family settlements. My informants belong to this category of 
merchants who either arrived in Japan from the early 1950s as young salary 
men seeking to establish their careers, or as relatives recruited by established 
family firms, or were the offspring of pioneering merchants, who were born 
and brought up in Japan before joining their fathers in the trade. In most of 
these cases, the men have at some point either arranged for their wives or 
children to move from post-Partition India to join them in Japan once they 
were economically secure, or have got married and started a family in Japan 
from the outset.  As a result of this evolution from transient commercial 
traders to diasporic settlements, there emerges a multi-dimensional case study 
with gendered and generational accounts of diverse experiences in the 
diaspora. The following chapters unravel these equally important dimensions 
by detailing within a comparative framework, both cross-generational 
differences as well as the different „worlds‟ of Sindhi men and women, with 
respect to their relationships with the Japanese as well as intra-communally.  
 
Most Sindhi merchants today trade in consumer electronics items with 
dealership contracts under brands such as National, Panasonic, Sharp and 
Sony, to name a few. Many branched out into electronics from the dying 
textile trade though a few of the older establishments still do good business  
with fabrics. Some have diversified their range by partaking in relatively new 
industries such as second-hand auto trade, acting once again as intermediaries 
for the export of used cars to countries in the Middle East. The high quality 
manufacture of both textiles and gadgets that once served Japan well, now acts 
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against its best interest with fierce competition of cheaper products resulting 
from low-cost labour in neighbouring countries such as China and Korea. 
Hence, as a source of production, Japan has ceased much of its involvement, 
outsourcing manufacture instead. The merchants have suffered alongside, and 
survive the present by virtue of their established past, mainly holding onto 
time-honoured contracts with big Japanese trading companies like “C. Itoh”, 
“Marubeni” and “Y. Nishida and Co.” (Chugani 2003: 27-28). It appears that 
many continue to station their work in Japan more out of convenience of 
having comfortably adjusted to the lifestyle than for local opportunities to perk 
their businesses. More than ever, their livelihoods now depend on their 
established networks beyond the country, their location acting more as a 
mediating outpost that serves a larger international trade system at hand.  
 
As part of the Kobe Indian diaspora, Sindhis had formed the largest 
ethnic group. Now they have been outnumbered by a more thriving Gujarati 
community, most of whose members are pearl jewellers with offices and 
residences in the posh Victorian- like Kitano-cho neighbourhood. The 
prominence of the Gujaratis is reflected in their community effort to erect a 
Jain temple in their vicinity, built relatively recently in the 1980s. The third 
significant group in the diaspora is the Punjabis, comprising both Sikh and 
Hindu Punjabis. Their place of worship, the Guru Nanak Darbar, is one of just 
two Sikh temples (the other is located in Tokyo) in the whole of Japan and 
visited regularly by Sindhis alike. Interestingly, it was mentioned to me that it 
was a Sindhi family who had initiated the reading of the Guru Grant Sahib  














Figure 2G: The prayer hall inside the Guru Nanak Darbar in Kobe, with the Guru 
Grant Sahib covered in glittering purple cloth 
 
 
was built.34 Today, the temple is significantly situated within a high-density, 
unofficially „Indian‟ district, thereby bearing testimony to an extremely tight-
knight diasporic community in Kobe of which Sindhis currently make up an 
estimated 200 families.  
 
At present, a mere twenty or so Sindhi merchant families remain in 
Yokohama – a stark contrast to the once thriving community of „Indians‟  that, 
according to my elderly informant, occupied one-third of Yokohama‟s 
sprawling Chinatown district. Many of the current residents are retirees; the 
younger merchants are either recruited family members managing secondary 
                                                                 
34
 The Sindhis‟ religious syncretism, in this instance as Nanakpanthis or „followers of 
Guru Nanak‟, is discussed by Boivin (2004) within the context of their Sufi culture 
way back during the days of pre-Partition Sindh. 
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branch offices, or those who hold exclusive dealerships with electronic giants 
such as Casio that allow them to bide the hard times. The Kobe Sindhi 
merchants face similar setbacks in their trade. The typical nature of surviving 
firms is that they are mostly old family establishments. The exclusive binds of 
the family enterprise conserve a secure financial base accumulated over 
generations that make up for poor trade. The family enterprise also nurtures an 
expansion of the „mother firm‟ with sub-divisions entering diverse fields such 
as the aforementioned automobile industry, as well as an engagement in 
consumer goods other than electronics, such as ladies‟ apparel and branded 
merchandise. Others have invested in real estate and some have even entered 
into the restaurant business.  
 
More often than not, these novel extensions in trade are handled by 
groomed offspring whose privileged insight as contemporaries endows them 
with the flexibility to venture. Further, they are afforded the capita l to 
actualize these ventures into real trading opportunities, backed by the security 
of their fathers‟ firms whose established presence has secured the company as 
a reliable partner in the domestic market, and whose international reach 
provides a network for supply. This element of generational diversity features 
as a major consideration in making sense of the merchants‟ „success‟. It 









As this chapter concludes, it is important to recognize the notion of 
„transhistorical identities‟ with respect to the merchants‟ migration history. 
The renowned crafts of Sindh first accorded the merchants the dealership title 
of „Sindhworkies‟ and with it, considerable popularity amongst the resident 
European clientele in colonial Bombay (Markovits 2000a; Falzon 2004). Their 
subsequent (and overlapping) provisional identity as „British subjects‟ meant 
much more to the merchants than a denigrating marker of subordination. The 
category, instated in an unspecified “Treaty of 1884” between Britain and 
Japan (Chandru 1993: 322), affected the merchants not just in terms of their 
official listings35  but more importantly, it served as a means of access for 
business opportunities. In this way, the merchants‟  historical identities need to 
be viewed in tandem with any investigation of their position in Japan today. 
Though no longer categorized or perceived as „British subjects‟, the protected 
privileges once accorded to them with this label had an initiating role in the 
ties they formed and cultivated with the Japanese – relations that for instance, 
have secured an invaluable trust base crucial for lasting business alliances. 
From this perspective, their historical categorization as „British subjects‟ has 
endured over time not by the specificity of its name but by being manifest in 
the make-up of the merchants‟ consequent capacity to sustain their livelihoods 
and lifestyles.  
 
                                                                 
35
 Dhar (2004) notes the number of Indian merchants in Japan in accordance with the 
“yearly almanac records [of] the subjects of British India”. She highlights a similar 
classification made in the “2nd Imperial Great Japan Statistics” (p. 117). 
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It is along parallel lines of comparison that their enduring „foreign-ness‟ 
as well as „Indian-ness‟ shape contemporaneous (re)presentations of the 
merchants‟ ascribed positions in Japanese society. These ascriptions 
concurrently feed the merchants‟ understanding of the roles they must 
(sub)consciously perform. To illustrate, upon first encounter, the Indojin 
(„Indian‟) is on occasion admiringly acknowledged by the Japanese with 
respect to his much revered predecessor – the Indian nationalist, Subhas 
Chandra Bose, though the individual himself may neither associate with India 
nor even be familiar with Bose. But Bose‟s posthumous status amongst the 
Japanese is truly hero- like 36  and popularized in attractive cartoon print of 
Japanese manga or „comic books‟ (see Figure 2H on the following page). In 
this instance, the Sindhi merchant as Indojin is an embodiment of larger 
historical attributes that are beyond his control but which position him 
favourably nonetheless. 
 
Hence, by „transhistorical identities‟, I refer to the identity formation 
process of the merchants as being continuously in motion, even as they have 
come to comprise a long-standing „permanent‟ diasporic settlement in Japan. 
At the same time, the constant re-formations in their identity construction are 
not without the inextricable attributes acquired by virtue of their historical 
transition. 
 
                                                                 
36
 In an article released as recently as 2006, a Japanese newspaper, The Asahi 
Shimbun, notes how mention of Bose in Japan evokes “a tale of a national hero”. 
Bose is alleged to have died in a plane crash in 1945 and though the details 
surrounding his death remain a case of intrigue to date, it is widely believed that his 

























Figure 2H: A manga caricature of Subhas Chandra Bose with his trademark cap 
(second figure from left), alongside his compatriots and Japanese allies 
(Source: adapted from the comic book - Indojin no Arashi, 1997, pp. 250-251, book 
courtesy of G. A. Chandru) 
 
And this point applies just as pertinently to the younger generations in the 
merchant diaspora who may not have personally experienced this transition 
but for whom these experiences are inherited and subjectively reconceived in 
some combination of “historical memory”, “history” and “collective memory” 
(Olick and Robbins 1998: 111)37. Therefore, „transhistorical identities‟ is to be 
taken as more than residual; it holds the potential to both influence and 
instigate in recombinant fashion, the social make-up of today‟s Sindhi 
merchant community.  
                                                                 
37
 The authors distinguish between the three terms as follows: “historical memory” is 
acquired through historical records; “history” is the past to which we have no 
“organic” relation or something that is no longer important to us; and somewhat 
conversely, “collective memory” comprises the active past that has a hand in our 
identity formation. The terms were originally defined by Maurice Halbwachs in his 
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In the olden days, the textile guy will come in your office and put the head 
down like this [mimics a bowing gesture], “onegaishimasu”38
 
. Now we have 
to go and tell them “onegaishimasu”!  











                                                          
38 A humble expression of request, literally translating as ‘please’, meant in the sense 
of asking for one’s obligation. It is typically accompanied by a polite bow. 
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3.1  Ethnic Capitalism and the Sindhi ‘Middleman’ Enterprise in Perspective 
 
Head of the ‘House’: The Firm as Site of Analysis 
 
In Chapter Two, the Sindhi merchants were historically contextualized 
with respect to their home-grown identity as Hyderabadi Hindu merchants 
who are largely of Bhaiband caste. In other words, they were distinguished 
and positioned along lines of regionality, religiosity and occupational caste 
groupings, all of which were pertinent then to an internally diverse Sindh. As 
members of the Sindhi diaspora in Japan however, as Falzon (2004: 38) has 
noted, ‘Sindhiness’ becomes an entirely reinvented entity with its members’ 
identities now meaningfully re-positioned within a different frame of reference.  
 
This chapter delineates the workplace, i.e. the Sindhi firm, as the site for 
analysis. Where the previous chapter attempted to dissolve the expediency of 
ethnicized explanations by historically contextualizing the merchants’ 
establishments, this chapter illuminates the internal dynamics of the Sindhi 
enterprise to complicate their billing as an ‘ethnic economy’. The merchants 
present an oblique case study to the provisional taxonomies of both ‘ethnic 
economy’ and the related theoretical strain of middleman minorities. This 
chapter highlights the nature of the merchants’ inter-personal relations within 
the firm, which in turn enriches their liminal position of ‘middlemen’ as being 
more than hapless foreigners in hostile terrain. As it was shown previously, the 
merchants were in fact a highly desirable pool of intermediaries desperately 
sought by Japanese grassroots associations for their skill and experience. But, 
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as the opening quote of this chapter suggests, the trade in currency has the 
merchants in a somewhat reversed relation of power, at least where their 
relationship with Japanese textile suppliers is concerned. This chapter details 
the contemporary setting of the merchants’ business dealings. In the attempt to 
make sense of their continued trade within a depressed Japanese economy, 
with a steeply appreciated Yen exchange, and alongside the now advanced 
worldliness of the Japanese themselves, the Sindhi merchant enterprise is 
examined both structurally and processually.  
 
Structurally, the firm is analyzed through its problematic binds with the 
family, whereby the firm models the imposing structure of a patriarchal order 
that runs similarly in the family. Recalling his family’s history, my father – 
currently a textile merchant in Osaka, outlined what he described as being a 
“true businessman”. He said: 
 
When my grandfather died, my father stopped going to school. 
He became a businessman at the age of twelve… He would go 
and sit in the shop at four in the morning… He smoked a 
hundred bidis39
 
 a day, the sticks – hundred a day! And lunch 
used to go from [the] house; it used to come back the same way 
– no time for him to eat: throw! Business! Throw! Only tea, half 
cup tea. He will bring order tea – one cup, he will drink only 
half cup, half cup leave it. 
                                                          
39 A match-stick thin, hand-rolled cigarette filled with tobacco flake and prevalently 
smoked in the South Asian region. 
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The quote describes the post-Partition era of early settlement in Old Delhi, 
when the Sindhi merchant’s intense hours at work often left him with neither 
the time nor the appetite to eat. The opening line bears testimony to the almost 
automated response to the patriarch’s demise. The merchant’s abode truly lay 
in the heart of his functioning enterprise – his “shop”. To date, he embodies 
not only the position of sole breadwinner of his domestic household but that of 
head of his ‘house’ – i.e. the firm, as well.  
 
Processually, the Sindhi enterprise is examined with respect to trans-
generational diversities and expansion in lines of trade. Indeed, my father 
pointed out as he traced the novelties in trade during the late 1960s – early 
1970s: “you see, the generation changes – when the new generation comes, 
new ideas come”. Where once his father or uncle stood as patriarch of the 
business enterprise, today the second generation Sindhi merchant has taken 
over the reins and perpetuates the order of succession by grooming his own 
male offspring. But as entrenched as the principle of inheritance is within the 
Sindhi family-firm model, it does not occur in isolation from the evolving 
environment of commercial activity. Each successive generation of merchant 
takes with him the wisdom of his elder’s experience – the “everyday 
knowledge” (Heller 1984) that is imparted to him. However, he also brings 
with himself the added insight of a contemporary. And so, he re-appropriates a 
combination of his learning and foresight to further the interest of his business.   
 
Therefore, the firm as a site of analysis engenders an intriguing case of 
inter-generational relations between the merchants and their sons as well as 
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each generation’s contrasting relationships with the firm’s Japanese employees. 
Hence, lastly, this chapter also gives a platform to the employee’s point of 
view which in turn, lends insight on the ascribed position of the merchant 
through the eyes of his staff. Through a close analysis of these work-related 
relationships, the Sindhi merchants’ multiple roles as father, employer, Indojin 
(‘Indian’) and Gaijin (‘foreigner’) are discussed. Going further, the merchant’s 
central identity as trader through inter-firm dealings is also analyzed. This is 
primarily examined through the merchants’ establishment of trust relations 
with the Japanese overtime.  
 
A Prelude to the Entanglements of the Ethnic Enterprise 
 
Although they reside in Kobe, most Sindhi merchants commute by train 
to the Honmachi (meaning ‘Main Street’) business district of the Osaka 
metropolis, about an hour’s journey away. Others car-pool to save on costly 
charges of highway toll and full-day parking fees within the city. With 
significantly more merchants now situated in the Osaka-Kobe Kansai region, 
as well as due to greater ease of access, this chapter is largely based on 
observations of and interviews conducted with, the Kansai based merchants. 
However, it should be noted that the fieldwork experience in Yokohama 
revealed many similarities in the points illustrated. The following excerpt 
details an observation made during my first visit to Honmachi in 2008. I write 
about four Sindhi merchants, three involved in textiles and one in electronic 
items, who are currently in their early 60s. All four men are close friends who 
started out their careers in Japan around the same time. Their ties within 
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business in fact derive from preceding personal relations of friendship and kin 




 it is fixed among the four Sindhi 
merchants that they will lunch together at Kotani. On Thursdays, 
the plan has stuck to meet at organic bistro, Green Earth. The 
men routinely make quick calls to each other’s offices at around 
one o’ clock before taking their individual paths to the restaurant. 
En route they meet up; their offices are not simply clustered in 
the Honmachi business district but lie along the same stretch just 
blocks apart, and linked by walkways within the monolithic and 
interminably long Senba Centre – a road-dividing mega-
structure built parallel to many of the Sindhi companies. The 
Centre holds a variety of shops on each of its multiple storeys, 
of which a good many locally-run wholesale outlets flank the 
walkways trodden by the men.  
As they walk on by, the merchants are greeted amicably by the 
store owners out of familiarity for the former’s daily passing as 
well as for their likely dealings in the owners’ wares. Each of 
the men has at some point dealt mainly in either textiles or 
consumer electronics but whichever the prime trade in currency, 
the commensality is characterized by general business talk in the 
vernacular. They give each other updates on the mercantile 
                                                          
40 Like many other Sindhis in the diaspora, the men observe a vegetarian diet every 
Monday either in line with religious commitments or out of personal choice. 
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world and exchange fruitful information. There seems projected 
a climate of mutual trust in sharing and a real-time practice of 
the theorized notion of social capital via ethnic networking.  
 
Is this the prized role of ethnic capitalism? A quiet meeting of an 
exclusive few in a tucked away eatery, over vegetarian casseroles – behest by 
the chef at the request of his regular customers, that distinguishes itself from 
the ambient drill of the general labour market? The merchants are not tied 
together by virtue of any ‘racially’ laced primordial understanding of ethnicity. 
Instead, they share in the cultural commonalities of dietary restrictions and 
language, both of which temporarily suspend them from the surrounding buzz 
of the restaurant. Further, as mentioned at the outset of this segment, the 
merchants internally sort and distribute their reserves for sustenance: their car-
pooling is an act of resource-pooling. The feasibility of car-pooling is 
facilitated by the spatial clustering of both their residences and offices. This 
connection materializes once again in the intimations over lunch where the 
merchants appear to demonstrate inter-personal relations of trust by informing.  
 
Yet, beyond this tight group of four, interviews with each merchant in 
isolation revealed their reservations to share with me too many details of their 
dealings, no less on account of my indirect involvement in the trade through 
my father. I was, in that manner of thought, a risky link to potential 
competition. The merchants also made light of self-proclaimed monopoly over 
the export of certain goods to selective locations but a gradual cognizance of 
the repetitive nature of these proclamations has led to a disclosure of the 
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contrary. The exclusivity of both these goods and the locations for which they 
are procured, are in fact fair game within a competitive market. This is a 
market characterized by traders beyond the realm of ethnic specificity for at 
the very least, it also includes traders of other groups within Japan’s ‘Indian’ 
merchant community.   
 
‘Ethnic Economy’ and the Middleman Minority Theory 
 
Ivan Light (2000) broadly defines ‘ethnic economy’ as consisting of 
“coethnic self-employed and employers and their coethnic employees” (p. 4). 
The distinguishing feature of an ethnic economy is, in other words, the 
absolute engagement of co-ethnic personnel. There are neither any claims 
made of a requisite locational clustering to engender an ethnic economy nor 
exclusivity of national origin (p. 10). But on account of its specificity of 
ethnically-determined employment, the ethnic economy creates by default a 
divide with the general labour market. Where the activities of the businesses 
are concerned however, Light emphasizes the following:  
 
Buyers and sellers need not be coethnic in an ethnic economy, 
nor need they conduct their business in a foreign language. This 
definition does not focus attention upon trade conducted by 
owners for the benefit of coethnic buyers, whether at the retail 
or the wholesale level. Owners are in their own group’s ethnic 
economy regardless of whether their customers are or are not 
coethnics. The concept of ethnic economy neither requires nor 
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assumes an ethnic cultural ambience within the firm nor among 
sellers and buyers. (Ibid., italics emphasis mine) 
 
Recourse to the literature on ethnic economy as revealed by Light, 
points to a foundational divide that treats the ethnically driven business as a 
‘traditional’ form of pre-industrial capitalism in contrast to its goliath 
successor of the ultra ‘modern’. The latter is typically characterized by 
corporations steeped in complex bureaucracy, which are professionally 
impersonal and therefore presumed to be highly efficient, with the ultimate 
goal of profit maximization. By contrast, the ethnically aligned economy is 
predicted to dissolve inevitably for its inability to survive within the modern 
world economy. This is on account of the firm’s costly loyalty to personal 
relationships and messily entangled binds between firm and family.  
 
Yet, this prediction has been refuted by many cases of small family-run 
businesses developing into large, professionally managed industrial ventures. 
Haley and Haley (1999: 158) for instance, note the evolution of “Overseas 
Indian firms… from traditional, small, family businesses into third- or fourth-
generation family-controlled conglomerates”, in spite of the weighty emphasis 
on “primogeniture” or law of inheritance via succession within the family. The 
authors cite a couple of industrious Sindhi families such as the Harilelas in 
Hong Kong as well as the Chanrai family in Southeast Asia as examples 
amongst other diasporic Indians. Markovits (2000b) also illustrates the 
prominence of major Indian capitalists with the three case examples of the 
Tatas, Birlas and Kasturbhais. The groups represent the diversities to be found 
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in the Indian business world and also reveal “the capacity of the traditional 
merchant patriciate to adapt itself to a modern economy” (p. 316). 
Interestingly, in a document obtained during my fieldwork, there is mention of 
“considerable debate about the case of Mr. Tata, a Parsee merchant trading in 
Japan” (see the “Public Record Office” document in Appendix 2). He was 
registered in records as residing in Japan as early as 1898. The old-timer 
Sindhi merchant from whom I received this document affirms this evidence 
with added insight that the mysterious controversy surrounding Mr. Tata had 
led to an inquiry for a general search of resident Indians in Japan at the time. It 
is believed that the controversy was linked to anti-British sentiments which 
ties in with India then being a British colony.  
 
This reductionistic polarization of the ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’ in the 
context of business structures has also long been discredited by a 
‘transgressional’ group known in the literature as ‘middleman minorities’. The 
term – first coined by Howard Becker in the 1950s, was eminently expounded 
as Middleman Minority Theory first by Blalock in 1967, and then by Bonacich 
in a controversial piece published in 1973. It refers generally to “marginal 
trading peoples” (Bonacich 1973; Zenner 1996) bound by their ethnic minority 
status that in turn estranges them from their host society. In theory, middleman 
minority groups were analyzed for the economic position they occupied within 
this host society for which they found themselves facing at times 
advantageous yet at other times antagonized relations with the locals. They 
tend to specialize in particular lines of trade, typically engaging in activity that 
places them literally as middlemen, between the “superordinate” and 
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“subordinate” groups in society (Bonacich 1973: 590). For Bonacich, these 
groups represent the various sources of conflict in the business sphere. For 
example, she illustrates the antagonism faced by Indians in South Africa 
where they not only came in the way of white settlers but also native African 
business dealings. The rising level of hostility led to eventual “anti-Indian 
riots” within the country (Zenner 1996: 180). It is believed that the expulsion 
of the entrepreneurial Indian minority from Uganda in 1972 was under similar 
allegations of hoarding that took away from the native population. 
Significantly however, the exilic event registered a devastation of the Ugandan 
economy in its aftermath (Twaddle 1975).  In this vein, Bonacich (1973) also 
notes how the economic position of middlemen, due to their specialized trade, 
embeds them as occupants of an economic niche that concurrently fills the 
void of a “status gap” between the elites and masses of the host society (p. 
583). Although defined as “marginal”, middleman minority groups are 
therefore not relegated to the fringes of the socio-economic structure. Rather, 
they hold a position of considerable wealth and status within society.  
 
Bonacich (1973) details another key discerning element of middleman 
minority groups, that being their character trait as sojourners. The quality of 
sojourning triggers both an internal set of attributes as well as external 
consequences for the middleman minorities. The previous paragraph has 
already revealed how the supposed dual loyalty of the transient traders, 
reflected in their preference for a more ‘liquid-able’ form of subsistence, 
engenders a degree of distrust and hostility towards them by the locals. 
However, this negativity fosters greater group solidarity within, leading to a 
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pooling of internal resources and the establishment of “guild-like structures” 
for communal support (p. 587). With the eventual goal of return to their 
‘homeland’, the sojourning middlemen are resistant to citizenship conversion 
as well as investment in relationships with the locals, and exhibit a great deal 
of thriftiness during their period of stay. 
 
As trading agents who buy from local suppliers and sell the goods to 
both domestic and international markets, the Sindhi merchants in Japan too 
occupy an intermediary position much like the theoretical description of 
middleman minorities.  While most of their firms do typify the small- or 
medium-sized enterprise (SME), the merchants’ case does still problematize 
any rigid dichotomy between ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’ forms of operation 
just as it does break the definitional bounds of embodying a ‘purely’ ethnic 
economy. The merchants’ conditions are instead better represented within 
“zones” than forcibly classified along static lines of division. As applied by 
Haller (2003) in his comparative piece on Sindhis and Jews in Gibraltar, these 
“zones” as conceptually featured in the practice of “border anthropology”, and 
are best “exercised on those individuals for whom the dichotomous division is 
incongruent” (p. 93). As a classic example, the resident Sindhi merchants of 
Japan accurately fall into this meaningfully grey area for they portray traits 
that both adhere to and complicate the extant literature.  
 
Firstly, the Sindhi merchants’ successfully maintained establishments 
not only in Japan but in other First World developed countries, defies the 
claim by Geertz (as quoted in Light 2000) for instance, of their submersion in 
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the transition towards modernizing economies. It is worth noting that their 
prosperity in advanced economies not only suggests that the “ethnic business 
formula still worked even in the heartland of progressive capitalism” (Ibid.: 7) 
but also that the very notion of ‘ethnicity’ needs to be reconceived. As Zenner 
(1996) has succinctly stated, the underlying thread to the various theories of 
middleman minority groups “is the question of whether the most significant 
independent variables are those derived from the setting in which the minority 
finds itself or from the character of the minority itself, as well as how these 
factors affect each other” (p. 181).  
 
A second divergence to note is that the generic order of staffing within a 
Sindhi enterprise in Japan employs both local (Japanese) as well as kin 
personnel. In other words, the firms do not display the totalitarian model of 
co-ethnic employment as defined by Light. This has been the arrangement 
since the Sindhis’ pioneering days of establishment in Japan. For, even if only 
on account of a technicality, i.e. of the Sindhis’ lack of reading and writing 
proficiency in the Japanese language, the merchants have had to employ local 
administrative staff for the purpose of overseeing their shipping and accounts 
documentation. In some firms, especially those operating without the pivotal 
support of an immediate family member or extended kin, Japanese employees 
even occupy managerial positions within the company, and assume leadership 
in the boss’ absence.  
 
Thirdly, although they may have had no initial intention to establish 
permanent residences in Japan – at least not until the advent of the Partition, 
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the sojourning Sindhi merchants could not be considered parasitic nor did they 
perpetuate the belittling form of ‘pariah capitalism’ as postulated by Weber in 
conjunction with the economic role of Jews. In fact, Cahnman (1974) asserts 
that the term does injustice to the Jewish case and he presents ‘pariah’ as more 
a state of the mind instead where, as an outcast group, the Jews “were unable 
to escape, yet unwilling to return” (p. 164). The Sindhi merchants in Japan 
present a rather different case for which Cahnman’s phrase in the reverse may 
be a more apt illustration. Unlike the Jews, the Sindhi merchants were likely 
unwilling to escape for they experienced flourishing trade that did not deprive 
the host society of employment but expanded their commercial opportunities 
instead. A probable reason for the merchants’ prominence was not so much a 
case of them filling in a “status gap” but more so of their assistance in closing 
in on a ‘knowledge gap’ of the locals’ lack of worldly trade experience. The 
merchants do indeed have ‘status’ in their host society but it is ‘status’ built on 
the basis of their edge in the sphere of international commerce for which they 
can today be accorded in entirety, the ranked privilege of ‘merchant class’41
 
. 
Further, rather than be “unwilling”, the aftermath of a partitioned Subcontinent 
that left the merchants without their homeland, would have rendered them 
unable to return instead.  
                                                          
41 Aswani (1995) categorizes the Sindhi merchants of Singapore as “merchant class” 
but does not proceed to elaborate on the significations of the concept. Rather, the 
term is given as self-evident and used as a generic reference to the occupational 
specialization as well as general affluence of the merchant community. In this study, 
‘merchant class’ is defined and substantiated within the diasporic context. In this 




Finally, as Bonacich highlights the middleman minority’s complex of 
whether to stay or to leave, she suggests that the decision to permanently 
reside in the host society “would mean economic and social integration; [and 
so] the middleman form would disappear” (1973: 593). 42
 
 The Sindhi 
merchants are a counterintuitive case in point. The extent of “integration” 
though certainly greater in their diasporic condition, has not in any way 
diluted the merchants’ communal solidarity. In fact, their diasporic settlements 
have perpetuated ‘guilds’ or support structures on a global platform via a web 
of strong inter-diasporic networks. In this light, Abner Cohen (1974)’s notion 
of the “continuous dialectical relationship” portrayed by middlemen aptly 
illustrates the state of the merchants. In Zenner’s words,  
many groups… find that their interests are guarded better 
through invisible organizations such as cousinhoods, 
membership in a common set of social clubs, religious ties, and 
informal networks, than through a highly visible, formally 
recognized institution. At times, ethnic groups may need to 
heighten their visibility as strangers to maintain their interests, 
while in other instances they may wish to lower their profile and 
appear to be an integral part of the society. An example of such 
invisible organization is the trading diaspora… (1996: 180-181) 
 
                                                          
42 Curtin (1984) makes a similar claim when he relegates the role of the trading 




The dynamics of the Sindhi merchant’s business enterprise serves as a 
microcosmic site of analysis for the larger diasporic context at hand, a ‘sub-
system’ if you will. Within the context of the firm, the ‘ethnic’ factor is but an 
associational element of the family-firm structure. Here, ‘ethnicity’ emerges 
foremost within the equation of the ‘self’ versus the ‘other’, particularly where 
the self as ‘other’ is defined broadly as Gaijin rather than as ‘Sindhi’ per se. 
This idea is akin to the heightened visibility of the “stranger” as elaborated by 
Zenner above, only that in this instance, the element of ‘strangeness’ is an 
incumbent facet of the generic ‘foreigner’ in the eyes of the Japanese.  
 
3.2  The Role of ‘Family’ in Sindhi Firms 
 
Sindhi Pedigree: The Three-Generation Lifespan of Family Firms 
 
Sindhi businesses are prevalently family-oriented and family-run 
initiatives. As a result, a blurred distinction between the ‘formal’ and 
‘informal’, ‘personal’ and ‘professional’, emerges within intra-firm relations.  
The structural organization of the firms is clearly modeled after the family 
where, the patriarch is the ‘founding father’ of the company and self-employed 
as boss and whose designation is often titled, ‘Managing Director’. While the 
firms do employ Japanese staff, the reins of the business are maintained 
almost exclusively within familial binds. The patriarch typically reserves the 
right of his succession for his eldest son although the firm’s family ties do 
extend through kin recruitment on a transnational scale. The pattern of Sindhi 
merchant firms to remain manageably small but well-positioned in multiple 
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locations of plump trade means that their proliferation of branches worldwide 
is mostly helmed by the younger sons or relatives. Moreover, the Sindhi 
company’s name is usually derived from the family’s surname or a variation 
or combination of family members’ names, most often the children’s. One of 
Japan’s pioneering Sindhi firms – The K. A. J. Chotirmall group, is one 
illustration. According to Uncle CB – a fourth generation descendant of the 
group and currently in his 50s, the company is named after three brothers in 
their order of birth: Kimatrai, Assomull and Jawaharmal. It first established a 
branch in Yokohama in 1893 and later in Osaka. Both branches remain to date 
with the Osaka office being managed by Uncle CB, Mr. Assomull’s great-
grandson. Significantly, the managers of all their other branches, in Yokohama, 
Seoul, Hong Kong, Taipei, Bangkok, Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and Jakarta, 
are either extended family or Sindhi personnel (information retrieved from 
company brochure given by Uncle CB). 
 
The hierarchical structuring of the firm is visibly erect in the traditional, 
operative model of the shop-house. The hyphenated linkage between ‘shop’ 
and ‘house’ is itself a manifestation of the entwined entities of ‘firm’ and 
‘family’. My father’s description of his family’s old quarters fully captures 
this model: 
 
In Hyderabad we used to have first floor – shop, [and] second, 
third floor, fourth floor – house. There were four brothers. So… 
ground floor is the shop; first floor, my eldest uncle used to stay. 
Second floor, the other uncle. Then on the top was my father 
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and my another uncle together jointly they stayed. This was how 
our family was.  
 
Figure 3A below reveals a photograph of a similar ‘shop-house’ building as 


















Figure 3A: J. Kimatrai was a pioneering Sindhi merchant of Japan, his building 
stands here in the background, in Hyderabad, Sindh43
                                                          
43 This photo was published in the Bharat Ratna magazine alongside an article written 
by Shakun Narain Kimatrai (pictured on the left in the foreground) (see Appendix 6 
for the whole article).   




While the firm as ‘family’ may secure ownership and control of the 
business dealings under the authoritative figure of the patriarch, the model also 
presents potential opportunities for malfunction. The familial institution as a 
potent site of dysfunction is highly salient a consideration within the Sindhi 
firm context. Family feuds over inheritance issues, trust breaches and eventual 
fissioning of the firm when ties are severed, are common complications cited 
by informants in their accounts of their family business histories. In one 
instance, a Sindhi merchant recounted how the landlord of his father’s onion 
shop in Delhi’s sabzi mandi (‘vegetable market’) sold the property to him out 
of great apprehension that his sons would haggle over it after his passing. The 
merchant’s father’s shop was then named after his first three sons: 
“Kishanchand-Prem-Narayan”. A few years after the father’s demise, the shop 
was internally divided into two accounts being run side by side by two brothers. 
The shop’s name split accordingly, into “Prem-Narayan” and “Lakshmi 
Onions”, the latter derived from the merchant’s mother’s name.  
 
Tong’s research on Chinese family businesses (1989, 2005; also, with 
Yong 2002) reflects similar patterns of dissolution that tend to accelerate in the 
wake of the patriarch’s demise. Citing Bourdieu (1977: 39), he highlights that 
“although people are genealogically closely related, proximity does not 
guarantee unificatory efficacy. In fact, the closest genealogical relationship, 
that between brothers, is also the point of greatest contention” (Tong 2005: 56). 
The life-cycle of the firm is encapsulated within the Chinese proverb translated 
as “wealth can’t last more than three generations”. It stems from the common 
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perception that “the first generation builds the business, the second maintains it, 
and the third sees its decline” (Lee 2006)44
 
.  
The Sindhi firms in Japan also appear to largely exhibit the so-called 
‘three-generation lifespan’. My informants are indeed the middlemen who 
mostly represent the middle or second generation of merchants. They are the 
sons of pioneer merchants who had established branches in Japan in the pre-
war or immediate post-war periods (between 1870s and 1940s). Hence, most of 
these men began to join their fathers’ companies or worked for a Sindhi firm 
from the 1950s onwards when they were barely in their 20s. At the time, they 
were treated as salary men and worked long intense hours even though they 
may have been sons or related kin. They are also the present directors of these 
companies with some of them being run jointly with kin or their eventual 
successors – the third generation Sindhi businessmen, their sons.  
 
In a few case histories, there were incidences of breakaways or a 
fissioning of the firm. Typically it occurred at least after a few years of 
employment, when a nephew, cousin or other distant relative recruited by the 
company felt secure enough to start his own establishment, having become 
accustomed to the ways of trade and having built a rapport with customers by 
then. Indeed, while many senior merchants mentioned that they expected the 
breakaway, what upset them was the ‘stealing’ of clients that followed in tow. 
Tong and Yong (2002) note how such splits are rooted in the awareness of an 
                                                          
44 Lee’s article was a loose document given to me during my fieldwork. The original 
paper has personal comments that are worth considering. For a sample of the article 
see Appendix 7. 
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impending glass ceiling that would ultimately block the upward mobility of the 
extended or non-kin employees since the succession of firm director was 
exclusively reserved for immediate offspring. Another prevalent cause of 
fissioning was attributed to feuds between sons over the inheritance left behind 
by the patriarch. It is important to note that due to the immensely personalized 
entanglement of firm dealings with family matters, conflict in either business 
or at home is likely to spill into each other’s domains. In such cases, the sons 
either broke away altogether or began to run separate lines of trade and kept 
separate accounts within the same physical firm site. A case in point is 
reflected in the timeline of events of a prominent Sindhi company based in 
Osaka. For purpose of maintaining anonymity, the firm is labelled ‘Company 
G’ (refer to Figure 3B on pages 106 and 107).  
 
Company G’s trade history exemplifies the patterns revealed in few other 
merchants’ companies in Japan. It illustrates the initial outward movement of 
the family patriarch – Dada G, to establish himself overseas, to the current 
operations of the firm involving the third generation – Dada G’s grandson. 
From the outset of his commercial endeavours as a contractual Sindhworki, to 
employments with various big establishments such as Pohoomulls, KDV group 
and VL company, Dada G gradually rose to become branch manager and firm 
partner. Interestingly, these same big companies surface in other informants’ 
trade histories, bearing testimony to the highly inter-connected pattern of 
Sindhi establishments in Japan. It is understood for instance, that many 
pioneering generation of merchants who arrived in Japan, began their 


























Figure 3B: Author’s construction based on personal interview with Uncle G2 
 
(Continued on p. 107) 
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Figure 3B: Author’s construction based on personal interview with Uncle G2 
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invest in property and eventually construct and own buildings where he finally 
established his own firm – Company G. It should be noted that the company 
was established when his two elder sons were of age to join him. The company 
faces fissioning on two occasions, once in 1988 when the eldest son decides to 
leave, and again after Dada G’s passing, when the younger two sons begin to 
operate separate business accounts but choose to work out of the same 
premises. In a very central manner, the family’s prestige and reputation in 
society’s view is maintained or ruptured in the decision to keep the firm alive 
with joint operation or to split into smaller and lesser ‘known’ entities. The 
family-firm, with its familial entitlement, holds much more weight than just a 
name.  
 
Sons, Fathers and Sons: Trans-Generational Diversities and Expansion in 
Trade 
 
It is important to clarify that the notion of ‘generation’ is being referred 
to with respect to generations within the family (i.e. the three generations of 
grandfather-father-son). It is also being time-lined in accordance with the 
various points of immigration into Japan, which center around the occurrences 
of major events such as WWII, the Partition, and the Kanto and Kobe 
earthquakes, amongst others. Additionally, each successive generation is also 
distinguished from its predecessor on account of the changes it brings to the 
sphere of business. Hence, the notion of ‘generation’ is being applied here 
more in the inter-generational sense and not intra-generationally. This 
clarification comes with the awareness of differences in opinion within the 
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Sindhi merchant community, for instance, with respect to their relationships 
with the Japanese. It is commonly mentioned amongst most senior merchants 
that their ties with Japanese staff as well as clients, are often only as far as 
their business dealings go. However, chats with the younger merchants as well 
as ‘Indian’ youth in Japan, reveal differential views on the matter, with some 
claiming much more friendly and personal relations with the Japanese that are 
not strictly within the domain of ‘all-business’ activity. For example, few of 
the younger merchants have told me that they often play golf with their 
Japanese “friends” and in fact find it easier to discuss their business deals 
“outside” the office. This is again in contrast to Uncle CB’s comment that a 
former Japanese client will not acknowledge you on the street for once the 
business relationship is over, there is no ‘personal’ tie left to maintain. This 
diversity in experience is surely attributed to the varying approaches to, and 
inter-subjective accounts of, the workplace environment. Further, with the age 
range of discernable generations spanning quite a number of years, it is only 
reasonable to assume the extent of internal diversity in thought, approach, 
manner and relationships that would characterize the merchants of various age 
groups.  
 
The greater matter of concern in this segment is that of inter-
generational transitions that affect the dealings of the firm and which lead to 
an overall diversity and expansion in the lines of trade. Even though it may 
ring true that the average life of a family-firm is over three generations, this 
speaks of a significant period of time. Company G’s timeline for instance, 
charts the firm’s establishment in 1967 that continues till present day. This 
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reflects a life-span of over forty years and one which is yet to see its end. In 
this vein, it becomes important to highlight the changes that occur across 
generations that support the sustenance of the firm for this long. 
 
The interim generation’s start of employment in Japan coincided with 
the post-war boom of the Japanese economy. One major change that took 
place at this point was the shift in focus from textile trade to consumer 
electronic items. As Uncle DN – a textile merchant of this generation – noted, 
the popularity of electronic goods rose in the aftermath of WWII, especially 
with the coming of the Americans. And with electronics came the significance 
of brand dealerships where the merchant firms began tie-ups with Japanese 
manufacturing giants such as Sony, Sharp and National (Panasonic) and more 
recently, Casio. This generation of merchants witnessed the biggest changes in 
order and payment transactions and the greatest instability in the Yen 
exchange due to an increasingly volatile politico-economic climate. Where at 
one time the prices of goods would remain stable for months, today they 
fluctuate overnight. Accordingly, the old days of orders made through the 
cable service that required daily visits to the post office have since been 
replaced with the Telegraphic Transfer (TT) method of channeling funds 
electronically. The system does away with the paper hassle of issuing a cheque 
and speeds up the entire process. 
 
As they faced a steep climb of the Yen exchange, these merchants are 
also to be credited with multiple lines of diversification as collateral should 
their central line of textile dealerships or electronics trade were to plummet. 
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They have made all sorts of investments in stocks, bonds, shares and real 
estate. One example of such an expansion is the joint establishment of the 
‘Maya’ franchise launched by a group of six senior Sindhi merchants, now in 
their 60s and 70s, who call themselves the ‘Executive Group’. It is understood 
that the group formed as a result of weekly lunch outings, much like the group 
lunch between the four merchants described at the start of this chapter. The 
Executive Group launched a series of constructions that opened up two office 
buildings across the aforementioned Senba Centre in Honmachi, Osaka. The 
buildings are called ‘Maya 1’ and ‘Maya 2’ and are almost exclusively leased 
to Sindhi companies, leading to a dense clustering of co-ethnic firms (see 
Figure 3C on p. 112 for a photo of the office building). The group also 
constructed a three-storey residential building in Kobe called ‘Maya Milan’, 
with three of the group members living on each of its floors. Further, they 
branched out into the restaurant business with outlets in Osaka and Kobe, of 
the same name, ‘Maya’.  
 
In a way, the Maya franchise exemplifies a support structure or 
Bonacich (1973)’s idea of the “guild” that facilitates communal solidarity and 
pools resources for financial sustenance. It also illustrates Cohen (1974)’s 
notion of the more underhanded approach to group support that extends 
beyond the firm’s isolated business dealings. In fact, the Maya model is a 
more recent illustration for it is understood that the pooling of resources for 
construction that occurs in the Maya ventures as well as in the building of the 























Figure 3C: ‘Maya 2’ building in the Honmachi business district of Osaka 
 
3B), were already being instigated in preceding decades, presumably in the 
1930s, in Yokohama. In the aftermath of the Kanto quake in 1923, it is 
believed that the well-established Sindhi silk merchants aided the local 
municipality with a generous contribution of one million yen each, in order to 
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construct what is today simply known as No. 1, Yamashita-cho, the Yokohama 
Silk Museum.   
 
The current generation, this being the third generation of Sindhis, are 
less accurately represented by the historic title of ‘Sindhi merchants’. This is 
so, not only for their contemporariness but more on account of their 
impersonal character traits in the workplace. It is behaviour that derives from a 
fixed upbringing within the local environment, unlike the many travels and 
transitions that characterize their fathers’ trajectories. A contrasting trait of 
this generation is their formal education, in both the Japanese language as well 
as their tertiary schooling in the West. Their ability to communicate fluently in 
Japanese allows them the edge of tapping into the local markets as well as 
facilitates a more level exchange in their relationships with Japanese 
employees within the firm. Having been born and brought up in Japan, they 
speak a more formalized and refined version of Japanese unlike the Osaka ben 
(business slang or ‘dialect’) adopted by their fathers. Their upbringing endows 
them with the cultural capital to supplement their fathers’ painstakingly 
established social capital.  
 
Yet ironically, these youth are as proficient in the Japanese language as 
they are lacking in the ability to converse well in Sindhi. As such, their 
business operations are mostly conducted in either Japanese or English – the 
latter cultivated as a result of the ‘Americanized’ environment of international 
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schooling in Japan. 45
 
 12 years of schooling within an international 
environment that occurs during a child’s most impressionable stage of social 
development, has a dual effect on the Sindhi child. On the one hand, it takes 
away from their cultivation of Sindhi-speak for a preference of the more 
commonplace English language. On the other hand, Sindhi children in general 
tend to take a lackadaisical view towards their efforts in mastering Japanese. 
They end up picking up on the bare minimum conversational Japanese that 
they require to get around. Most return to Japan after their undergraduate 
course in an American or UK-based university, having forgotten even the little 
that they did retain in school. Therefore, the proficiency in Japanese by Sindhi 
youth who have joined the local family businesses must be seen as 
independent initiatives taken by the individuals as well. For example, my 
observations show that they read the local newspapers in Japanese medium, 
enjoy Japanese non-fiction books that concurrently serve as opportunities to 
train in the language, and they would rather watch a game of Japanese baseball 
than indulge in cricket matches like their fathers once did over the weekends. 
The youth also bring with them a new degree of professionalism to the 
firm that is reflected in their intra-firm relationships with the staff. 
Interestingly, though they possess the linguistic skills to engage in more 
interactive ways with their Japanese colleagues, they appear to exhibit the kind 
of polite reservation typically exuded by the Japanese, more so in the 
                                                          
45  A note taken during fieldwork revealed that Canadian Academy (CA) – the 
international school that almost all Sindhi children go to – held a parent-teacher 
meeting specifically to discourage the use of mother tongue as the primary language 
of communication at home. The parents were instead advised to speak to their 
children in English so that it would foster smoother exchanges in school and the 
children could adapt better to the school’s international environment.  
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workplace but in general as well. This, as well as the contrasting relationships 
of their fathers with the local staff, is further examined in the following 
segment. 
 
3.3  Examining Sindhi-Japanese Relations in the Workplace 
 
The Sindhi Boss as ‘Gaijin’ 
 
Typically, the Sindhi merchant’s office reflects a simple spatial 
compartmentalization of Japanese employees in the cubicled foreground, 
leading up to the enclosed private office of the Managing Director (MD) – the 
Sindhi merchant. An interesting line-up in the office arrangement is the 
seating position of the merchant’s son, the future MD, amongst the non-
sequestered cubicles of the local staff, as one of them. There is no obvious 
difference between the Sindhi youth and his Japanese colleagues, and 
strategically so. More significantly, appearance aside, there comes across not 
much literal difference in speech and mannerisms between them either. On 
average, the firm employs three to four administrative staff, usually Japanese 
women but not particularly, to handle shipping, accounting and all other 
miscellaneous documentation of the enterprise’s affairs. The “girls”, as they 
are called, are overseen by a senior employee of the company, again Japanese, 
and loyal in his (or her) service to the office, having worked there for decades 
on end. The staff manager also acts as the boss’s confidant, facilitating 
communication between the girls and his (or her) employer, advising him on 
tedious and incomprehensible local script in important documents and keeping 
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him updated on intra-firm politics. The Sindhi youth, as present in select 
companies, situates himself as disengaged from his father, both physically as 
well as in his line of dealing. His aim is for collegiality that will relieve the 
attention towards him as ‘gaijin’ and allow him to assimilate his place in the 
office amongst his Japanese co-workers. Further, his proficiency in Japanese 
and often overlooked but equally significant ‘broken’ grasp of his mother 
tongue, serves this distancing well to integrate him locally and to navigate his 
immersion in the domestic market to expand on his father’s line(s) of trade.  
 
The senior merchants on the other hand, operate in a slightly different 
manner. They have enjoyed a longer work relationship with their local staff 
and share a greater comfort level with them. This comfort is reciprocated by 
the Japanese employees too. For example, the golf outings with Japanese 
clients mentioned earlier manifest in a slightly different manner with regards 
to the Japanese employees within a Sindhi firm. In the latter case, the staff 
enjoys bonus vacations at the boss’ expense. Regardless, these occasions offer 
the merchant and his employees a chance to interact beyond the office. My 
father for instance, in his earlier years as an exporter in Japan, used to take his 
staff on annual holiday trips in order to ‘reward’ them for their service to the 
company. Few other merchants reveal similar notions of ‘gifting’ their staff – 
a custom very much in line with Japanese ‘gift culture’ as a gesture of 
goodwill. The employees express similar sentiment. In another illustration, a 
former Sindhi merchant of Kobe recollected a visit by his former Japanese 
accountant and her mother to his house for dinner. The employee’s mother 
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was so emotionally charged by the gracious hospitality of the merchant and his 
family that she removed her string of pearls to gift it to the merchant’s wife.   
 
These inter-personal relations do to an extent override the language 
barrier that exists between the Sindhi merchant and his local staff. In fact, it 
serves as a means for ‘camaraderie’. A Sindhi merchant brought up in Las 
Palmas, Spain, recounted to me his struggles to learn Japanese when he first 
came to work for his uncle in 1984: 
 
… we didn’t have the time to basically go to any school to learn 
or to get a book… just you know, sit down and take the phone 
and talk! And whatever few words you pick up from here, 
there… Then in the train we used to read books, Japanese books 
– learn Japanese in seven days! Learn Japanese in twenty days! 
Or one month or something like that, and try to mug up as many 
words as you know… 
 
Often, in the process, the Japanese employees would serve as go-to 
‘dictionaries’ for the merchants to clarify word definitions. There was a 
collegiality of a different sort, especially when all staff – the Japanese as well 
as the young Sindhi merchants – was seen to be of one rank under the purview 
of the patriarch. These moments of cultural disjuncture afforded the Sindhis 
and Japanese light-hearted occasions of mirth. Indeed, a Japanese manager, 
having worked for a Sindhi company for 20 years now, spoke animatedly of 
the various differences and instances of “culture shock” she experienced 
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throughout her service. She highlighted occasions of her boss’ informal 
invitations to personal family events such as house parties, his son’s wedding 
and cultural festivities, all of which left her uneasy for her newness to the idea 
of mixing personal life with professional life. She highlighted in particular, 
this incident of great amusement where she witnessed the engagement of 
family matters in the professional domain to a degree of absolute disbelief. 
The excerpt below illustrates this encounter: 
 
Interviewer: How do you find it, working for BK company or 
generally, working for an Indian company? What is the 
difference between working for a Japanese company and an 
Indian company? 
 
Japanese Manager: (Pauses for some time before responding) I 
think… if it’s very, very, very big you know, multi… company, 
then maybe different. But I think it depends on the size but still, 
they mix family… they believe that we are family but 
sometimes in the work, family matters included… because after 
the earthquake, I went to that Consulate, in Osaka… 
 
Interviewer: The Indian Consulate? 
 





Interviewer: Was taking care of…? 
 








Japanese Manager: Because after the earthquake, they had you 
know, some problem at their residence so they took it to work 
and she had to take care of it. And she said, I do everything, I 
have to work in the office also and for their family… 
 
Interviewer: The hen belonged to the Consulate? Ohhh… and 
the secretary was taking care…I see… (I chuckle)… Omoshiroi 
desu [‘how interesting’]… 
 
Japanese Manager: Omoshiroi deshou? [‘Isn’t it?’]… It was 
very funny. And, in Japan, work is work. So that means, if I tell 
my husband to come and you know, come to… if it’s very big 
party, then I think he’ll come. But if it’s only the company staff 
and the family then he says no, no, no. It doesn’t mean he 
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doesn’t want or he refuse. But he says you know, it’s different 
so, he shouldn’t… 
 
Interviewer: Impose? He shouldn’t impose… 
 
Japanese Manager: Mmm (nods in agreement)... So, you do 
yourself, you work hard and enjoy yourself or like that. We have 
you know, different… society… men has different and women 
has different… 
 
The manager’s reaction to the incident also revealed the mentality of 
segregation in Japanese society that is gendered. The wife’s workplace affairs 
that include personal invitations by the employer, are to be kept separate and 
attended to like a work appointment by the wife alone, unless the event is of 
grander and more significant scale (though what makes for this difference is 
ambiguous). Her culture shock extended in general to the more casual practices 
within the firm that came through in her employer’s manner of speech as well 
as his lack of rule enforcement pertaining to professional attire (see Figure 3D). 
As a result, the ambience in the office was much more relaxed than it would be 
within a Japanese firm. In fact, the manager went on to add that former 
Japanese employees of Sindhi firms often experience difficulties in getting 
employment with a Japanese firm for these very reasons. Having become 
accustomed to the Sindhi boss’ ‘broken’ Japanese, a later start to the day and 
an informal dress code, former employees find it tough to make the transition 
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to the strict codes of conduct typical of the workplace environment in a 




















Figure 3D: A Japanese employee of a Sindhi firm, seen here casually dressed in a 
jersey, jeans and sneakers 
 
Hence, the particularities from the standpoint of the Japanese employee 
had nothing to do with the ‘Sindhiness’ of the firms’ practices and much to do 
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with its differences relative to the operations of a Japanese company. The 
Sindhi firm was therefore more aptly contextualized as a foreign firm whose 
ways and means baffled, amused and awed the Japanese worker. This finding 
was not expected and its revelation forces a re-evaluation of the preliminary 
notion of Sindhi business ‘success’ with identity-positioning relative to the host 
society. The firm environment as atypical to that characterizing most local 
firms delineates the Sindhi enterprise as ‘other’. 
 
Jisseki and Inter-Personal Trust in Business Relations 
 
As front-men standing at the gateway of Japan’s doors to lure global 
trade, the merchants had to be entrusted with bringing in money for the local 
economy. The system of trust, as it is meaningfully interpreted in Japanese 
culture, is central to any possibility of a long-term relationship in the sphere of 
business transactions. The merchants earned this trust as reliable middlemen in 
due process, over time, and were thus able to maneuver their terms only after 
having established this foundational trust base. The concept of jisseki 
(meaning ‘cultivation’ and ‘accomplishment’) captures this idea of ‘process’ –  
a cumulative build-up of inter-personal trust and loyalty over time. Indeed, as 
Uncle G2 of Company G had informed me, this trust cannot be formed 
overnight. Uncle DA – another old-timer Sindhi merchant of Kobe, currently 
in his late 60s, described in elaborate detail the customary practice of handing 
out one’s meshi (‘business card’) at the introductory meeting with Japanese 
clients. He claimed that being mindful of the order of rank of the clients (if 
more than one is present), the manner in which the meshi is both presented to 
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and received from them (i.e. graciously with both hands holding the card) and 
the bow which should accompany this transaction, are simple cultural habits 
that he has learnt in his experiences over time. These seemingly trivial matters 
do in fact matter greatly in forming the right impression for the Japanese client. 
Informants, while recollecting the benefits of such an enduring relationship 
with the Japanese – benefits that include overlooking time lags and accepting 
payments only after orders are made, simultaneously lamented occasions of 
misappropriated deals (by a third party) that had adversely affected their 
relationships with local customers. Such an occasion is recorded in a historical 
document, where one “Kalachand Boolchand was [a] runaway without paying 
his debts to the Japanese suppliers” (see Appendix 4). In fact, over time, the 
established Sindhi textile firms have honed such special relations with their 
Japanese manufacturers that they occasionally visit the latter in suburban areas 
like in Nishiwaki, to receive new fabrics directly from the source rather than 
go through the chain of local commissioned agents in between. The Japanese 
dyers and weavers of the fabrics as well as the sosha or ‘think-tanks’, 
welcome their regular Sindhi buyers and even accept suggestions on how to 
design the fabrics for sale to a particular market. 
 
The sensitivities of the relationship between the merchants and the 
Japanese, one that is privileged with the passage of historical events and time 
to nurture their ties, illuminate the long-standing loyalty of Japanese 
customers in inter-firm relations, as well as by Japanese employees to their 
foreign bosses within the firm. Many Sindhi employers interviewed attested to 
having staff that have worked for them for decades, sticking by the firms even 
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if it meant a pay cut. The system of trust honoured by the Japanese is here 
manifest in the loyalist tendencies of local employees who remain with their 
employers for more than just convenience sake. A Japanese manager of a 
well-known Sindhi firm in Honmachi revealed that on average, the salary of a 
local employee in Indian firms is much less than that earned in Japanese 
companies. Furthermore, the pay increments are not as regular and the welfare 
package not as comprehensive. Interestingly, the ties that bind lie in the great 
allowance the Japanese give the Indians for being ‘foreign’. This means not 
taking to heart a snide remark that personally attacks the single status of 
middle-aged female employees, otherwise considered co-worker harassment if 
the comment were made by a local male colleague. But when uttered by the 
Indian boss, the manager shrugs it off as a “joke”.  
 
3.4  From Inter-Generational ‘Divides’ to a Gendered Diaspora 
 
This chapter has focused on workplace dynamics in order to highlight 
the changing nature of Sindhi businesses as well as their day-to-day 
interactions with the Japanese. The life histories of the firms as traced through 
the firms’ familial successions reveal subtle differences as well as changes 
between generations that in effect, serve to sustain the firms’ longevity. These 
‘divides’ between ‘fathers’ and ‘sons’, are therefore rightfully conceived as 
diversities in expression of their differentiated socio-cultural upbringings. By 
extending the analysis – albeit limited – to the current generation of Sindhi 
youth, this chapter has shown a glimpse of how diasporic experiences affect 
business practices. This is especially so when one considers the gradual 
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erosion of the Sindhi medium in conducting business operations. The loss of 
the vernacular extends to a loss of cultural ‘lingo’ that makes distinct the 
different generations’ style of doing business, as well as with who they may do 
business. The generational dimension presented here also sets the stage for a 
greater elaboration of diasporic involvement in Japanese society through lesser 
visible and largely overlooked sites of ‘trade’. The role of women in particular, 
















TRANSITING THE EVERYDAY 
 
The Politics of (Re)Presentations: 


















Identity is not as transparent or unproblematic as we think. Perhaps instead of 
thinking of identity as an already accomplished fact, which the new cultural 
practices then represent, we should think, instead, of identity as a 
‘production’, which is never complete, always in process, and always 
constituted within, not outside, representation.  










4.1  Ethnicity, Identity and the Diaspora 
Through the course of Chapters Two and Three, the Sindhi merchants’ 
identities have been shown to not only evolve (and endure) over time,46
 
 but 
they have had to negotiate multiple identities at the same time too. While at 
times the identity labels, such as ‘British subjects’, marked out the merchants 
beyond their control, they were still able to fully utilize the privileges and 
‘victimized’ status accorded to them by this tag in order to position 
themselves favourably. In this vein, ‘identity’ became instrumental and 
activated, played up by the merchants as if a performance that granted them 
accolades in the form of friendship with the Japanese and dealerships in their 
lines of trade. The merchants’ historical establishments then benchmarked 
their inter-personal relations of trust with the Japanese, as laid out in Chapter 
Three. In the context of the firm, presupposed peculiarities of ‘Sindhiness’ 
gave way to a more generic comparison of the Gaijin in relation to the 
professional behaviour, attire and speech that would characterize the 
workings of a Japanese firm. Yet, simultaneously, the merchants’ specific 
history of trade and jisseki with Japanese suppliers has augmented their 
standing in the trading sphere as one of great repute. In this respect, the 
merchants’ more commonplace classification as Indojin became more salient. 
Now, in Chapter Four, the “production” (Hall 1990: 222) of identity 
(re)constructions and positionings continues. 
                                                          
46 Hall (1990)’s definition of “cultural identity” constitutes the concurrent persistence 
and transformations of the elements that make it up. He states succinctly: “Difference, 
therefore, persists – in and alongside continuity” (p. 227). 
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Ethnicity in modern society is the outcome of intensive 
interaction between different culture groups, and not the result 
of a tendency to separatism. It is the result of intensive struggle 
between groups over new strategic positions of power within the 
structure of the new state... In many places the possibilities of 
capturing these new sources of power have been different for 
different ethnic groups, so that very often the emerging 
cleavages have been on ethnic lines. As a result of this 
intensified struggle, many ethnic groups mobilise their forces 
and search for ways in which they can organise themselves 
politically so as to conduct their struggle more effectively. In the 
processes of this mobilisation a new emphasis is placed on parts 
of their traditional culture and this gives the impression that 
there is here a return to tribal tradition and to tribal separatism 
when in fact ‘tribalism’, or ethnicity, in the contemporary 
situation is one type of political grouping within the framework 
of the new state. (Cohen 1974: 96-97, emboldened emphasis 
mine) 
 
Cohen writes of ‘ethnicity’ as emergent and relative, it is mobile and 
activated, just as Hall explains ‘identity’ as processual production within an 
attributed framework. ‘Ethnicity’ is, just as ‘identity’ is – a political division in 
the interplay of power, and arises in the encounter of two culturally different 
groups at the point(s) of their interaction. In other words, ‘ethnicity’ in and of 
itself has negligible significance; it becomes meaningful only by association. 
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Where the Sindhi merchant diaspora in Japan is concerned, the notion of 
ethnicity is entangled with their constant identity formation. The latter is in 
turn affected by ascriptions at times informed by the Japanese and derived from 
externally visible media such as mannerisms in speech and attire. Hence, even 
within the scheme of ‘ethnic’ discourse in the diaspora, ‘ethnicity’ is dependent 
on interactions beyond the constructed binds of ‘ethnic’ exclusivity. The 
boundary is but a distinguishing product of the interacting groups, just as 
Cohen has described. 
 
Hall (1990)’s work, along with that of Gilroy (1993b)’s and Clifford 
(1994)’s, frame the postmodern condition of ‘diaspora’ that seeks to explore 
its potential as an internal composite of diverse experiences beyond the 
unreasonable binds enforced by primordial understandings of ethnicity. The 
latter invariantly emphasizes exclusivity rather than syncretism, and focuses 
on contrived ‘resolutions’ of assimilation over emergent social realities of 
hybridity. An important dimension that facilitates the exploration of this 
largely untapped range is that of a gendered take on diasporic experiences. As 
a central agent in and of the personal networks that characterize diasporas in 
themselves as well as the interconnections between them, women are in fact 
imperative in the understanding of a commercially-driven diaspora (Anthias 
1998; Boyd 1989).  
 
This chapter brings together the fluidity of identity, the instrumentality 
of ethnicity and the differentiated experiences immanent in ‘diaspora’ via 
presentations and representations of (ethnic) identity that surface beyond the 
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workings of the firm. In this extra-firm domain, it is the women – the ‘Sindhi 
merchant wives’ – who circulate multiple flows of information exchange, 
‘securing’ cultural traditions, but also enabling cultural interaction and the 
graduated immersion of the diaspora in select host society activities. But to go 
further, the social space of this diasporic context is considered vis-à-vis the 
intersectionalities of both gender and class. Indeed, Sindhi women in Japan are 
also to be credited for the perpetuation of the Sindhi ‘merchant class’ status, 
which is as much an external ascription that is internalized as it is engendered 
in the portrayal of their everyday lifestyles.The ‘structures’ of analysis here 
are the oft overlooked sites of ‘trade’ that manifest in both physically reifiable 
form as well as in amorphous spaces.  
 
‘Trade’ in this vein, is defined beyond the literal activities of commerce. 
Here, it symbolizes the various modes of exchange that transpire between 
members of the diaspora as well as between the diaspora and host society. As 
the units of analysis, social organizations such as the Indian Merchants 
Association Yokohama (IMAY), the Indian Social Society (ISS), India Club, 
and the Guru Nanak Darbar (the latter three in Kobe), exemplify some of the 
physical sites where socio-cultural communion occurs. Additionally, the 
various ladies’ groups, their numerous acts of volunteerism and the spiritual 
platform of Sathya Sai seva (‘service’) are the more mobile avenues for both 
the perpetuation of ethno-cultural practices as well as for the provision of 




The study of ‘Sindhi’ social organizations as a means to underscore 
‘ethnic enclaves’ and demarcate spaces of cultural (re)production is not new. 
In her study of the Sindhi diasporas in Singapore and Manila, Harsha Dadlani 
(2002) focuses her analysis on the functions of Sindhi clubs and associations 
as creations of “social spaces” and demarcations of “territorial boundaries” 
that are exclusively for ‘Sindhis’. However, this problematic presupposition of 
a fixed notion of ‘Sindhi’ and its ‘coming alive’ only within physical 
boundaries premised on the literal structure of the edifice, do little to venture 
into an analysis of “trans-ethnic” (Anthias 1998) relations certainly present 
(even as an absence) in some form between the diaspora and its host society.  
 
With respect to such interrelationships, Chugani (2003)’s thesis does 
provide an appraisal of the Indians’ (Sindhis’) interactivity with the Japanese 
as a measure of their degree of ‘assimilation’ into Japanese society. Her 
findings reveal a largely negligible correlation that suggests not only the 
indispensability of such organizations to maintain a secure intra-diasporic 
network base for its members, but interestingly a concomitant pressure to 
“conform” to its standards as well. Apparently, Chugani notes, too close an 
association with the Japanese could be frowned upon and so avoided for 
precedence of one’s perceivably more critical ties to the diasporic community. 
The resultant disengagement of the Indian and Japanese women is what she 
claims leads to a “‘comfortable co-existence’” (pp. 64-66). Chugani’s work 
makes light of the situation fifteen years ago yet even today, in the course of 
my fieldwork, one Sindhi housewife proclaimed: “I’ve lived here [in Japan] 
forty years but I’ve never gone out for lunch with a Japanese lady, not even 
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once!” As the roles of the women in the contemporary Sindhi diaspora are 
discussed, these findings are comparatively considered at greater length. 
 
Unlike Dadlani’s stress on ethnic exclusivity and Chugani’s illumination 
of the relative inactivity between Indians and Japanese, this chapter aims to 
present the functions of social organizations as mediating platforms between 
the diaspora and host society. I believe that these social groupings instigated 
by the women provide momentous occasions of trans-ethnic interaction and 
serve to reveal the “emerging cleavages” (Cohen 1974: 96) between the two 
cultural groups at hand. These occurrences substantiate the ‘politics of 
(re)presentation’ that figures as a title to this chapter. The phrase has two 
meanings. The first draws on the idea of Hall’s “production” in the diaspora’s 
presentations of the self that meets the representations provided by external 
elements. These elements could take the form of the host society as well as 
members within the diaspora in their distinctions amongst each other. The 
second meaning accounts for the selectivity of what is prevalently represented 
in scholarly works on the Sindhi diaspora. The roles of women are most often 
overridden by the overwhelmingly patrilinear heritage of ‘Sindhi merchants’. 
Rather than be rightfully ‘incriminated’ as ‘co-conspirators’ of the Sindhi 
diasporic enterprise, the ‘wives’ are made to be indistinguishable within the 
‘family’ umbrella that supports the ambitions of the husbands (see Boyd 1989 
for the relatively unexplored role of women in family and personal networks 




It is the aim of this chapter to enlighten the case of ‘Sindhi merchants’ 
beyond its literal interpretation as the predominating male legacy of 
entrepreneurial success; the women are more than the espoused ‘Sindhi 
merchant wives’. They embody the transitions necessitated by the act of 
displacement that for them is two-fold. For, they held no such ‘dream’ or 
aspiration like their husbands did, to settle in Japan and so their diasporic 
condition is not just the outcome of official statelessness but the product of 
structural invasion of cultural ‘norms’ too. In this regard, Sindhi women in the 
diaspora represent a differentiated experience from the men, and inhabit a 
different diasporic ‘world’ altogether. 
 
4.2  The Different Diasporic ‘Worlds’ of the Men and Women 
 
‘Sindhi Merchant Wives’ 
 
If anyone ever said that Kobe Sindhi housewives stay at home 
and don’t do much, they’ve never followed a Kobe Sindhi aunty 
around! 
~ Author’s field notes, June 2008 
 
In a way, it is the immigration of women and her children who mark the 
transition of the merchants’ transient commercial visits into more permanent 
settlements within the host society. They after all, are the prime constituents of 
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what typically makes up the diasporic ‘family’. Yet, because of the 
inextricable tie of ‘Sindhi’ with ‘merchant’ – a traditionally all-male 
occupational inheritance, the role of women has oftentimes been treated 
secondarily as ‘wives’, ‘mothers’ or as an even more indistinguishable part of 
the generic ‘family’. But as critical instigators of ethno-cultural perpetuation, 
as facilitators of social ties and as central agents in the maintenance of 
informal, personalized networks within as well as across diasporas, the roles 
played by Sindhi women cannot be relegated to the periphery within the 
diasporic enterprise. Cohen (1974) for instance, notes the exploitation of 
women to maintain the “cousinhoods” of Anglo-Jews and Creoles. Through 
coerced endogamy, the women’s marital patterns are controlled by the men for 
the greater interest of developing impenetrably dense networks of personal 
alliances (p. 114). Even within the context of the firm such as the Sindhi 
family-firm, the role of ‘family’ has always only been considered patrilinearly 
across the generations of male successors when in fact Tong (2005) highlights 
the shift in power play when women enter the scene. Although he 
contextualizes the roles of wives, secondary wives and daughters-in-law as 
intrusions that compete for power and eventually force a fissioning of the firm, 
the point to note is that the economic sphere is gendered in a manner where it 
is vulnerable to the influences of women both negatively as well as positively.  
 
In Chapter Three, when my father described his father’s early 
beginnings as a businessman at age twelve, he also mentioned the 
authoritarian hand of his grandmother that was integral to keeping her four 
sons together in the wake of her husband’s untimely passing. The matriarch 
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then, is herself the embodiment of the “invisible organization” that Cohen 
(1974) attributes as being vital to the underhanded sustenance of personalized 
relations. When contextualized as differentiated experiences, it should be 
noted that the first generation of Sindhi women – the generation of matriarchs 
– faced equally turbulent times of single-handed adjustments of post-marital 
changes and safe-keeping of her family, while her husband established himself 
overseas. As illustrated in the trade history of Company G, the war-time 
separation that kept Dada G away from his family in Sindh for a lengthy 
period of eight years significantly implies the responsibilities that his wife 
would have had to shoulder in his absence. The prolonged separation 
compounded by the fear of uncertainty of possible return that led some men to 
inter-marry with Japanese women, also meant a further labouring adjustment 
by the Sindhi wife when they were finally re-united. On occasions where 
families were called for in the immediate aftermath of post-war Japan, the 
wives would have endured the hardships of modest living quarters and meagre 
savings to run their household. The elderly Sindhworki merchant of 
Yokohama detailed the painful early days for his family when he was still an 
employed Sindhworki. He told me how his family – his wife and infant child, 
survived on his monthly earnings of Indian Rupees (INR) 30047
                                                          
47 In the 1950s, INR 300 was roughly equivalent to USD 1400 and the Japanese Yen 
at the time was extremely weak. This would have meant a middling salary for the 
merchant however, with the demands of a family and newborn and to have received 
the same monthly income for six years would have made for trying times.  
 and at one 
point were suddenly asked to vacate the premises provided by his company 
because of some intra-firm politics. They were lucky to find refuge with the 




In another illustration, a Sindhi merchant of Osaka spoke of his chance 
encounter with an old-time Japanese supplier along the street facing his office. 
The merchant has recently made a comeback to the local textile scene after a 
two decade hiatus. The men recognized each other and the merchant invited 
the supplier to his new office only to realize in their subsequent chat that the 
supplier was committed to two other Indian merchants as his fixed buyers and 
so could not offer his help. The Indian community being of such modest size, 
the Sindhi merchant was familiar with the supplier’s main clients and decided 
to side-step and approach one of them, Buyer MA, who he figured would be 
easier to come by. The merchant eventually got his dealership with the 
Japanese supplier when the latter found out that the merchant had successfully 
facilitated the sale of half MA’s textile load on more than one occasion. Half 
the load amounted to a significant 1500 yards worth of fabric. Impressed, the 
supplier then offered an entirely new variety of his cotton prints for the 
merchant to export.  
 
What is of interest to note is that when the merchant recounted this 
incident, he made mention of his personal knowledge of MA because his wife 
had once been friendly and “moved around with” MA’s wife. In other words, 
the women used to mingle in the same social circle and were good friends. 
Although the comment was made by the merchant randomly in the midst of 
his account and he made no direct connection of it to his engagement with MA, 
the link is obvious. The comment meaningfully stands out when one considers 
the subtle overlap and influence of social networks beyond the domain of 
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business that nevertheless have a hand in shaping alliances in trade. This 
illustration is a case in point of the women’s indirect and positive facilitation 
of firm dealings.  
The Diaspora’s ‘Aesthetic’: Indian Women and ‘High Culture’ 
 
Chugani (2003) notes how, just like the men, the women too faced great 
difficulty in overcoming the language barrier in Japan. But, unlike the men 
who have sufficiently acquired the business slang to carry out their trade, the 
women – some of who even took up formal Japanese classes at the local 
Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) –, show no improvement in 
their language skills to date and are severely lacking in the ability to carry out 
a smooth conversational flow with a native. The women speak the bare 
minimum ‘broken’ Japanese to run their errands outside the house and one 
finds their daily speech to be a unique hybrid of Sindhi interspersed with 
Japanese, Hindi and English. Typical statements go like this: “Mukashi I 
never used to go gym” and, “Hooa hikkoshi payee kare”.48
 
  
Indeed, the domestic vocabulary of the women’s Japanese is a direct 
reflection of their daily chores and know-how. Far from the days of humble 
living, most of the women now have cars to run their errands and occupy 
residences in buildings that are either jointly owned properties amongst their 
husbands or are independent buys. The latter may either be an apartment unit 
                                                          
48 Mukashi refers to ‘the olden days’. “Hooa hikkoshi payee kare” translates as: ‘she 
is in the midst of shifting’. Note: the Japanese words are italicized and made bold, the 
rest of the italics denote Sindhi speech.  
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or floor, or landed housing, all in posh locations clustered either within the 
Victorian neighbourhood of Kitano-cho/Yamamoto-dori (mainly Gujarati and 
Punjabi families) or concentrated along a stretch between the Chuo and Nada 







   
 
Figure 4A: A view of Kobe’s downtown Sannomiya, all lit up in the evening 
 
The Indian women’s residential proximity to each other parallel the 
dense clustering of the men’s offices in Honmachi, and like the men’s lunch 
groups, their homes close by, the women too tend to car-pool and lunch out 
together quite often. In fact, with their homes only a short bus-ride away from 
Kobe’s famed downtown shopping district of Sannomiya (see Figure 4A 
above), it is common to find the ladies lunching or indulging in the eve-ly 
coffee culture within familiar places in the zone. Dadlani has termed exclusive 
“Sindhi hang-outs” as Sindhi “joints” (2002: 40) but in this case, the Sindhi 
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women in Japan patronize restaurants and cafés more in accordance with their 
or their company’s vegetarian dietary restrictions. The outlets they frequent 
make for over-time familiarity, greater comfort and ease of communication 
with chefs who get accustomed to their special requests and are willing to 
accommodate the changes to their menu. It must be mentioned that the 
requests of Indians have at times irked the Japanese for they perceive the 
changes as unwelcomed modifications to their stringently planned cuisine. On 
one occasion a Sindhi aunty’s idiosyncratic move to spice up her meal with a 
sachet of chilli sauce that she rather conspicuously removed from her purse, 
left her admonished by the restaurant manager. Perhaps where the bland shoyu 
cuisine of the Japanese meets the hot and spicy Indian palate, Cohen (1974)’s 
“emerging cleavage” finds its rightful place; the clashing taste buds have made 
for an overall impression of Indian patrons as somewhat notorious, and 
unpleasantly noisy too.  
 
However, not all local eateries express this distaste and one has even 
‘officiated’ a suggestion by a regular Sindhi patron by permanently placing the 
modified item on its menu. Aptly named after its ‘creator’, the ‘Rupani pizza’ 
is a tastier version of the original for its simple addition of olives and bell 
peppers. The Italian joint – Pinocchio, is frequently patronized by Indian 
families and many have built extremely friendly relations with its manager 












Figure 4B: The famous ‘Rupani pizza’, available on the menu at Pinocchio restaurant 
 
Most of the Sindhi women in Japan are housewives. Their inability to 
converse proficiently in the language and their indifferent attitude towards 
overcoming this deficiency renders them unable to get formal employment in 
most areas of work. More importantly, their general affluence on account of 
their husbands’ well-established merchantry means that employment becomes 
more a matter of pastime than about earning a living. There are however, 
exceptions to the rule where for instance, one Sindhi woman, Aunty MM, has 
helped her husband’s tailoring business by managing a separate branch of her 
own (see Figure 4C on p. 142). The consequence, she told me, is losing out on 
time to socialize but she finds support by way of her close friends visiting her 
shop when they are in the vicinity. Furthermore, the ladies occasionally hold 
lunch outings at the kushi katsu (‘deep fried sticks’) or shabu shabu (akin to 
the Chinese ‘steamboat’) eateries near her workplace and which cater to her 





















Figure 4C: Aunty MM’s shop located within a mall in Sannomiya 
 
Many of the younger women have taken up part-time English-teaching 
at various centres in downtown Sannomiya or privately as volunteer work to 
tutor Japanese children as well as adults. Others extend this service as 
substitute teachers at the Canadian Academy (CA) – the international school 
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attended by most Indian children.49
 
 One old-timer Punjabi woman invests her 
efforts in teaching Hindi to a growing group of expat children alongside the 
kids from merchant families. She highlighted to me that the former group 
appear keener while the latter gradually dropped out for lack of interest. Some 
of the older generation women also regularly volunteer as interpreters and 
mediators for foreign patients at the International Ward of Kobe’s Kaisei 








Figure 4D: Aunty GU on her volunteer shift at Kaisei Hospital 
 
Interestingly, as the merchants themselves adjust linguistically to 
conduct their business, the merchant wives seem to be facilitating cultural 
                                                          
49 According to the school’s registry, the 2008 cohort had a total of 67 ‘Indian’ 
students out of the school’s total population of 790. Percentage wise, this figure does 
not even make 10% but as a minority group and in proportion to the estimated figure 
of a few hundred resident ‘Indian’ families in Kobe, the number is significant. It is 
not known how the criterion of ‘Indian’ is determined and whether Sindhi or other 
ethnic Indian families could be classified any differently. 
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flows that either maintain their own or perpetuate mutual understanding 
through the introduction of English. Inadvertently, the nature of the women’s 
activities expresses a continued reservation to fully immerse in Japanese 
culture. Their select range of engagements in local culture such as 
participation in ikebana (Japanese flower arrangement) classes and oshie art 
(‘raised cloth picture’; see Figure 4E) reflect supplementary and dispensable 
embellishments that decorate the women’s households. But these decorations 
inevitably get jaded over time, seldom resounding in idle chatter as a fleeting 
incident of the past when the ladies once had a momentous interaction with the 
Japanese. The objects – the flowers and the artwork – are indeed part of the 
everyday domestic setting but they are not a routinized segment of the 









Figure 4E: Oshie artwork on a wall in one Sindhi household, crafted by Sindhi 




Chugani (2003) writes that the current generation of senior Sindhi 
women as well as many other Indian housewives, i.e. those presently in their 
50s and 60s, could afford the luxuries of lunches and such cultural indulgences 
because their general affordability to employ domestic help greatly relieved 
them of house chores. The presence of obasans (literally meaning ‘old lady’ 
but meant here as senior Japanese women who carry out domestic services) in 
Indian (Sindhi) households, has engendered a relationship dynamic between 
them and their employers. The domestic space of the house provides yet 
another instance of Indo-Japanese relations that in some ways parallel those of 
the Sindhi merchant and his local staff within the firm. The following segment 
elaborates. 
 
4.3  Social Organizations and Domestic Space as Overlooked Sites of ‘Trade’ 
 
Obasans and their Okusans50
 
 
In the endearing relationship between the obasan and her okusan, what 
surfaces more significantly is an issue of class and positionality rather than 
any defined notion of ‘ethnic’ distinction. Chugani (Ibid.) for example, 
sectionalizes her discussion of this relationship under the telling heading of 
“Wealth and Work” (p. 66). Her estimation of  the minimum wage demanded 
by obasans as amounting to 40,000yen (~SGD 630 with respect to the 
currency exchange in the 1970s and 1980s), is way above the range of SGD 
                                                          
50 Okusan translates as ‘madam’ or ‘missus’, it is the term used by the obasans to 
address the housewives and vice versa. 
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280-450 earned by domestic workers in Singapore today. Further, the 
obasans’ maximum charge of 100,000yen per month excluding transport fares 
(most obasans do not live in with the employers) means that the whole notion 
of ‘maid’ in Japanese takes on an entirely elevated meaning. If this is the 
lucrative deal for the employees, one can only imagine the level of affluence it 
would take to support such a standard of living. In Chugani’s words then, 
“There are no ‘poor’ Sindhis in Japan” (p. 68).  
 
In general, the obasans work part-time, a few hours a day on an average 
of three days a week. They are elderly women in their 50s and beyond, 
levelling if not often more senior in age to their employers. While they 
generally maintain cleanliness of the household, the obasans, especially those 
who have served in particular households for long, in some cases as live-ins 
who have taken care of the children through their growing-up years, have also 
learnt how to cook certain Indian dishes. The peculiarity of Japanese custom 
to keep to a strict code of conduct pervades, to my great amusement, even 
within the process of dessert-making in the kitchen. First-hand observation 
allowed me to witness the interaction between a Sindhi housewife and her old-
time obasan as they prepared the Bengali sweet – ras gullas (‘syrupy milk 
balls’). The mistress had her hand gently slapped by the obasan when her 
impatience gave way to raising the pot’s lid prematurely as the balls simmered 
in the syrup – an unwelcomed intrusion, as the obasan had ironically learnt 
from the very mistress, which disrupts the boiling process and infusion of the 
syrup. The mistress laughed when lightly chided with a “daa-me!” 
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(pronounced ‘daa-meh’, and meaning ‘not allowed’). The Japanese obasan 
had indeed perfected the method of cooking ras gulas by the ‘book’.  
 
The Ladies’ Kitty Groups 
 
With their homes taken care of, the ladies sought to dish-demonstration 
within the sphere of their social circles. Many of the older generation formed 
groups of various interests in the 1960s and 1970s, to engage in charity fund-
raising as well as to secure their personal networks within the small Indian 
society. The groups benchmarked the women’s status as being within the in-
crowd and provided them with a base of like-minded individuals with whom 
they could share and sustain their ethno-cultural traditions. Groups such as the 
‘Socialites’ and the ‘Wednesday Group’ (formerly called the ‘Gay Group’ and 
now combined with the ‘Walking Group’), are two of the pioneering ladies’ 







Figure 4F: Founding members of the ‘Wednesday Group’, 1960s Kobe 




The use of the category ‘Indian’ means that there was no prerequisite of 
‘Sindhi’ in order to be a member although Chugani (2003) points to the 
contrary. Fieldwork conducted for this thesis however, reveals that there were 
not only Gujarati and Punjabi members but at one point a Japanese lady too, 
having been introduced to the group by her Sindhi friend from ikebana class. 
Then there are more formally recognized groups like KILA – the Kansai 
Indian Ladies Association, which is a charitable organization that raises funds 
to be sent to India especially in the wake of disasters such as the Gujarat 
earthquake in 2001. With many of its members having left Japan, KILA now 
just holds one charitable event a year. In similar vein, the ‘Socialites’ group 
had put together a cookbook of household Indian recipes in a bid to collect 
money for the needy in the aftermath of the Kobe earthquake of 1995 – a 
tragic event that had devastated the very areas of Indian residence.  
 
The groups whether for charity, card games or cooking demonstrations, 
embody the more fluid ‘structures’ that occupy amorphous spaces in society 
for the perpetuation of certain ‘Indian’ cultures and traditions. The get-
together takes on a grander scale when the groups take charge of hosting 
annual festivities such as Diwali (Indian festival of lights), which feature as 
occasions for the ladies and their families to don ethnic apparel, engage in 
customary rituals, including preparing the mithai (‘sweetmeats’) and to enjoy 
Bollywood music to which their children perform on stage. The entire act 
symbolizes an elaborate reproduction of culture within the premises of the 
Indian Social Society (ISS) building such that the relevance of a ‘host country’ 
almost entirely disappears. ‘Almost’ because one finds a few Japanese in the 
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audience for the event and one sees the resident Japanese cook of the ISS in 
visible sight, laying out the Indian buffet for her patrons. It could be said that 
the suspension of ‘diaspora’ as displaced peoples, is becoming in its position 
as the theatrics of Diwali celebration takes place on government-gifted land, 
with food prepared by a Japanese cook, amidst the hybrid speech and 
membership of its audience. 
 
Sai Seva: The Spiritual Plane of Interaction 
 
The ISS also holds within its shelter, a Hindu mandir or ‘temple’, where 
the Sathya Sai Baba movement has its network centre. It is a movement that 
has seen considerable growth over the last two decades. The temple room 
becomes a prayer session of bhajan (‘devotional songs’) singing in both 
Sanskritic Hindi as well as Japanese for, an overwhelming number of devotees 
are in fact native Japanese who mind their perfectionist ways to the height of 
Sai devotion. The Japanese sing and chant with great heart, and their devotion 
is apparent in their efforts to serve the homeless for which they join fellow 
Indian devotees in bi-monthly seva (‘service’) to prepare Japanese curray-rice 
for distribution (see Figure 4G on p. 150).  
 
In Chugani’s study, she finds that most Indian women become “more 
religious” after their post-marital settlement in Japan and reasons that this is so 
because religion functions as a means for them to find and maintain a tie to 
India – their ‘homeland’ (2003: 78). While this may be so, the Sai movement 
that began in Japan about two decades ago appears to be an interactive 
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platform for the Indians and Japanese alongside possible linkage to India via 
the annual Guru Poornima (the day of Guru worship) where visits are made to 
Sri Sathya Sai Baba’s birthplace of Puttaparthi. The current president of the 
Kobe Sai Centre relayed an interesting fact when he described how some years 
back, the Japanese carrier – All Nippon Airways (ANA), specially chartered 














Figure 4G: Sindhi housewife, Aunty GA, working alongside her fellow Japanese Sai 















Figure 4H: Japanese Sai devotees in the midst of bhajan practice before the start of 
the actual session 
 
 
While the spiritual Sai movement has certainly appeared to have 
provided a platform for Indians and Japanese to interact, it should be noted 
that this phenomenon is not unique to Japan. The Sai movement is itself an 
open and inclusive movement that welcomes groups of different backgrounds. 
It accommodates linguistic variation through hymns sung in those media. In 
other words, just as the Japanese bhajans are sung by the locals in Japan, 
Mandarin bhajans are sung by Chinese devotees in other locations that support 
the movement – for instance, in Singapore. The point in bringing up the 
movement is more to suggest the kinds of interactivity that take place in the 
diasporic everyday, and which widens the association of ‘Sindhi merchant’ 
from just the business enterprise to socio-cultural engagements as well. The 
space afforded by the Sai bhajan sessions is interesting because it not only 
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brings together different ethnic groups but also cultivates multiple interactions 
along gender and generational lines. Indeed, the sessions are attended by 
groups of varying ages (see Figure 4I below) and they engender links between 











Figure 4I: The same ISS mandir in the 1980s, where children attended bal vikas or 




From Clubs to Cable 
 
The Sai movement features an avenue for exchanges between members 
of the diaspora and the host society. Within the diaspora itself however, there 
are many overlapping personalized networks of circulation that continue to 
keep them informed about interests related to ‘India’. Of central importance 
here is the role played by Hindi cinema, iconized in the notion of ‘Bollywood’. 
Many Sindhi aunties were part of video clubs that would obtain video tapes 
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from the prominent ‘Indian’ diasporic base in Hong Kong, and circulate these 
popular films among each other. Today, upgrades in technology (see Vertovec 
2001) have replaced these tapes with VCDs and DVDs. Furthermore, it is 
significant to note that the Japanese government has enabled Indian satellite 
channels such as ‘Zee TV’ to stream in households. According to Uncle PM, 
the current president of the Indian Chamber of Commerce Japan (ICCJ), this 
initiative was triggered by growing demands for Indian entertainment made by 
the large pool of Indian expats who are settled in Japan. As a result, the 
‘Indian’ merchant community too subscribes to Indian cable and through it, 
are kept well-informed about the happenings in India. 
 
4.4  The Politics of (Re)Presentations: A Semiotic Appraisal  
 
Indians will be discriminated as Gaijin for a long time. Japan 
says they are internationalized, but they are stoneheads, so 
things won’t change that easily. There’s not much Gaijin can do. 
Nowadays, people don’t stare as much, but the Japanese still 
view Gaijin as Gaijin. Now there are too many problems 
because there are too many foreigners with Koreans, drugs, 
robbers, etc. The recent incident with the Indian case [murder 
case involving one Indian illegal cook] made the Indians look 
bad in the eyes of the Japanese. The Japanese look down on 
Indian women because they touch things in the supermarket. 
They are kechi [stingy] and atsukamashi’i [shameless and 
pushy]. In Japan Iro ga kuroi [dark skinned] has a connotation 
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and is often followed by saying Indojin Mitai [like an Indian]. I 
would say that they are viewed rather negatively.  
~ Sindhi housewife as quoted by Chugani, 2003, p. 64 
 
The graphic and animated description provided by Chugani’s informant 
poses quite the dilemma for the heretofore respectful and amicable 
relationship shared by Indians and Japanese. Yet, on some level of resistant 
stereotype, made apparent instantaneously by phenotype, the Indojin remains 
essentially Gaijin, and a racialized one at that. This type of negative treatment 
is not just isolated to ‘Indians’. Takezawa (2008) for instance, notes how on 
account of their shared historical conflict, the large base of Korean immigrants 
are often degraded as ‘second class citizens’. Vietnamese migrant workers 
also share similar hostility at the hands of the Japanese for their lower-ranked 
jobs.  
 
However, it would be inaccurate to state that the situation of the 1990s 
as described above remains exactly the same to date. The growing presence of 
multiple ethnic communities in Japan, many of South Asian descent (as 
Chapter Six will illustrate), has heightened sensitivity of the Japanese towards 
other minority groups. General observance of the changes in Kobe also reveal 
that the current generation of youngsters tend to embody a more ‘Western’ 
outlook in their fashion sense and their growing interest to learn English. At 
the same time, a casual chat with a young generation Indian from Kobe reveals 
that in similar fashion, on occasion, she continues to be pointed at not so 
discretely and laughed at. In another instance, a young Sindhi woman 
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recounted how her brief stay in Tokyo was marred by an isolated incident of 
discrimination when she was prohibited from entering a night-club when 
mistakenly confused as being Iranian. According to the informant, Iranians (as 
well as Chinese) in Tokyo, have been lambasted in multiple anti-foreigner 
campaign speeches held by incumbent governor of the metropolis - Shintarō 
Ishihara, who compounded their illegal immigrant status with blame for being 
the main cause of gang violence and drug-pushing in the city. In a third 
incident, a Sindhi merchant was accosted by a drunkard Japanese on a late-
night train from Osaka to Kobe, with the latter mistaking the merchant as 
being Amerika-jin (‘American’), leading to his rebuke for the merchant to 
leave his country. When he realized the merchant was Indojin, his demeanour 
immediately switched to a gentle, “oh you are my friend”. The transition is 
extremely telling, the politics of re(presentation) deeply entrenched in 
historical significance, with the contemporary bringing with it an on-going 
challenge for Indians to continue to position themselves in favourable regard 
to the Japanese, just like the pioneering merchants once did.  
The women provide an interesting dimension to the notion of diasporic 
living. Their affluent lifestyles ensconce them within the armchair of upper-
middle class – of merchant class – status, and it is portrayed regularly through 
their activities, lunch groups and affordability of obasans. But where these 
significations are indicative of certain privileges and a certain history, the 
speech and mannerisms of the women may well make them ‘mongrelizing’ 
(see Bharati Mukherjee as quoted in Mishra 2007: 186) agents. Their 
creolization (Cohen 1974) of language especially but of other areas as well 
(such as home-cooked Japanese cuisine), render them laughable and 
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condescendingly perceived by the ‘proper’ Japanese. As Cohen has 
highlighted, the term ‘ethnic’ implies a down-grading of sorts and in this 
instance does not justly represent the upwardly mobile, upper-middle class 
Sindhi merchant community. A minority nonetheless, the community’s 
manifest wealth in their lifestyle tendencies and their established heritage 
where regards their history, leave them in quite the predicament ironically 
most true to the nature of ‘diaspora’. As they continue to live within their 
constructed bubble, liminally stretched across the multiple identity masks they 
don and finding grounds to interact with the host population, the diasporic 
vestige of the long-lost ‘homeland’ comes to the fore as a reassuring signpost. 
Chapter Five makes sense of the ‘returns’ to the ‘homeland’ as the Sindhi 




































We preserve memories of each epoch in our lives, and these are continually 
reproduced; through them, as by a continual relationship, a sense of our  
identity is perpetuated. But precisely because these memories are repetitions, 
because they are successively engaged in very different systems of notions, at 
different periods of our lives, they have lost the form and the appearance they 
once had… we do not forget that even at the moment of reproducing the past 
our imagination remains under the influence of the present social milieu… the 
mind reconstructs its memories under the pressure of society.  
 











5.1  Memory and the Diaspora Twice Removed 
 
Kobe gives me back my childhood which I find myself running 
after and which I can‟t ever have again because it is my past. 
This place is my time-travel machine; my memories remain in 
my ability to conjure my kindergarten classroom in a school 
that has since been torn down, to imagine my toddler self 
waving from the playground to my mother standing at the 
balcony railing of a house (home?) that is no longer ours. Kobe 
has transformed but can accommodate my memories still, so 
long as I choose to remember them. 
~ Author, self- recordings during fieldwork, 2008 
 
In his seminal work on collective memory, sociologist Halbwachs opens 
a chapter with thoughts on the anticipation one feels upon encountering his or 
her childhood storybook. It is the expectation that re-reading this book will 
mean reliving in its entirety that childhood experience. But the expectation is 
met with discontent for “what happens most frequently is that we actually 
seem to be reading a new book, or at least an altered version” (1992: 46). This 
novelty is an outcome of retrospection – of current positioning; the 
motivations to read the book unlike the childlike innocence excited by a 
compelling unknown about to be unraveled. For in this situation the past is no 
longer a mystery, it is being reconstructed with a purpose and it is Halbwachs‟ 
belief that the purpose is guided by the individual‟s relative membership(s) 
within society. As the diaspora in similar fashion recounts their memories, 
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their recollections cannot be treated as isolated from their present condition. 
Rather, their tone, the ambience and their selective memory disclosure must be 
contextualized as a function of the contemporary. As a means to interpret 
these memories, to expose the heart-work of this academic narrative, this 
chapter engages in reflexivity as method in praxis. Marcus writes on the 
importance of reflexivity as method in multi-sited fieldwork:  
 
In contemporary multi-sited research projects moving between 
public and private spheres of activity…, the ethnographer is 
bound to encounter discourses that overlap with his or her 
own… In practice, multi-sited fieldwork is thus always 
conducted with a keen awareness of being within the landscape, 
and as the landscape changes across sites, the identity of the 
ethnographer requires renegotiation. (1995: 112) 
 
Memory serves as the catalytic process for the merchants to traverse 
multiple sites along a space-time dimension. As the ethnographer attempts to 
follow suit, the diaspora is significantly being evaluated by a doubly 
„diasporicized‟ individual – removed first through her ancestry from Sindh and 
then by emigrating from the place she seems to identify as her homeland – 
Kobe. Hence myself twice displaced, I now reflect upon the displacement of 
my informants only to realize I am writing about a generation of merchants 
many of whom have been twice removed themselves. What does this say 
about the diasporic experience? What does it say about the ever elusive 
„homeland‟? These reflections lead to a critical re-evaluation of primordial 
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linkages within the episteme of the diasporic enterprise. Through narratives 
engendered by the merchants‟ memories, this chapter takes the processual role 
of social memory as instrumental in redefining the meaningfulness of 
„homeland‟. As a legitimate mode of circulation in the diasporic imaginary, 
social memory also functions as the community‟s latent – and at times 
manifest – collective bind in their topophilia towards their hostland.  
 
The vignette offers a romanticized view of the utopic homeland that is 
sedated with a time that has come to pass but beguiles one still. But it also 
presents an intrigue as to why this past is being sought after. Consequently, in 
tune with Halbwachs‟ belief, it implies a certain control over memory 
selection that reveals a decisive link between the self as presently and socially 
situated, and his or her recollections of the past. The past as an active agent in 
and of the present – as dialogically engaged with the present, and memory as 
constitutive of the ever-changing diasporic identity, are concerns central to 
this chapter. Indeed, memory here becomes an outlet to travel back into the 
future in order to bear on the constructedness of temporal categories, enslaved  
(and simultaneously liberated) by the mind to inform identities and shape 
positions in current society. Agnew describes memory as “an act of 
representation and performance” (2005: 7), and raises its authenticity as 
suspect; memory as a repository of „fact‟ is not simply improbable but nearly 
dysfunctional in its utility for the diaspora. The authenticity of memory as 
measured by a „fact‟-ridden past (if that can ever be known) is a non- issue: 
social memory as recollections in and of the diaspora is itself a measure of the 
diaspora‟s known present. It is the diasporic experience that can for instance, 
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capture the elusive „homeland‟, albeit within fast- fading memories or as 
mythical substance boundlessly conjured, both of which are active 
reconstructions of the past – a process to aspire to the Sindh that ought to be. 
What matters is not whether this visage is an accurate reflection of the state 
and composition of Sindh in a time that has come to pass, but what purpose 
this agency serves within the context of the merchants‟ position in Japan from 
where they draw this link to Sindh. Hence, while memories “are constantly 
made and remade as people try to make sense of the past” (Ibid.: 9), they serve 
much more sincerely as shadows of re- invented identities than they do in their 
poor adherence to „objective‟ retelling.  
 
The fluidity inherent in memory as process rather than as an inhibiting 
structure signifies the diasporic experience as a transformative paradigm 
which, to begin with, questions the supposed infallibility of the „homeland‟. 
While romancing the „homeland‟ in memory, the emergent „homeland‟ as it is 
advanced in discourse is „one‟ that can neither be confined geographically nor 
grounded concretely. For, „Sindh‟ as it could have been is no longer, but 
„Sindh‟ as it is remains, and continues to thrive and morph in the resurrected 
histories of its displaced descendants. The  „homeland‟ has to be mobile, both 
literally and metaphorically. So that while the unhinging of the primordial 
„homeland‟ facilitates a real shift-ability to, for example, residences within the 
major cosmopolitan cities of modern India, the ancestral homeland may still 
feature as a wholesome and complete external projection of the merchants‟ 
fragmented memories of a distant but sublime „Sindh‟. Moreover, the notion 
of a plurality of homelands is evidenced in the memories of this diaspora of 
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denizens doubly displaced. Rather than embark on a symbolic „return‟ to the 
motherland or its younger surrogate, the predilections of these merchants 
disclose practical motivations such as that of access and comfort that underlie 
their choice of potential resettlement, or as Koshy has written – , to “re-
diasporize” in a third location (2009: 8). It must be remembered that Sindhi 
merchants operate within a transnational setting of strongly interconnected 
diasporic communities that involve both former diasporic „homes‟ as well as 
new but familiar places of interest at their disposal to retire to.  
 
On the uses of memory in feminist fiction, Gayle Greene distinguishes 
between “nostalgia” and “memory” where the latter “may look back in order 
to move forward and transform disabling fictions to enabling fictions, altering 
our relation to the present and future” (1991: 298). In keeping with memory as 
cathartic and reassuring to the diaspora, this chapter postulates in similar vein, 
a progressive attitude in its theorizing of social memory. Exemplary here are 
the merchants‟ memories of past aspirations for overseas travel that led them 
to Japan and which are sustained in their conceptions of Japan in the 
contemporary. A highlight of this chapter is the surfac ing of a mythical 
„hostland‟, one that encapsulates the diaspora‟s perceived parameters of their 
country of residence. The processual role of memory in this instance invokes 
the makings of a dream and in turn, offers an indulgence in a lesser worn 
perspective that re-orientates the order of diaspora-to-homeland to, from-
homeland-to-diaspora. The merchants‟ „dream‟ is theorized as an alluring 
myth of the hostland and drawn as a parallel to their memory as a necessary 
myth of the „homeland‟. It is here argued that the „dream‟ is a transported 
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social imaginary to within the incumbent diaspora that both foreshadows and 
facilitates an eventual delineation of their Japan. It is a Japan that exclusively 
encompasses the places and spaces of diasporic familiarity built on everyday 
interaction.  
 
5.2  Myth and Meaning of „Returns‟: Reconstructions of the „Homeland‟  
 
Vicissitudes of the ‘Homeland’ and the Myth of ‘Return’  
 
… [T]he „belonging there‟ part of the equation cannot be linked 
to a teleology of return because this belonging can only 
function as an imaginary index that signifies its own 
impossibility. (Mishra 2007: 185) 
 
Reconstructions of the „homeland‟ make it both a mythical concept and 
a mythical place. The role of memory destabilizes the antiquated notion of a 
fixed and singular mother „homeland‟ for, in the act of displacement that 
creates diaspora, there occurs a concurrent displacement of the „homeland‟ 
that fissures into a multiplicity of “cultural hearts” or “nodes within the 
translocal network which is the Sindhi diaspora” (Falzon 2003: 677). Within 
the context of Hindu Sindhis, for whom the fixity and centrality of a singular 
„homeland‟ gives way to shift-able, de-centralized and multi-sited 
„homelands‟, the (un)expressed indifference towards Sindh renders the 
primordial „homeland‟  mythical and lacking in its conceptual ability to make 
sense of the contemporary diaspora. Sindh is not a burgeoning presence in the 
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everyday realities of the merchants. It is not thoughtfully recollected as a 
yearning. In fact, when asked to speak specifically about Sindh, there was a 
disquiet reluctance that accompanied a visibly awkward effort to bring to the 
fore in haltering (and on occasion irked) fashion, days of the merchants‟ youth 
and their fathers‟ pioneering passages. This is not to say that there could have 
been no longing or nostalgia involved in the process of their reconstruction but 
that the forced travel backwards had to push through a hindrance of time so 
well built up, that the effort it took demarcated the Sindh of their parents‟ 
generation as diacritically disengaged from their known present. 
Consequentially, the emotions were not a stirring but a tamed appendage to 
their story-telling for sole account of my interviews.  
 
There is therefore a need to reconstitute the modern referential point as 
more realistically characterized by a sense of „belonging‟ premised not so 
much on territorial rigidity of sovereign „land‟ but on necessarily mobile 
conditions. This mirrors Falzon‟s call for a “decentring of the notion [of a 
primordial homeland], both in geographical and analytical terms” and for 
attention to be paid to the numerous clusters or centres of meeting that have 
greater salience in the diasporic imaginary (Ibid.: 665). The merchants‟ views 
attest to precisely this as they deliberated on their retirement plans. Suitable 
locations for retirement were those that offer comfort such as in the form of 
the established presence of kin (particularly offspring), community, language 
familiarity or communication ability, religious and/or spiritual motivations and 
the availability of resources (e.g. personal property, domestic help, transport). 
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For instance, Uncle SD speaks of his and his wife‟s desire to retire in the south 
of India near Bangalore, which is in close proximity to their revered guru – 
Sathya Sai Baba, so that they may frequent his ashram with ease. Another 
considers Spain as a viable option for it is his wife‟s maiden home country and 
so a place they are familiar with and have remained well connected to over the 
years. So a „return to the homeland‟ needs to be modified to accommodate 
these terms as well. Though Falzon highlights Bombay as a significant 
cosmopolitan outpost for the eventual likelihood of Sindhi congregation (it 
being one of the most densely Sindhi-populated centres), it is important to 
recognize that the idea of „homeland‟ is fair game to be situated anywhere 
within a globalized framework and so one that can find legitimate placement 
beyond the Indian subcontinent too.  
 
The merchants in Japan bring up multiple destinations that fulfill this 
cosmopolitan ideal – Dubai, London, Jakarta, Hong Kong and Singapore are 
just some of those mentioned. The merchants here illustrate the desire to re-
diasporize and a designation of their preferred locations bears testimony to the 
“extraordinary resourcefulness, flexibility, and durability of cultural and 
familial networks” (Koshy 2009: 8). However, while the proverb ial „return‟ 
flails beneath proclivities for secondary migration, not all in the diaspora 
revealed intentions to move. Consider the following interview excerpt: 
 




Uncle CA: …no you know, now I have lived here for so many 
years, I‟ve got used to the life here it‟s so systematic. In India 
there are so many hassles, you don‟t have gas… you have 
shortage of water, sometimes the light goes off. But things here 
are so smooth, everything is there and very systematic. You 
want to go to Osaka, take a train, everything is on time, there‟s 
no you know, pushing around or anything. So it‟s a peaceful 
country, people are nice, you‟re not afraid to move out at 
night… like I see so much in the news now that in Delhi and 
places like that people are being murdered, kidnapped… so this 
is a safe country, people are nice… and I wouldn‟t like to move 
away from here…  
 
Mid-way during the interview, Uncle CA gets up to switch on the air-
conditioning and realizes the controls are all still set to heating mode for the 
newly passed spring. He mulls over it for a few minutes, trying to figure out 
how to switch the setting: “this is one problem we have… it‟s all in 
Japanese…”, he laughs as he sits back down. “So this is the only problem here 
we have, the remote controls, they‟re all in Japanese… I have actually written 
it down in English what buttons to press, I‟ll try to find it out…”  
 
The event of the remote control presents everyday trivia that disturbs the 
notion of peaceful retirement as nevertheless, somewhat handicapped 
retirement, on account of linguistic disability. The life experiences of this 
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diaspora are peppered with many such instances of incongruence. After over 
thirty years of residence, the street adjoining the Kobe Sindhi stretch of 
Kumochi/Nozaki Dori still remains unidentifiable to many, a pillar denoting its 
name in Japanese script of little value to both the merchant and his housewife, 
who to date gestures at a restaurant menu to indicate her choice of dish. But 
these mundane inconveniences in the merchants‟ everyday lives are 
insignificant in comparison to their accustomed lifestyle in a safe and secure 
Kobe.  
 
By contrast, the troubles in India that permeate through cable television 
(TV) bear a more glaring imprint on the merchants‟ impressions over dated 
sentiments they may harbour. India certainly remains open as a holiday option, 
a wedding destination or for a temporary visit but permanent resettlement for 
this diasporic class may well translate as regression miring their accomplished 
stature as privileged merchants overseas. It is much like the processual 
degradation triggered by the act of surrendering one‟s native passport: “the 
demotion from expatriate aristocrat to immigrant nobody”, describes Bharati 
Mukherjee (as quoted in Mishra 2007: 186) in her autobiographical account as 
a „naturalized‟ American citizen. For the Sindhi diasporan, the feeling of 
belonging that yearns from afar is not satiated by settling in India for the two 
are not one and the same thing. Although India is deemed to be their closest 
alternative to the „homeland‟, what may possibly result from such a shift is but 
an unpleasant discovery of not „belonging‟ there as well.   
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In either case – to re-diasporize or to retire in Japan, the commonality 
that surfaces centralizes the „homeland‟ as suspect. If, despite the merchants‟ 
long-term residency, there are desires to retire elsewhere or retire locally out 
of habit rather than attachment, and to disregard the Subcontinent for its 
inconveniences, what is left of the sanctity of the „homeland‟ in relation to the 
contemporary diaspora?  This segment set out to deliberate the primordial 
„homeland‟ as mythical concept and mythical place but it is crucial to note that 
„myth‟ neither means dead nor defunct. In fact, memories keep the „homeland‟ 
alive, when we remember it, it comes to life – this is undisputed. But there are 
multiple homelands that come to the fore and not any singular, indisputable 
„real‟ version of a „homeland‟. The „homeland‟ as a mythical place yields to 
the Sindh of yore – the Sindh of a past era that no longer exists and can then 
too only be re-lived in memory. In this respect, the worn collective myth of 
return to the primordial „homeland‟ does not simply not exist in the case of 
Hindu Sindhis, it cannot exist for there is no such tangible version of „Sindh‟ 
to return to should there even be the slightest interest to do so.  
 
Memories are designed and co-dependent, and therefore strategic 
without intending to be political, made up by subliminal selectivity that itself 
is shaped by numerous factors in the individual‟s personal and surrounding 
biographies. As a parallel reflector in this on-going narrative, my recently 
increased visits to Kobe have brought about differential experiences that are at 
odds with the idealized Kobe that was my childhood hometown. This has led 
me to believe that the sanctity of the primordial „homeland‟ is most secure 
when it is distant, inaccessible or not accessed by the person and itself muted 
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as a source of resistance to this utopian vision. And for these reasons alone, 
Sindh as part of embattled Pakistan, a danger zone more so for trespassing 
non-conformists – for „outsiders‟ such as the Hindu merchants –, will forever 
be immortalized as the heavenly land of ancestral founding, no more, no less. 
Conceiving of the „homeland‟ in this manner, it becomes plausible for 
multiple sites to co-exist within the same social framework: the ancestral 
homeland that in this case is the idealized „Sindh‟, Falzon‟s “cultural hearts” 
as cosmopolitan nodes of communion, a more permanent „home‟ in Kobe with 
multiple alternative residences elsewhere, as well as a desirable third location 
for future retirement. Why, the distinctions are now apparent on social 
networking sites such as Facebook with provisional categories such as 
“current city” as opposed to “hometown”. Personal preferences to display both 
designations suggest a cyber allegiance to one commemorated from another 
and concurrent memberships to both in a bid to expand virtual interaction. 
Nonetheless, in good old-fashioned oral narration, Uncle BK sums up the 
same: 
I am one of the lucky person who has opportunity to live 
anywhere in the world, which means, I will continue my Japan 
presence. I maintain three living quarters at the moment – my 
house in Kobe, my apartment upstairs [refers to office building 
in Osaka and laughs] and my second house in mountains… I 
come every month here and I like to go to mountain. My wife 
also comes at least once in three months… So I mean, even if I 
live in Singapore my attachment with Japan will not break and, 
my astrology tells me Japan is my house, Singapore is my hotel.  
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The sanctity of „Sindh‟ also remains intact within the laminated binds of 
a family album or as Rushdie (2006) would have it, as a framed occupant in 
focus on an otherwise bare wall. It sits dormant on the mantelpiece, retrieved 
momentously on special occasions that unwittingly herald opportunities for 
self-aggrandizement. The sanctity of „Sindh‟ – though „Sindh‟ itself gets 
increasingly fantastical as its corners curl – is also sustained as it is passed on 
by tongue and print as a dusty heirloom both within the family and within the 
diasporic collective. However, both historical precedents such as the expulsive 
Partition and modern satellites (cable TV; the internet) that keep diasporas in 
the loop, means that „Sindh‟ is an assemblage, a „pure blend‟ if you will, of 
on-going change. As a concept, „Sindh‟ as the – albeit imaginary – „homeland‟ 
becomes instrumental for its historical inter- linkage. It rises as the ethno-
communal point of origination that structurally supports the merchant diaspora 
when they face times of great distress. The following segment details the 
merchants‟ returns to past grievances where the particularities of being 
„Sindhi‟ and „Sindhiness‟ (e.g. peculiar casteism), and the amalgam with other 
attendant identities (e.g. being „Indian‟ or „foreigner‟), come to the fore as 
associational markers of exclusivity.  
 
Meaningful ‘Returns’: On Memories of Trauma and Old Pleasantries 
 
As it goes in diaspora studies, much attention is paid to the “tension 
every day between living „here‟ and remembering „there‟” (Agnew 2005: 4) 
but the Sindhi merchants I spoke to provided substantive information for a 
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temporal comparison in situ – that of Japan „then‟ and Japan „now‟. The 
average period of their residence, ranging from three to five decades, would 
indeed garner such a contrasting platform. Furthermore, as they travel back in 
time via memory, the merchants‟ paths are not seamless routes that gun 
directly for Sindh but passages through the multiple destinations preceding 
their eventual settlement in Japan. In fact, for many in this generation of 
merchants, their vague recollections of births and/or brief childhoods in Sindh 
are overwhelmed by a longer- lasting affiliation they have with post-Partition 
India or coloured by their constant travels beginning generally in late 
adolescence. More interestingly, their memories tend to crystallize at events 
characterized by hardship and great trauma. The two significant events that 
served as markers of time in the merchants‟ narratives are the events of the 
Second World War (WWII) and the Great Hanshin Earthquake that devastated 
Kobe in 1995. The “Kobe Quake” as Chugani (2003) abbreviates, creates a 
worthy juxtaposition with the catastrophic Kanto earthquake that had hit 
Yokohama in 1923, virtually annihilating the then prominent settlement of 
Sindhi merchants situated there. What follows is a comparative critique of 
how the merchants‟ reactions in the aftermath of these natural disasters are 
implicative of their ascribed identities and identification with Japan, as they 
may have evolved over time.  
 
In the middle of winter on January 17th 1995, at about a quarter before 
six in the morning, an earthquake measuring 7.2 on the Richter scale 
unexpectedly hit the port city of Kobe causing widespread alarm and utter 
devastation in its aftermath. As one informant recounts the terror and great 
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anxiety felt at the time, he paints for us a picture of the salience of kin ties that 
bind a diasporic community together in hardship and enable them to find 
security in an environment that suddenly feels more foreign and estranged 
than it already is. His intimations also complicate the singularity of „pure‟ 
ethnic solidarity with the ambiguity of „Indian-ness‟ as well as binding ties 
with the locals: 
 
Here everybody knows everybody. It‟s like a family 
actually…even in earthquake we‟re all staying together in 
Club! … We all Indians got together, then I told them let‟s go 
stay in the Club so we‟ll all be together. And then this Suresh, 
he was living behind the tunnel, he made big curray rice and all 
that and brought it in the Club…this guy from Yokohama, he 
has hotels… he sent toothbrushes and toothpaste… we went in 
search of water, went to the mountains, we got water. I gave 
paper cups to everybody:  “write your names down, you have to 
use the same paper cups!”… The glasses, who‟s going to wash? 
It was cold! There was no water, we were bringing it from the 
mountains! For two, three days I think… then we all went to 
Osaka. Then through the mountains all the cars followed each 
other, can you imagine?!... We made bread and butter 
sandwiches and we gave everybody in the cars and slowly we 
moved and we reached Osaka. But two nights we were there in 
the Club, the ISS Club, in the mandir… 
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The merchant calls the community a “family” but soon after refers to a 
more generic category of “Indians” that suggests a more inclusive group 
extending to members of other „Indian‟ ethnicities, such as the Punjabis, 
Gujaratis, Marwaris and others. However, it would be reductive to fully and 
clearly define this community as the product of the oneness of a nebulous 
„Indian‟ nation or of possessing its nationality even. Ins tead, it is likely that 
their kinship lies more pertinently in similar historical and mercantile 
trajectories, residential proximity, and day-to-day socio-cultural interactions 
on common grounds of religious worship51, ladies‟ kitty lunches and annual 
festivities. In fact, the ties of friendship and inter-dependence that forged this 
support group in time of difficulty may well be a result of common linguistic 
(dis)ability even – of understanding each other‟s vernaculars and at the same 
time, collectively lacking the proficiency to rely on local administration. 
Their „foreign-ness‟ therefore weighs as heavily on them as their „Indian-
ness‟. But to go further, the “Club” the merchant refers to is the Indian Social 
Society (ISS) which, in this event, literally transforms into the edificial 
embodiment of a transient „motherland‟ – giving shelter to all her destitute 
children and housing them in the epitome of sacred and impenetrably sturdy 
protection: the mandir („temple‟).  
 
                                                                 
51
 Many Sindhis are regulars at the Guru Nanak Darbar – the one and only Sikh 
temple in Kobe and religious place of worship for the Sikh Punjabi community. It is 
an observable fact that the temple binds the congregation beyond prayer, functioning 
as a meeting place for social mingling, introductions and reinforcing business deals 
through seemingly idle chatter over langgar (customary meal after the prayer). 
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The collective identity of the mixed group thus manifests in the so-
named building – they are the Indian Social Society in that moment of 
reckoning. Otherwise an increasingly inactive social organization in the 
everyday, the ISS in the quake‟s aftermath suddenly became the modus 
operandi for the community to function and regain order. Moreover, the 
merchants‟ pull on account of their extensive and influential business 
connections revealed their ability to make best of the dire situation. For their 
upward mobility, their social capital and the lack of any historically 
entrenched animosity with the locals, the merchants‟ experience(s) of the 
earthquake are therefore not representative of other foreign minority groups 
in the city. Takezawa‟s article (2008) illustrates the struggles faced by major 
ethnic minority groups, namely the Koreans, Chinese and Vietnamese, due to 
bureaucratic divisiveness that offered some of them lesser compensation. 
The working-class Vietnamese in particular faced instances of discrimination 
at the hands of the locals. Takezawa‟s piece reflects on the heightened 
sensitivity towards tabunka kyōsei or “multi-cultural coexistence” and how 
the quake proved to be a turning point for locals to overcome long-standing 
resentment towards the Koreans for their shared turbulent history (pp. 35-36).  
 
Though as long-term foreign nationals or permanent residents the 
Sindhi merchants presumably received equal aid as citizens, their narratives 
depict extra-governmental help in the form of informal ties and personal 
relationships that appear to have carried more weight in their recovery efforts.   
For instance, we note in the excerpt how the Yokohama hotelier – a Sindhi 
„reborn‟ again as Japanese, Mr. Ryuko Hira, lent his assistance from beyond 
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the city. But there is also a need to note that the bread and butter for the 
sandwiches were arranged by local Club staff that lived in neighbouring 
Himeji, at the request of the Club‟s committee. In other words, the diaspora 
though necessarily detached, can never be entirely divorced from its 
environment. Although the Club was extremely useful as a temporary facility, 
the merchants‟ arrival in Osaka was met with the co-operation of various 
Japanese personnel to accommodate them and their families in their hotels. 
In fact, the generosity extended at one hotel is worth mentioning for their 
hospitality enabled the back entrance of their lobby to transform into a make-
shift office for one Sindhi firm to resume work almost immediately.  
 
While many families were able to shift to Osaka and soon after have 
their children and wives leave the country temporarily, one merchant wife 
recalls how her family was one of the few stranded in Kobe as their tailoring 
shop stood completely damaged in the epicenter vicinity. Her memories shed 
light on the day-to-day ordeal that characterized the outcome of the quake 
and which lasted a good six months before former routines resumed: from 
disrupted communication and transport that doubled travelling time to the 
predicament of goods storage and the unavailability of basic amenities like 
potable water and regular lighting. While the government did p rovide low 
interest loans, the immediate assistance rendered by both a fellow Sindhi 
merchant and the family‟s local customers and Japanese friends found deep 
gratitude in her recollections. She notes with awe of how upon hearing news 
of their condition, a former Japanese employee offered to clear out her 
husband‟s carpentry shed to house their garments. It is a gesture matched by 
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their Sindhi well-wisher to store their goods at his office premises. How then 
does „Sindhi-ness‟ feature as an enduring difference in the schema of 
diasporic discourse?  
 
Perhaps the difference is better measured over time than across groups 
at a time. Not much is known about the particular impact on Sindhis after the 
Kanto earthquake in 1923. There is no known official record that verifies 
actual statistics of deaths, returns or domestic shifts save hear-say and self-
compilation of selective available data, such as from the city offices like the 
Kōbe Shiyakusho. Shimizu (2005) for instance, sums up the events as 
follows: 
 
According to G. A. Chandru, in 1912 there were some twenty-
five Indian trading firms in Japan, most of which were based in 
Yokohama (Chandru 1993: 323). Although many of them left 
Japan when the First World War broke out, they later returned 
to the country to resume their commercial activities. In the early 
1920s, there were fifty to sixty Indian merchants in Yokohama 
alone (Futami 1958: 131; Tominaga 1994: 63)… When the 
Great Kanto Earthquake occurred in 1923, however, all the 
commercial premises of the Indian traders in Yokohama were 
razed to the ground. There were some 170 Indian residents in 
the port city, of whom twenty–three died (Tominaga 1994: 63). 
Consequently, many of the Indian merchants with their families 
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left Yokohama for Kobe to resume their trading activities. (P. 
5) 
 
Shimizu‟s account proceeds to highlight the great desirability of the merchants 
made visible by both cities‟ silk industries‟ efforts to keep the traders within 
their territory. Indeed, my interview with Osaka-Kobe‟s former Consul 
General of India reveals - with great prophetic irony - that the land for the 
current ISS building was gifted to the Indian community as an incentive to 
stay. A significant difference to highlight in retrospective comparison is the 
institutional role in the two contexts. City-level efforts appear to have been 
much more integral and wanting in the Kanto case than they were after the 
Kobe Quake. In fact, the lackadaisical hand of the authorities in the latter 
scenario juxtaposed alongside the ground- level support received in the 
immediate aftermath, suggests an evolution of the merchants‟ positionality 
from desirable merchant for international growth to, generic permanent 
resident treated no differently than the rest by the State.   
 
Contextualizing the responsiveness of such interim management as 
humanity in times of duress enables comprehension of the merchants‟ 
memories of mixed feelings towards the locals even at the ground level. As he 
compares the „then‟ and „now‟, an elderly merchant presently in his seventies 
recalls his youth in Japan:   
… Foreigners were treated very respectfully, those years. I 
remember I was, on this road on the way to go to my office, and 
the students, if they crossed you, they would take off their caps 
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and wish you good morning. That was the time… in the late 60s. 
They [the Japanese people] were very nice. Eventually, the 
world changes… But they are still much better people than 
many countries… I think so…  
The streets are presumably quieter today, the businessmen worn from age and 
years of struggle to keep afloat in a long distressed economy; one may also 
wonder if Japanese youth today take notice of the foreigner in a manner as 
gracious. But as the merchant has noted an evolution of time and practices, his 
memory presents us with an implication of continuity from within and over 
history, continuity between the self and other. The foreigner of the past is, in 
spite of his local ties, still a foreigner in Japan today though the world may 
have changed. It is a simple rumination by the merchant, yet I infer from it 
that the diaspora as a historical establishment has necessarily evolved and in 
the process reconstituted the parameters of contemporary diasporic living.  
 
 Uncle CA, a younger merchant who joined his brother‟s business in the 
early 1970s, remembers his horror of having to reside in what came off as the 
backward rural farmlands of Japan then – a radical change from the urban 
landscapes he was used to: 
 
… When I came to Japan I said I‟ve come back to the past, you 
know how Japan was that time… I was in Hong Kong then in 
America, when I came to Japan I said oh my god I‟ve come 
back to the past! I was living in Mukonoso… now this is 
between you know Osaka and Kobe… there‟s Nishinomiya, 
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after Nishinomiya there‟s a small station that‟s called 
Mukonoso, so there were few Indians living there, my brother 
was living there… so I was staying with him and it was really 
like you know a… a village type of thing? I used to walk and I 
used to see the rice fields on both sides… I used to walk up to 
the station, I said oh my god…  
 
The differential experiences between Japan „then‟ and Japan „now‟ 
present memories that are substantively trans- local, finding bases for 
comparison that traverse Japan for more likeable lifestyles in Hong Kong and 
America. In the first excerpt, the social relations illustrated find the diasporan 
situate himself as foreigner even after having lived in Japan for over five 
decades. The locals are addressed with emotional distance whilst Japan is 
reviewed as a preferred choice of residence. 
It appears that the instrumentality of ethnic fidelity in memories of 
trauma though certainly obvious and instantaneous, was eventually broadened 
with multiple avenues of support, many created by localized friendships with 
the Japanese. What problematizes the diasporic condition further is the manner 
in which the informants recollected the help they received. Their emphasis on 
and continued surprise at the assistance rendered by the locals towards them 
gives rise to the notion of unexpectedness which in turn, sustains the 
peculiarity of their position within the greater host society. The Sindhi 
merchant diaspora in Japan is constituted by such occasion of bafflement; for 
many in the community, their everyday bubble of existence is but grazed by 
momentary disruptions such as the Kobe earthquake. Otherwise, they continue 
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to reside within a self-constructed environment befitting their once envisaged 
dream. With these words, it follows that there lies greater heuristic potential in 
re-situating the „homeland‟ as a point of departure rather than as a point to 
return to. Such a shift in vantage point warrants due recognition of „diaspora-
homeland‟ as bilaterally charged and which should rightfully involve attention 
to the „homeland-diaspora‟ directive. The following segment makes sense of 
the diasporic imaginary as it evolved from aspiration to actualized sustenance.  
 
5.3  „Dream‟ as an Alluring Myth of the Hostland 
 
The Diasporic Imaginary 
 
Why did I come to Japan? Well when I was in school, we used 
to read a book - some lesson where one of the lesson was, the 
train, a Japanese couple was there, they were eating a sugar 
cane… our India the sugar cane they sometimes throw here 
there, the sugar cane skin you cut it with the mouth and all that 
[chuckles], in India those days, this must be early sixties or late 
fifties. So the Japanese couple were eating sugar cane and after 
eating, the sugar cane skin they started making … baskets… so 
they don‟t waste anything! They utilize waste in a beautiful 
way, a practical way. The lesson about Japan was about how 
Hiroshima, Nagasaki, in spite of devastation, the unity… or 
even the kamikaze… the suicide bombers, they know they‟re 
going to die but if it‟s going to help their country that‟s not 
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suicide that‟s martyrdom… so those things and there was few 
more things also, so that made me… I must go to see Japan… I 
had a few choices but I wanted to come to Japan…  
~ Uncle SD 
 
… Actually from the very olden time he had a dream to come to 
Japan… I don‟t know but he was told Japan is a very beautiful 
country, he had a very strong dream, he wanted to come to 
Japan… but he was sent to Hong Kong… I think he was sixteen 
or seventeen… so… but then his dream was always there to 
come to Japan, so, he insisted I think his old boss that he want 
to go to Japan otherwise he quit, the company and he was doing 
quite well in Hong Kong so the company did not want to leave 
him so they agreed to send him to Japan.  
~ Uncle MM 
 
The merchants‟ illustrations invoke the makings of a „dream‟ that they 
sought to fulfil by coming to Japan. These illustrations precisely serve to show 
the ground level of agency that motivated the merchants‟ travels in contrast to 
the structural impositions such as the British as well as the more practical 
reason of maintaining an economic livelihood. The notion of inter-
generational transcendence emerges here. Just as the historical identities have 
endured over time, so have the aspirations of the pioneering generation, and 
which are being acted on by their descendants. The powerful motive of the 
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„imaginary‟ so revealing in the excerpts above, delineate the final segment of 
this chapter. 
 
My framework of the diasporic imaginary takes off from Mishra‟s 
definition where he identifies it as a representation one has of how one would 
like to be (2007: 14).  In this instance, the merchants‟ excerpts reveal their - or 
in Uncle MM‟s case his grandfather‟s – aspirations of what or how they 
expected Japan to be. Hence, unlike Halbwachs‟ conception of “dream” as the 
only socially alienating domain of individual cognition (1992: 41-42), „dream‟ 
here is socially constituted as informed desires of place, then transported and 
sustained in the diaspora‟s social imaginary. In other words, the myth of the 
hostland is the social reality of the diaspora. Japan to the young and 
impressionable trader is akin to the glorious emblem that is the land of the 
rising sun. It is for him the land of opportunity and the brave, of perfection 
where nothing is wasted and everything put to good use.  
 
Jain writes: “It is not only homelands which are imaginary but even the 
land of settlement/adoption” (2004: 77); for the Sindhi merchant community, 
their Japan is necessarily distinct from the actual configuration and alternative 
realities of Japan. It is towards this Japan that the diaspora expresses feelings 
of attachment and „belonging‟, of familiarity and of recognition. It is perhaps 
only within this mentally bound territory and pastiche of selective physical 
locations, that the community feels at „home‟. On a recent tr ip to Osaka with 
Sindhi merchant wives, one aunt‟s comment amidst the car banter brings to 
light the persistent incredulity that she was in “Japan”! Even after three 
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decades, there remains to date this type of disbelief that intermittently surfaces 
on occasions of momentary confusion such as that over road directions. It 
would seem that if not anything else, the Sindhi merchants‟ external and 
strong inter-diasporic connections have perennially denied them a more 
integrative local lifestyle and only superficial immersion in Japanese culture. 
For the ladies, this is limited to learning basic language skills at the YMCA, 
ikebana or Japanese „flower arrangement‟ and the ilk. Furthermore, their self-
imposed vegetarian diet such as saee bhaji 52  Mondays disables their 
consumption of most local cuisine.  
 
As part of the enchanting „Far East‟ Japan romances the diaspora with 
distance and disengagement from the rest of the world and its chaos. There is a 
feeling of seclusion accompanying the serenity in living in Japan – an isolation 
that extends beyond any literal manner of divisiveness experienced within this 
country, palpable in the humblest act of strolling along its streets. For the 
Sindhi diasporan, such an air of involuntary detachment empowers the 
imaginarium with an even more keen sense of memory and myth-making as a 
means to remain securely connected to the comfort of their (make-believe) 
past, and to be tangibly rooted in the currency of contemporary global 
connectedness.  
 
This chapter has attempted to make sense of the merchants‟ memories in 
order to gain insight on their contemporary position. It has been shown that the 
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 Saee bhaji is a signature Sindhi dish consisting of blended spinach and other 
vegetables, pressure-cooked with yellow daal and typically consumed by many 
families on Mondays - observed traditionally as being a vegetarian day.  
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merchants‟ status in society, their domestic networks as well as their 
transnational mobility have both empowered and disadvantaged their 
experiences in the host country. Moreover, these same factors have coaxed a 
re-evaluation of their links to the revered „homeland‟ as well as constructed a 
mythical version of the „hostland‟ as it is perceived and sustained by the 
diaspora in present day. As global inter-connectivity is condensed within the 
frame of cable television, the „homeland‟ (re)served on a dinner plate and 
linguistic hybridity apparent in a Sindhi brand of Japanese, this merchant 
community exemplifies the modern condition so succinctly stated by Derek 
Walcott: “No nation now but the imagination” (as quoted in Gilroy 1993a: 
120). Chapter Six concludes this study by widening the scape of this 
imaginary vis-à-vis a global frame of reference. This global paradigm allows a 
repositioning of the Sindhi merchant diaspora relative to the multiple South 
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“To some extent, it is possible to think that the world is under the control of 
the Sindhi networks.” 
 















As this chapter concludes the study of the Sindhi merchant diaspora in 
contemporary Japan, it becomes important to acknowledge that the nature of 
the diaspora – as it is representative of Japan‟s „Indian‟ diaspora – has 
necessarily changed. Furthermore, for an accurate reflection of the worldwide 
spread of this ethnic group and its inextricable inter-diasporic linkages, it also 
becomes vital to contextualize the case study of Sindhis in Japan as it is 
positioned vis-à-vis a global frame of reference. With these two objectives in 
mind, this chapter aims to open up discourse that transcends the locality of the 
merchants in Japan and rightfully places them within a social field stretched 
out to map their global dispersion. As the platform expands, it makes space for 
the diverse trajectories inherent in the „South Asian Diaspora‟, of which the 
Sindhi merchants‟ narrative is but one case in point. The umbrella term is 
deconstructed with respect to recent migration settlements in Japan, in order to 
postulate reconstructions in and of the Sindhi diaspora in particular and to 
reconceive „diaspora‟ as a concept in general. The chapter ends with an  
overview of the main points illustrated in this study and ruminations 
engendered by it for potential orientations in future research.   
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 The term, as quoted in Vertovec (2001: 578), is taken from Glick Schiller et al. 
(1992). It is one of the many catch-phrases that surfaces in the mainstream literature 
that deliberates the condition of „transnationalism‟.  
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The Network and the Nation 
 
One of the first words shared with me by a key informant – the elderly 
resident merchant of Yokohama, now well into his 80s, was a Sindhi pahako 
(singular form of pahaka, meaning „proverb‟). He said to me over coffee at 
Yokohama‟s Chinatown Starbucks outlet: “Atthe pidiya utthe, makaro 
masaade”54 . The proverb literally translates as, „eight generations of camels, 
even the ant is a maternal uncle‟. What it means, is that within the complex 
global network across generations of dispersed Sindhis, one is able to make 
even the most distant connection relating any two Sindhis who happen to meet. 
It is maybe for this reason that Dadlani (2002: 13) notes how a typical 
encounter between two Sindhis begins with the incessant need to find out the 
other‟s family name in order to make the genealogical link. This presents us 
with a glimpse of everyday „networking‟ in real-time practice. But to return to 
the merchant, his vernacular expression of a historical phenomenon was 
ironically within the postmodern setting of Starbucks – an emblematic 
transnational corporate enterprise. The juxtaposition of the two contexts 
brilliantly captures the dialectic relationship shared between the notions of 
„network‟ and „nation‟, which I now wish to discuss.  
 
It would seem that „network‟ and „nation‟ are somewhat opposed in 
conceptual understanding. While the former depicts a boggling visual of criss-
crossing dense mazes that elude but also transgress constructed boundaries, 
the latter is highly regarded as a sacred and contained political entity 
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characteristic of the (post)modern era. In similar vein, Vertovec (2001) 
highlights that „transnationalism‟ and „identity‟ are “concepts that inherently 
call for juxtaposition” because while the former encompasses the spread of 
networks contingent upon a perceived notion of common identity, the latter 
finds itself being negotiated within the same transnational frame of reference 
(p. 573). Where „transnationalism‟ is concerned, one would logically assume 
by its etymology that it succeeds the idea of „nation‟. Yet Vertovec (1999) 
writes: “Transnationalism (as long-distance networks) certainly preceded „the 
nation‟” (p. 447). The point to note is that for Vertovec, „transnationalism‟ 
figuratively provides a space to capture the intricacies and extent of networks; 
it attends to the boundary line but by going beyond it. Though it is on this 
technicality of the pre-recognition of nation-states that Markovits (2009) 
dismisses the applicability of „transnationalism‟ to contextualize the colonial 
era of the merchant networks.  
 
As I attempt to make sense of the Sindhi merchants‟ global networks 
and their fluid identities, the dialectical equation of „network‟ and „nation‟ 
comes together in a manner that would accurately map the global positionings 
of the merchants. The locales of the merchants‟ diasporic communities 
function as nodes in the network and lie within the urban cities of what is 
today territorially defined as „nation-states‟. For instance, it has repeatedly 
been pointed out in the literature that the Sindhi merchants‟ locations of 
settlements are patterned in accordance with most major port cities in the 
world. However, at the same time, the inter-connections between these nodes 
necessarily transcend their localities. Viewed conversely then, the network 
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comprises flows conjoined by these nodes that persist as multiple demarcated 
centres in spite of the extent of free-form, discursive movements and 
amorphous space that the network as a “scape” (see Appadurai 2003) provides. 
The emphasis from a centre-periphery model of flows as outlined by 
Markovits (2000a, 2009) and mirrored in the outdated conception of the 
„homeland-diaspora‟ nexus, has shifted from the boundary lines to the more 
ambivalent and less constrained space beyond the boundary. This ambiguous 
zone is exactly what Gilroy (1993b) seeks to explore in his metaphoric context 
of the “Black Atlantic”. A shift in emphasis then does not mean that the 
boundaries of nation-states and their relevance within the global paradigm 
have disappeared; they are simply being negotiated from a different vantage 
point. As McKeown (2008) rightfully illuminates, there has been a 
problematic “tendency to see globalization as something that overcomes rather 
than interacts with borders” (p. 3). In the context of the Sindhi merchant 
diaspora, Anthias‟ recognition of Clifford (1994)‟s work pins the matter down 
most succinctly: “Clifford suggests that diasporas think globally but live 
locally.” 
 
The Postcolonial Moment and its Movements 
 
Over an average of three generations of Sindhis have resided or continue 
to reside in Japanese cities but they are still viewed and live up to the view of 
being foreigners within the country. The preceding chapters have revealed the 
idiosyncrasies that the Sindhis maintain both within the firm as well as beyond 
it. Their historically embedded network worldwide that began as Sindhwork 
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operations and which has continued to function to date through the inter-
connections between the diasporas, suggests that Sindhis have maintained an 
outward orientation for their sustenance from the pre-colonial era to the 
modern day. In tandem with the renewed signification of globalization studies, 
the Sindhis‟ contemporary globality reprises their far- flung network with 
renewed vigour through novel lines of trade, shifts in commercial processes 
and technological enhancements in information flows. At the same time, they 
have largely retained time-honoured beliefs of socio-cultural traditions 
through practices such as endogamy that have motivated global unions such as 
the Sindhi Sammelan (Sindhi „get-together‟). The event is held at a different 
destination each year for Sindhi youth to mingle and get match-made.  
 
Paradoxically, the Sindhis‟ widespread dispersion in the Partition 
aftermath has made for an even more critical motive to keep intact their ethnic 
solidarity. In this respect too then, the notion of „translocality‟ applies to the 
Sindhis. Their ubiquitous condition begs the question of whether terms like 
„overseas‟ have any relevance for they presuppose the relational existence of a 
„homeland‟ with respect to which the Sindhis are „abroad‟. But if the world is 
their stage, is there an „overseas‟ for Sindhis? And, how then does one 
conceive of the „Sindhi diaspora‟? It would seem that it operates on two levels 
simultaneously: on the localized level of individual diasporic communities 
within specific places as well as on the global level of an intricately linked 
global diaspora where one Sindhi community in isolation is unsustainable 
without its reliance on the network of others, and vice versa. In this vein, 
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Clifford‟s telling statement that diasporas “think globally” may well be 
extended to, they act globally too.  
 
As he attempts to reframe the local/global question, Laguerre (2007) 
points out a significant oversight in the literature, that of time as a factor and 
the temporality underlying the conceptual markers of the „local‟ and the 
„global‟ thus far mentioned, as well as the temporality of the relations between 
them (p. 18). Markovits heeds this overlooked dimension of time when he 
suggests that classifying the extensive spread of the merchants‟ networks as an 
early marker of the „transnational‟ movement misleads and takes away from 
the colonially-driven contingencies of that context. In this regard, the 
contemporary postcolonial moment and its related movements initiated within 
the politico-economic framework of nations‟ bilateral ties, do give greater 
value to the utility of a co-existing „glocal‟ context. To complicate this 
condition further, the following segment introduces the contemporary situation 
in Japan with attention to the recently popular „South Asian‟ diaspora 
discourse. 
  
6.2  Re-Positioning the „Sindhi Merchant‟ within the Contemporary „South   
       Asian‟ Climate 
 
Diaspora as Multiplex 
 
This word „Indian‟ is getting to be a pretty scattered concept.  




The travels and experiences of this thesis‟ case study have barely begun 
to tread in the waters of what is an exceptionally diverse and differentiated 
„multiplex‟ of „diasporic‟ experiences. „Diasporic‟, because the variegated 
phenomena immanent in the misleadingly unifying „South Asian‟ scheme of 
discourse means that the very notion of who or what constitutes a „diaspora‟ as 
well as how „diaspora‟ is reconceived vis-à-vis these narratives, is subject to 
inquiry. In Japan alone, there are multiple migrant trajectories contingent upon 
varying socio-economic as well as political conditions that operate on 
„diaspora‟ as contestable space. The contemporary „Indian‟ diaspora in Japan 
represents great and growing diversity in and of the numerous peoples of 
South Asian origin living and working across the country today. They include 
amongst others – „unskilled‟ labour from Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, 
independent Pakistani second-hand car dealers in Nagoya, numerous IT 
engineers, bankers and multi-national corporation (MNC) professionals from 
across the Indian subcontinent concentrated in and around Tokyo, as well as 
the many „Indian‟ restaurants 55 that recruit cooks and management staff from 
their native towns  (see Ahmed 2000; Azuma 2008; Dhar 2004; Komai 2001; 
Sawa & Minamino 2008, see also the “Japan” section in the Report of the 
High Level Committee on the Indian Diaspora).  
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 Though summed as „Indian‟, these restaurants are also broadly defined as either 
„North Indian‟ or „South Indian‟ cuisine, and include Nepali and presumably other 
ethnically distinct eateries as well. Interestingly, a lot of these places are owned and 
at times also mainly run by Japanese people. An example would be the long running 
“Dilli” restaurant managed by an elderly Japanese couple. The outlet sits within the 
Indian Kitano neighbourhood adjacent to downtown Kobe. Its snacks find regular 




There are now new categories of migrants and new complexities that 
have arisen with their arrival and stay. From the conditions underlying their 
settlement to the nature of links to their respective homelands, as well as their 
representation and positionality in the host society that garner differential 
treatment by the locals, their variety of experiences necessitate comparative 
constructions of „diasporas‟ within the now polysemous South Asian 
„diaspora‟ in Japan at large. Such comparisons draw on the implications of 
theorizing a larger and much more internally diverse „South Asian diaspora‟ in 
Japan whilst simultaneously placing the term itself as suspect. Once again, 
they point to „diaspora‟ as a composite creature and highlight as does Brah 
that, 
 
… all diasporas are differentiated, heterogeneous, contested 
spaces, even as they are implicated in the construction of a 
common „we‟. It is important, therefore, to be attentive to the 
nature and type of processes in and through which the collective 
„we‟ is constituted. Who is empowered and who is 
disempowered in a specific construction of the „we‟? How are 
social divisions negotiated in the construction of the „we‟? What 
is the relationship of this „we‟ to its „others‟? Who are these 
others? This is a critical question. (2006: 444-445) 
 
In line with issues of (dis)empowerment, it is worthwhile for instance, to 
review Japan‟s migration laws and official institution of multiple migrant 
classes in the country, both of which affect the rights and privileges of these 
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groups from their point of entry to underlying the state of their lived 
experiences (Komai 2001; Takezawa 2008). However, more importantly with 
respect to the subject of this study, the presence of multiple newer groups 
creates an environment conducive to revisit the Sindhi merchant diaspora 
through refreshing perspectives that would reconfigure it in new light. Its 
social position is greatly illuminated from a relative vantage point and its long-
standing chief marker of „Sindhi‟ diaspora now becomes a recombinant 
formation of the „older‟ diaspora or just as pertinently, the „mercantile  
community‟ – now enlarged to involve non-Sindhi groups equally old and 
with similar livelihoods. 
 
Hence, the notion of „diaspora‟ as a stabilized outcome and an all-
encompassing entity must not be mistaken for intra-homogeneity but a 
pluralism of matrices whose camaraderie and incongruity vocalize the 
diaspora as a multiplex. The interactions between various groups engender 
inter-subjectivities that reveal very different social as well as socio-historical 
positions. Most significantly, the (in)formally classed aspect of intra-diasporic 
groupings that to a great extent embalms their respective positionalities in the 
host society gets accentuated within such a comparative paradigm. This brings 
to mind how a Sindhi merchant in his candid remark of the Indian expat 
community, interestingly labelled them as the “working class”.  Just as the 
notion of „class‟ emerges, so does the following question: “Who can be called 
„diasporic‟? The issue here is not simply of ethnic affiliation and cultural 




The Merchants and the Expats: Reconstructions in and of the Diaspora  
 
It is no novelty that current debates on „diaspora‟ centre on its 
broadening usage and therefore increasingly diffused conceptions. But as 
scattered as it has become, the social organism that is „diaspora‟ gains steeply 
in renewed signification for what it means and stands for in the postcolonial 
and postmodern condition (see Baumann 1998; Braziel & Mannur 2003; 
Gilroy 1999; Koshy 2008; Shukla 2001). And so, in tandem with the 
conceptual breakdown of „diaspora‟ are the various deconstructions of identity 
groupings along ethno-racial lines such as „Indian‟, regional and more 
germane  categories to the contemporary like „South Asian‟, as well as class 
groupings by occupational status that intersect such as „Indian merchants‟.  
 
It is known that nationalistic sentiments chiefly immanent for instance, 
in the marker of being „Indian‟, are fervently ripened within the diaspora more 
so even or comparable in the least, to the feelings harboured by homelanders 
(see for instance Koshy 2008; Mishra 2007; Shukla 2001). But does „Indian‟ 
immediately signal a calling for patriotic sentiment for all diasporic „Indians‟ 
in Japan? Even if it does, could not this „patriotism‟ be differentia lly 
motivated and so differentially conceived by their various positionalities in the 
host country?  Hence, the case here is not simply to figure what it means to be 
„Indian‟ in the diaspora in Japan but also to recognize that the expressed 
constituents of what being „Indian‟ means is not necessarily singularly 
embodied by all across variant groups of „Indians‟ or „South Asians‟ within 




The distinction of a „South Asian diaspora‟ acts as a „glocalized‟ 
microcosm of multiple worldly occurrences. As an interpretive category it 
implies supposed pan-regional interconnections that get transplanted to and 
coalesce as the diaspora, in the process potentially misrepresenting the 
diaspora as internally homogeneous and as a singular external voice. It also 
suggests evolving international relations between the region and Japan though 
this may be more accurately reflected in prominent bilateral ties between 
Japan and the Indian subcontinent particularly. India‟s emergence as a 
desirable base for Japanese investment and recruitment of professionals to 
develop their software technology accurately illustrates the politico-economic 
framework within which to analyze the settlement of these new expats.  
 
Lastly, the „South Asian diaspora‟ also highlights transnational linkages 
between impermanent „migrant‟ communities and their enhanced reverence 
for the „homeland‟. For example, the transient nature of residency of many 
newer groups is disclosed via return flows of remittances not just to sustain 
familial households in their home countries but more significantly, to invest in 
familial property for eventual occupation in the near future (Azuma 2008: 
260). Through its partaking in such events, the microcosmic diaspora itself 
becomes an illuminating self-account of its prime constituent for this work – 
the Sindhi merchant diaspora is itself affected and reconstituted in the process 





India-Japan Ties in the Contemporary 
  
An article released by The Japan Journal demarcates a “new era” of 
Japan-India relations (see The Japan Journal site: http://www.japanjournal.jp/, 
“A New Era of Japan-India Relations”, Dec 2007) and by doing so, signifies 
the importance of understanding the larger frame of international relations, 
national policies and politico-economic transitions that have facilitated the 
growth of human and other capital flows between the two countries. While the 
ties between the two have been dated to the advent of Buddhism to Japan in 
the sixth century, it is only now, over this past decade, that the largest and 
most accelerated influx of Indian nationals has occurred. Moreover, built on 
the foundations of strengthened support during and after the War and 
sustained amicability over the years, India is and continues to be the largest 
recipient of Japan‟s Official Development Assistance (ODA) – a measure of 
aid to facilitate development in developing countries (see Press Information 
Bureau, Government of India site: http://www.pib.nic.in, “PM‟s address to 
Joint Session of the Diet”, 14 Dec 2006).  
 
As of December 2007, Japan‟s Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) 
official site lists the number of resident Indians by nationality to stand at just 
over 20, 500 (see MOFA official site: http://www.mofa.go.jp/, “Japan-India 
Relations”, June 2010). The count by nationality implies that the actual 
number of the entire resident South Asian population will stand at least a few 
thousands higher, on account of citizenships held not only of other South 
Asian countries but third nations as well. In this regard, members of the Sindhi 
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merchant diaspora become once again displaced in official records, ironically 
by virtue of their self-afforded flexibility. For, many in this community hold 
(dual) citizenships of countries beyond the South Asian region, such as 
Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, and even „subordinate‟ type passports of the 
United Kingdom (UK) that proffer selective privileges for British nationals 
overseas such as in former colonies like Hong Kong. It should also be 
mentioned that although a mere handful, members of the young generation of 
merchant communities have or are choosing to become naturalized Japanese 
citizens too.   
 
This exponential increase in „Indian‟ settlement that takes place from the 
1990s onwards (Sawa & Minamino 2008) simultaneously raises a thought on 
increased class mobility premised on improved life choices, employment 
conditions and liberating circumstances for the most part accompanying the 
progression of post-War capitalism and modernization. One may trace the 
processual uplift in historian Brij V. Lal‟s connotative monikers: from the 
“Desperate Diaspora” (referring to the enslaved labour) to the “Dollar 
Diaspora”, i.e. the prototypically Silicon Valley occurrence (as quoted in 
Anjum 2006). Circumscribing these processes is the meaningful trail of a 
postcolonial framework for analysis. The freedoms of these massive 
movements worldwide that have arisen with as well as awakened the passions 
of and for national democratization ascribed for instance, to the „Indian‟ 
patriot, empower the notion of contemporary „diaspora‟ with the agility to 
embody the “nonnational” (Shukla 2001), to „territorialize‟ the transnational, 
and yet ignite from time to time the furore of unforgotten and in fact, 
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sharpened sentiment in the diasporic nationalist. If in the era of colonized 
mandates transgressions by Bose56 and his compatriots eased the helplessness 
of the anguished, the postcolonial era must be recognized to both liberate and 
complicate the modern anxiety of the privileged.  
 
6.3  Reconceiving „Diaspora‟: Concluding Thoughts  
 
 As I conclude this study, I reflect on the exasperating comment made 
by a young Sindhi woman who was born and brought up in Kobe. On my last 
visit to the field in April 2010, she said to me over dinner: “Every time you 
want to be integrated, you‟re reminded at the immigration that you‟re not!” 
The woman‟s remark brings to the fore, the politically disenfranchised nature 
of the Sindhi merchant diaspora in Japan – a community that has revealed a 
historic establishment spanning 140 years and whose role in shaping the 
international trade scene for Japan cannot be relegated on account of the ir 
minority status. Yet, the merchant community itself does not appear to harbour 
any urgency for political recognition despite the complaints they may voice in 
the everyday setting. 
 
This intriguing diasporic condition of the Sindhi merchant community, 
presumably alongside many other diasporic communities, is one that provokes 
continued investigation into their on-going identity formations from differing 
vantage points. As a former member of this community in Japan, my thesis on 
the Sindhi merchant diaspora has sought to offer a personalized narrative of 
                                                                 
56
 Bose is implied symbolically to refer to both Indian revolutionaries – Subhas 
Chandra Bose and Ras Behari Bose.  
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their histories and contemporary state of affairs. I purposefully adopted a 
historically sensitive framework that embedded the merchants‟ multiple 
identities within a larger context at work. This trajectory also allowed me to 
trace the enduring qualities of the „Indian‟ diaspora as a whole that shapes the 
perceptions of the host society. By analyzing both the Sindhi firm and the 
overlooked sites of „trade‟ beyond their enterprise, I attempted to problematize 
„ethnicized‟ conceptions of their seemingly „successful‟ existence. Instead, 
this thesis has presented the merchants as a community with multiple roles to 
assume and perform, in relation to their inter-activities with various groups in 
the host society – of which the diaspora is a part. By contrast, Chapters Five 
and Six have elevated the diaspora beyond the locality of the hostland through 
both its memories and by positioning the Sindhi merchants within their global 
network, as well as alongside newly emergent South Asian migrant 
communities within contemporary Japan. The discussions offered here provide 
multiple orientations for future research that will hopefully contribute to 
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APPENDIX 1 
 
Question Guide for Interviews with Core Informants 
 
Informants will first be asked a general question for each broad area of the 
interview (i.e. the numbered questions below) to lead them into talking about 
their experience in Japan, with cue questions facilitating in between should 
the interview go off track. The cue questions are also to ensure that all 
relevant areas of concern are covered in the interview. The idea here is for 
minimal intrusion by the interviewer and maximum time for the informant to 
share his/her story. This questionnaire is then simply a reference guide for the 
interviewer and will not be strictly adhered to as such. Please note that the list 
of cue questions are presented to show the sort of focus the interview should 
take on, it is certainly not exhaustive and will be continuously revised along 
the way. 
 
*Obtain consent for interview to be audio-taped. 
 
**Obtain basic demographic information prior to start of actual interview 
(including family name, personal name, age, family dynamics [family size, 
how many generations currently based in Japan, whether children were 
brought up in Kobe, are they a part of the business trade] business company 
name, nature of trade [i.e. import/export of electronics, sundry items, pearl 
jewelers, textile etc.], length of establishment in Japan and so on.  
 
***Obtain permission to include selective information in study.  
 
History of Migration & Early Settlement in Japan 
 
1. Can you tell me when you (your family/forefathers) first came to Japan 
and how it was like then? 
 
- How long have you been in Kobe (Japan)? 
- Where did your forefathers first settle in Japan? Why that 
particular area? 
- Where was their original hometown? Did they ever go back to 
live in their hometown or spent the rest of their lives here in 
Japan? 
- How did they first come to know about Japan? 
- What made them decide to migrate?  
- What were conditions like then? (How were they treated by the 
locals? What sort of hardships did they face and how did they 
get around it?) 
- How were business alignments like back then? 
- How did the Sindhis secure themselves as indispensable trading 
agents when they first came? 
- What specific trade did your family engage in back then? How 
did they secure their livelihood? 
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- Did the Second World War have any impact on their trade? 
Were they in any way affected? What happened?  
- How did you feel growing up in Japan? Please share your 
personal experiences of being brought up here. (If applicable) 
 
Business Establishment in Japan – Structure and Trade Dynamics 
 
2. Can you tell me about your business here? 
- What is the nature of your trade? 
- Is it a family business that you have carried on from your father? 
- How long have you been involved in the business? (From what 
age, how did you learn the ways of the trade, what was your 
first position in the company etc.) 
- How big is your business establishment? (Size of staff, office 
branches in other parts of Japan, globally etc.) 
- Do you employ locals? Can you describe your relationship with 
the Japanese employees? What sort of positions does the local 
staff occupy? How long have they been working for you? Do 
they get promoted over time? 
- Did/do you face any difficulty with the local staff? Is it hard to 
communicate with them? Would you trust them with important 
information? How important are they to your enterprise? 
- Do you employ staff from elsewhere other than locals or family 
members, such as from India? What is your motivation for 
doing so? 
- Are your children a part of the family business? Do you plan to 
get them involved to take over the trade?  
- Would you consider handing over your company to a local 
senior manager if your children are not interested in taking over? 
Why or why not?  
- How do you make contacts for your business deals? With 
locals/other members of the Sindhi community? How far is 
your reach in terms of countries with which you import 




3. How have things changed for Sindhis doing business in Japan today?  
 
- Has the nature of your trade changed significantly from your 
forefathers’ time? How so? 
- What have you done to sustain the importance of your business 
to the local economy?  
- How important are Sindhi businesses to the Japan economy? 
Do you engage significantly with local production houses?  
- What are some of the hardships/constraints that you face today 
or foresee facing in the near future with regards to the 
sustenance of your business? 
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- I understand that the Yen is rising and Japanese products are 
becoming too expensive to buy which is causing the trade to 
suffer… what are your comments on this? What measures have 
you adopted in the past to combat such problems? Do you think 
Japan remains a viable location to continue with import/export?  
- How has your relationship with the Japanese (those with whom 
you deal in the business sphere) changed from before? Is there 
a greater degree of trust and mutual dependence?  
- Do you believe in recruiting locals or would you rather taken 
on Sindhis or relatives to handle your business affairs? Can you 
explain why? 
- Do you plan to spend your retirement in Japan or return to India 
or migrate elsewhere? How come?  
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